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Abstract 

The energy sector is moving towards extensive use of power electronic (PE) converters 

to interface distributed generation (DG) units and modern converter-interfaced loads 

(CILs). Therefore, the conventional distribution-grid is gradually transformed into a 

multi-stage PE converter-dominated network. However, interaction dynamics among 

equivalent source and load converters may adversely influence the overall stability 

even if each converter stage is inherently functional and stable.  

In multi-cascaded PE stages, the equivalent load/source admittance ratio should 

satisfy the Nyquist stability criterion to ensure stable operation. Moreover, tightly-

regulated PE converters induce negative input admittance in the small-signal sense, 

which reduces overall stability margins.  

This thesis addresses interaction dynamics in emerging PE distribution systems by 

using small-signal linearization to derive equivalent input/output admittance models of 

typical PE converters. Active compensators are designed to maintain the system 

stability. Theoretical analysis and extensive simulation results are presented to validate 

the developed models and the proposed active compensators. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Driven by environmental and technical reasons, the interest in distributed energy 

resources (DERs) and micro-grids is gaining high momentum in the smart grid 

environment [1]. Most DERs are interfaced to the grid/load via high efficiency tightly-

regulated power electronic (PE) converters. Micro-grids can be classified as alternating 

current (ac), direct current (dc) or hybrid ac/dc types.  

Ac micro-grids have an advantage of utilizing the existing ac power grid 

infrastructure but they require quite complicated control strategies for the 

synchronization process and preserving the system stability [2], [3].  

Dc micro-grids offer several attractive features. From the generating side, most of 

the renewable energy resources are inherently dc, such as photovoltaic (PV) cells, fuel 

cells and storage units. From the load-side, modern electronic loads such as computers, 

data centers, communication & technology facilities and, more importantly, most of 

motor drives can be directly supplied with dc. Dc power lines provide better current 

carrying capacity than ac lines due to the absence of the skin effect in dc transmission. 

Moreover, dc micro-grids have better short circuit protection and transformer-less 

voltage levels, which significantly improve the efficiency, size and cost of the 

distribution network [4]–[7]. 

As the penetration level of both ac/dc loads to micro-grids systems increases, hybrid 

high-stream networks that combine down-stream ac/dc micro-grids via multiple bi-

directional converters are created [8], [9]. Hybrid grids help to reduce successive 

multi-conversions between ac and dc using PE converters to improve system reliability 

and efficiency. 

Future micro-grids may be combined with smart meters, communication facilities 

and remote control of both generation units and loads to move-forward to smart grids 

era. Decentralized control topologies with maximized reliability and real-time energy 

management with data acquisition systems are the main featuring characteristics of 
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smart grids [10]. The conventional distribution system is transformed to active 

distribution system with distributed intelligence capabilities. 

With the variety of these topological structures, the conventional utility-grid with 

the thermo- and electro-mechanical distribution systems is gradually transformed to 

multi-stage PE converter-dominated system, in which interaction dynamics and 

stability can be a major issue. 

1.2 Research Motivation 

In multi-converter distributed generation (DG) applications, interaction dynamics 

among converters can adversely influence the overall stability even if each PE 

converter is inherently functional and stable [11] – [13]. If the system is initially stable, 

additional loading or changed generation conditions may influence the dynamic 

performance and lead to instabilities.  

For PE converters that are integrated to converter-dominated power grids, the 

following conditions should be fulfilled to ensure the achievement of plug-and-play 

features and averts possibility of destabilizing interaction dynamics: 

- Meeting the admittance ratio or “Nyquist” criterion especially with multi-cascading 

of PE stages [13] – [19]. For voltage source PE systems, with equivalent load 

(input) and source (output) admittance around a common point of investigation, the 

overall system stability is guaranteed if the equivalent load admittance is less than 

the equivalent source admittance. With current source converters, this criterion is 

reversed [19]. 

- Compensating the side effects of tightly-regulated control objectives in advanced 

PE interfaces to effectively meet load or generation requirements. Tightly-regulated 

control topologies induce the PE stage to incrementally appear as a negative 

admittance, which reduces overall stability margin. Equivalently, this behavior is 

represented by a constant power (CP) operation which inherently has negative 

damping characteristics [13], [20] and [21]. 

Throughout the thesis Chapters, the aforementioned stability conditions are 

evaluated in different topologies of converter-dominated power grids. Moreover, 

proposed active techniques are employed to satisfy these conditions and maintain the 

system stability.  
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1.3 Research Objectives 

This research aims to assess interaction dynamics in power distribution grids with high 

penetration of converter interfaced loads (CILs), and develop efficient active damping 

solutions to mitigate undesirable interaction dynamics. The key objectives are 

summarized as follows: 

- Developing small-signal admittance models for key PE converters in different DG 

applications such as dc, ac and hybrid micro-grids. 

- Conducting stability analysis based on the Nyquist admittance ratio criterion around 

common points of interconnections in DG systems. 

- Designing linear active compensators either from the source- or load-sides to 

actively satisfy the stability conditions. Linear analysis tools such as root-locus and 

Bode plots are utilized in the design phase and dynamics studies [22]. 

1.4 Thesis Layout 

The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows: 

Chapter 2 presents the state-of-art and literature survey of converter modeling for 

stability studies, and converter-dominated power grids including dc, ac and hybrid 

systems with their structure and operation.  

Chapter 3 presents the dc micro-grid as an example of converter-dominated 

networks. The voltage-source rectifier (VSR) as a dc micro-grid interface is subjected 

to severe instabilities if it is highly penetrated by CILs. Analytical studies, stability 

investigation and proposed stabilization solutions applied to the VSR side are 

provided. Evaluation results obtained from a complete dc micro-grid model built under 

Matlab/Simulink
®
 platform [23] are presented. 

Chapter 4 presents stability analysis and active damping solutions of ac micro-grids 

under high penetration of tightly-regulated CIL. This Chapter provides multi-solutions 

for interaction dynamics problems with typical scenarios that can be applied in ac 

micro-grid applications. Firstly, interaction dynamics between the equivalent source-

side that is represented by a voltage-source inverter (VSI)-based ac micro-grid and a 

VSR-based common load is provided. Load-side compensator (LSC) is proposed to 

successfully integrate the VSR interfaced load to the ac micro-grid. Secondly, generic 

model for augmented CILs is considered when supplied from an ac micro-grid 
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interface. As a result, a load-independent design approach for a proposed source-side 

compensator (SSC) from the VSI is presented to actively satisfy the Nyquist 

admittance ratio criterion. 

Chapter 5 presents a recently emerged scenario in DG applications, which is a 

hybrid ac/dc grid. Destabilizing interaction dynamics are studied analytically and 

demonstrated through a complete hybrid network model. In this scenario, the CILs are 

represented by a VSI and augmented model of a dc micro-grid; these entities are 

connected to a dc DG park. Active compensation technique is proposed at the VSI 

sides to relocate the overall lightly-damped modes of the hybrid network to more 

damped ones. The influence of the operating mode of the DG park with dispatchable or 

non-dispatchable DER on the ac micro-grid or grid-connected inverters are 

investigated as well.  

Chapter 6 presents the thesis summary, conclusions, and suggestions for future 

work. 
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Chapter 2 

Background and Literature Survey 

2.1 Introduction 

This Chapter introduces background and literature survey of the core topics in the 

thesis. The Nyquist admittance ratio criterion with the destabilizing effect of tightly-

regulated PE converters will be addressed. A general background on different 

modeling approaches for equivalent load or source admittance of tightly-regulated PE 

stages in converter-dominated grids is also provided. These methods include the d-q 

transformation method, phasor-based modeling and harmonic linearization technique. 

It is shown that PE interfaces became key building element for different applications in 

the power system. As result, converter-dominated grids such as; dc micro-grids, ac 

micro-grids and hybrid grids are formed with challenging interaction dynamics 

problems and stability issues.  

2.2 Interaction Dynamics and Instabilities in Converter-

Dominated Grids 

2.2.1 Nyquist Admittance Ratio Criterion 

In multi-converter systems, the ratio between the source output admittance and the load 

input admittance around an interconnection point must satisfy the Nyquist stability 

criterion to ensure the overall stability of the integrated system [14] – [19]. 

Figure 2.1 shows equivalent impedance representation of a voltage source and load 

subsystems integrated at interconnection point ab. The source subsystem is represented 

by a Thevenin equivalent circuit with a voltage source (��) and a source impedance 

������� while �	��� is the equivalent load impedance; � is the Laplace operator. 

Applying voltage division on the linear circuit in Figure 2.1 yields: 

 

�	 = �� �����
����������

= �� �
�����������

                                        (2.1) 
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Figure 2.1: Impedance representation of integrated voltage source-load system. 

  

 

Figure 2.2: Impedance representation of integrated current source-load system. 

 

The source voltage is assumed to be stable, so the stability of the integrated systems 

is maintained if the ratio  �1 + ����� �	���⁄ ��� is stable. This ratio represents a closed 

loop system with a unity forward gain and negative feedback of the ratio ����� �	���⁄ . 

Thus, the system is stable if ����� �	���⁄  satisfies the Nyquist stability criterion. In  

other  words,  this  ratio ������ �	���⁄ � mustn’t  encircle  the  (-1 ,0)  point  on  

Nyquist plots which means that ����� should be less than �	��� in the whole frequency 

domain range. The stability condition in (2.1) is applied to voltage source converters 

(VSC) where the source impedance ������� is required to be low. 

For grid-connected converters, current control topology is employed [19]. As result, 

stability criterion in (2.1) has to be modified. Figure 2.2 shows impedance 

representation of integrated load and current source system. The current source 

subsystem is represented by a Norton equivalent with a current source ���� in parallel 

with source admittance ������� while the load is represented by equivalent load 

admittance	��	����. The load voltage ��	� is given by:  

 

�	 = �� �
����������

= � ��
�����

� �
�����������

                                     (2.2) 
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Assuming a stable current source ���� and load ��	����, the overall system stability 

is maintained if the ratio �1 + ����� �	���⁄ ��� is stable. Therefore, the stability 

criterion with current source converters (CSC) is that the ratio ����� �	���⁄  must satisfy 

the Nyquist criterion (����� < �	��� in the whole frequency domain range). 

Comparing (2.1) and (2.2), it can be concluded that the stability requirements for 

VSC is opposite to that for CSC. Both results meet the ideal requirements in which the 

voltage source impedance ������� is ideally zero and the source impedance �1 ��⁄ ���� 
of a current source is ideally infinity. 

Note that PE converter systems are highly nonlinear. The load or source impedances 

in multi-stages PE converter systems are obtained by averaging and linearization 

methods as shown throughout the thesis Chapters. So, both ����� and  �	��� (or ����� 
and �	���) can be obtained and represented by small-signal linearization analysis. They 

can be represented by a transfer function that depends on the control and physical 

parameters of the associated PE converter. 

From the stability conditions in (2.1) and (2.2), the system can be re-stabilized by 

modifying or “reshaping” the source- or load-side impedance (admittance) to avoid 

undesirable interactions on the whole frequency domain. The reshaping can be done by 

using passive elements or active compensators to modify the load- or source-side 

characteristics and achieve load/source admittance matching (i.e. avoid interactions). 

2.2.2 Tight Regulation Effect of Power Electronic Converters  

In multi-converter applications, interaction dynamics among individual converters may 

adversely influence the overall stability. Even if each individual converter is inherently 

functional and stable in standalone operation, possible destabilizing interactions may 

exist once sub-systems are integrated [20]. With standalone PE converter, the source 

impedance is usually small and the converter itself may drive a passive load. Thus, the 

system stability is probably maintained. With the current advances in PE technology 

with associated cost reduction, multi-stage PE systems are created. As a result, 

interaction dynamics arise and become more complicated as the simple passive-

load/low-source impedance combination is no longer applied. 
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According to the nature of the PE converter, there exist closed loop control 

functions to tightly regulate certain parameter such as speed in motor drives 

applications or output voltage in a VSR. Consequently, and based on the controller 

parameters, the PE converter tends to appear as a constant power load (CPL). As a 

result, incremental negative input admittance of the overall converter appears within 

the bandwidth of the converter control loop. Any reduction of the input voltage to the 

PE converter causes an increase in the drawn current due to the negative slope of the 

input admittance. As result, the input voltage decreases further. Similarly, with any 

step increase of the input voltage, successive increases with instabilities are yielded 

[21].  

Interaction dynamics problems in multi-stage PE converter grids, especially dc type, 

were considered earlier in self-contained electric distribution systems in aircrafts to 

move towards the more electric aircraft (MEA) and fly-on-wire (FOW) concept [24]. 

Hydraulic drives and pneumatic transmission systems are replaced by PE interfacing 

converters to reduce the weight, cost and maintenance and increase the reliability and 

efficiency of the overall system [25].  

In the following subsections, it will be shown that cascaded PE converters became 

the main building element in DG systems. Therefore, interaction dynamic problems 

that might violate the Nyquist admittance ratio criterion with the equivalent CP mode 

of operation appear with severe degradation in system stability. 

2.3 Power Converters Modeling for Interaction Dynamics Studies 

Power converter modeling is classified into time-domain methods such as state-space 

modeling or frequency-domain methods such as admittance-based modeling. State-

space modeling is mainly adopted in large power systems where the effect of 

individual loads or sub-distribution systems is insignificant to the overall system 

dynamics due to their relatively small capacity. In power electronics distribution 

systems, this assumption is not valid because the individual loads should be accurately 

considered to assess the overall distribution system dynamics. Therefore, with load 

variations, which occur frequently in distribution systems, the system model have to be 

reconfigured. This technique is not preferred in distribution systems and, more 

importantly, in DG applications where high uncertainties exist at the load-side.  
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On the other hand, admittance-based analysis is advantageous due to: 

- Its compatibility with the Nyquist admittance ratio criterion that depends on 

obtaining the equivalent load and source admittances to investigate the system 

stability around an interconnection point. 

- Each equivalent load or source admittance can be analytically obtained using small-

signal linearization methods. 

- If the load or source admittance is not available analytically, they can be developed 

numerically or experimentally with the aid of system identification techniques [26] 

– [29].  

- Multi-converter networks can be modeled by cascaded load/source admittances to 

provide flexibility in adding or removing a load or source without major influences 

on the overall model characteristics.  

Developing source or load admittance for PE converters requires small-signal 

linearization tools to overcome the nonlinearities associated with the switching devices 

of the converters modules. Some modeling techniques are discussed to figure out the 

most appropriate method by which small-signal analysis and hence admittance-based 

technique can be developed and applied [30]. 

2.3.1 DQ-Coordinates System Modeling 

In switch-mode dc power converters, the averaging method is usually adopted to 

overcome the discontinuity and switching behavior of PE converters [31], [32]. Small-

signal linearization can be applied to approximate nonlinearities in the resultant 

average-model around certain operating points. In ac distribution systems, average-

method can be also applied [33]. However, the resultant nonlinear model is time-

varying that makes it impossible to be linearized by small-signal linearization tools. 

Alternatively, nonlinear analysis tools can be directly applied to the resultant nonlinear 

and time-varying average model but on the expense of the modeling complexity. On 

the other hand, the most popular analytical tool for the time-varying systems is to use 

rotating frame coordination system [34]. The time-varying quantities are transformed 

to direct and quadrature (d-q) axis components in a two dimensional rotating frame that 

rotates synchronously with the angular speed of the three phase quantities. In this 

transformation, there exists a zero-axis component which is dropped in case of three-
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phase balanced systems or systems with floating neutral as the zero-axis current is 

trapped.  As result, both d-q components equivalently appear as dc quantities in steady 

state conditions so that they can be linearized using small-signal analysis tools.  

The main features of the d-q transformation method are: 

- It is very compatible with machine analysis and control in power systems. A widely 

used approach is to employ the field orientation control in three-phase machines 

using synchronous-frame proportional plus integral (PI) current controllers [35]. 

This technique allows the machine to achieve similar torque control performance to 

a separately excited dc motor, where torque and flux can be controlled separately. 

- In the resultant d-q coordination system, cross coupling terms appears. 

Compensating these terms can be accomplished by including decoupling terms in 

the control loops.  

- This method is only applicable for three-phase, balanced systems. It is not applied 

for single-phase systems. With unbalanced systems, periodically and time-varying 

zero-axis component appears, and makes the linearization impossible. However, the 

maximum voltage unbalance level is 3% or less [36] in typical distribution systems. 

Therefore, accepted and accurate models under the current low leveled unbalanced 

conditions can be obtained. 

- This method is not applicable to involve harmonic studies as they have multi-

frequencies which make it difficult to specify the orientation angular velocity. 

Otherwise, the d-q transformation will contain time-varying components. 

- It has limited accuracy up to frequencies below the switching frequency of the PE 

device, however, high switching frequencies for PE converters nowadays provides 

wider accurate modeling band.   

2.3.2 Phasor-Based Modeling 

Phasor-based modeling yields nonlinear quantities but all are constant under steady-

state operation. Thus, the small-signal linearization analysis can be applied. However, 

some major drawbacks of this modeling technique that conflict with the admittance-

based analysis are summarized as follows: 
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- The dimension of the phasor-based model is significantly high because each 

physical parameter has to be represented by two variables (e.g. amplitude and 

phase). 

- Phasor models that are represented by magnitude and phase or real and imaginary 

components can’t be explicitly converted to a single admittance-based model. In 

most cases, both input (or output) current and voltages are time-varying quantities; 

therefore, it becomes difficult to express them in the form of input (or output) 

admittance. 

- Complex phasor models solve the problem of defining load or source admittances 

for PE converters. However, nonlinear models are often not differentiable which 

means that small-signal linearization can’t be applied. 

2.3.3 Harmonic Linearization Modeling 

Harmonic linearization method has been used as a systematic modeling approach to 

linearize periodically time-varying nonlinear systems [37] – [39]. This technique uses 

Fourier analysis to describe the relations of current and voltage mapping through the 

converter switching circuits that are combined together to give an impedance mapping 

model. By this model, the dc-side impedance of PE converters can be transformed to 

the equivalent small-signal ac-side impedance, or vice-versa.  

The main features of harmonic linearization techniques are as follows: 

- It is compatible with admittance-based analysis. 

- For three-phase converters, two admittances, one in the positive sequence and the 

other in the negative sequence result. 

- Unlike the d-q transformation method, harmonic linearization can handle 

unbalanced and single-phase systems as well. Moreover, no cross coupling terms 

are yielded. 

- Lengthy and relatively complex mathematical analysis is required to obtain the 

source or load admittance for PE converters as compared to d-q transformation 

method. Moreover, most of available models in literature are for single/three-phase 

diode rectifier circuits which are not the typical interfacing PE converter in the 

modern DG systems. 
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- More importantly, harmonic linearization has limited capabilities to accurately 

model the nonlinear dynamic behavior below the line fundamental frequency. 

Tightly-regulated PE converters show negative input admittance especially at low 

frequency region. However, with harmonic linearization method the obtained model 

shows ordinary positive input admittance as compared to the d-q transformation 

method [30]. This methods still demands more investigation to be compatible with 

interaction dynamics in PE systems with CP mode of operation.  

2.3.4 Conclusion 

Major draw backs characterize the phasor-based modeling method; in particular, the 

difficulty in defining a merged form for the source or load admittance for PE converter. 

Harmonic linearization method shows limited capabilities to predict the nonlinear 

dynamic behavior of tightly-regulated PE converters at low frequency range which 

implies a failure in modeling the negative source or load admittance.  

In conclusion, the d-q transformation method is the most compatible tool with 

admittance-based analysis; accordingly it will be adopted to develop source or load 

admittances throughout this thesis. 

2.4 Power Electronic Interface as a Key Element in Converter-

Dominated Grids 

Renewable energy sources (RESs) and DG units are gaining a global adoption from the 

utility-grid integrators to overcome the environmental and technical challenges that 

face the future of the conventional power system. Most RESs such as wind turbines, 

PV modules and fuel cells are interfaced by PE devices to be integrated to the 

distribution system [40] – [44]. With the progressive consideration of RESs, micro-

grids that cluster parallel operated DG units to supply local loads are formed [45].  

Micro-grids can operate in grid-connected or islanded mode of operation in case of 

fault conditions at the utility side. PE as RES interfaces in micro-grid applications 

improve the injected active power quality and provide reactive power on demand to 

regulate the voltage of the point of common coupling (PCC). The harmonic content of 

the PCC voltage and injected current can be also controlled by the PE interface [46].  

Uninterrupted power supplies (UPS) that mainly depend on PE converters can be used 
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to provide reliable supply for critical loads such as hospitals, data centers, airports or 

sensitive industrial loads. UPS systems are used to supply critical loads up to 

approximately 0.5 hour. During this time, a backup diesel generator is automatically 

started up to supply these loads [47], [48]. 

From the end-user side, the penetration level of PE motor drives will increase from 

40% in 2000 to 80% in 2015 [49]. Moreover, PE converters as load interface help to 

save energy and hence, save cost. The 50-60% of electrical energy that is supplied to 

motor drives loads in the developing world can be potentially reduced by 20-30% if 

advanced PE motor drives are used. In lighting systems, PE can save 30% of the 

consumed electrical energy currently used [49]. Most of modern residential loads will 

be interfaced by PE converters for better controllability and efficiency. Even heating 

loads will be electronically interfaced such as induction heating [50]. 

The concept of “more electric” vehicles recently motivates utility integrators to be 

considered as a visionary plan in the near future. Plug-in hybrid electric vehicles 

(PHEVs) have a high density battery that can be charged from external power source 

(charging station) so that the vehicle can run on electric power to significantly increase 

the miles per gallon (MPG) for the fossil fuel [51]. In June 2009, The Ford motor 

company launched the first prototype of PHEV to be tested. The Canadian Hydro-

Québec utility company will field-test this vehicle to demonstrate its influence on the 

grid stability at different modes of charging or discharging [52]. Obviously, PHEV will 

be interfaced to the utility-grid through PE converters for charging and discharging 

process. However, the performance of the utility-grid may be an issue under high 

penetration of PHEV if simultaneous battery charging occurred. On the other hand, 

PHEV in the parking periods can contribute smartly to meet the grid requirements of 

active and reactive power. In [53], large number of PHEV has been utilized to operate 

as a virtual static synchronous compensator (STATCOM) during the parking times. 

The primary objective of the virtual STATCOM is to obtain controllable three-phase 

ac voltage at the PCC to regulate reactive power flow [54]. The proposed idea 

successfully emulates STATCOM operation in coordination with grid-side converter 

of a 400 MW wind farm in a 12-bus system.  

Intelligent PE concept is currently emerged to cope with the “intelligent-grid” or 

“smart grid” era. The expected smart grids will exploit communication infrastructures 
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to facilitate the operational control and energy management among spatially distributed 

entities. Energy control center (ECC) that consists of smart meters, remotely operated 

breakers and data acquisition units will be employed for that purpose. With smart 

grids, artificial intelligence can be added to the system to improve the protection 

capabilities. The system will be able to perform transition between grid-connected and 

islanded mode of operation for certain clusters or micro-grids without exterior 

assistance. In the same manner, synchronization process, power sharing among parallel 

connected DG units, islanding detection and load shedding can be performed [50], 

[55].  

A new class of PE applications with signaling technology is provided in [56]. PE 

devices are deployed to the power system as communicating interface for monitoring 

and information-oriented purposes. In these applications, PE devices are not utilized as 

a conventional electric energy converter but as communication routers to convey 

information signals through the power systems. 

PE research and development (R&D) is driven by a multi-disciplinary approach to 

be more adaptive in the integration process to the power system. The semiconductor 

research is mainly motivated by two directions; reducing the overall cost of the 

materials and manufacturing process, and increasing the device efficiency and 

reliability by introducing innovated semiconductors such as silicon carbide that allow 

operation at higher switching frequencies without significant burden on the overall 

efficiency [57], [58].  

As shown in all previous applied scenarios and current trends in the DG 

applications, advanced PE converters are progressively adopted in the distribution 

system in both generation- and load-sides. As a result, the conventional utility-grid 

with the thermo- and electro-mechanical distribution systems will be gradually 

transformed to a multi-stage PE converter-dominated system in which large number of 

converter-fed loads is loaded by others.   

Figure 2.3 shows a schematic diagram of a possible converter-dominated power 

grid. As shown, two clusters of power plants are tied together via high voltage dc 

(HVDC) connection. HVDC is beneficial for connection of distant offshore wind farms 

to the ac grid, connection of two asynchronous ac systems and transmitting bulk power 

[59] – [62]. As shown, a wind turbine with ac-dc/dc-ac converter and a PV interfaced  
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Figure 2.3: Schematic diagram of a converter-dominated power grid. 

 

by a VSI are connected in parallel to form an ac DG park that supplies a common ac 

load with a motor drive.  The resultant ac micro-grid can supply its local loads 

autonomously or with the help of the utility-grid. Energy management is achieved 

locally within the ac micro-grid or globally among other entities by a micro-grid 

controller (MGC).  

This can be done by using a communication facility to provide monitoring, data 

acquisition and routing, enabling and disabling settings and control commands. In the 

same figure, a dc DG park that consists of a micro-turbine and a fuel cell forms a dc 

micro-grid to secure a reliable and efficient supply for the common dc load. The dc 

micro-grid is interfaced to the ac system by a controlled bidirectional VSR with 

communication facility to enhance smart power management. On the other hand, the 

PHEV station can positively interact with the overall system through its bidirectional 
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interfacing converter at the parking times to work in parallel with the dc micro-grid to 

supply the common ac load. As shown, a hierarchically interconnected and 

dynamically coupled small entities (DG parks, dc micro-grid, PHEV) are structured 

together to form an extended mix of ac and dc systems which is known as a hybrid 

network.  

The advantages of the converter-dominated power grids can be summarized as 

follows: 

- Incorporating advanced PE interfaces with fast and accurate switching capabilities 

for fast dynamic response and improved performance.  

- Hierarchically structured ac, dc and hybrid micro-grids that reduce the successive 

need of energy conversions and hence reduce the overall power losses especially 

with the employed efficient PE converters. 

- The hierarchical structure provides higher reliability of energy supply that is 

suitable for critical loads.  

- Global and bidirectional energy routing among up/down steam entities with easier 

power management that is achieved by the communication facilities. 

- Large number of advanced PE devices provides higher flexibility in control 

topology innovations for better performance and stabilization. For example, active 

damping techniques can be employed to mimic virtual resistive damping in different 

locations in the grid that positively affects the system stability without real passive 

losses. 

 

On the other hand, the possible disadvantages of such systems are: 

- Expensive infrastructure is needed with improved protection components that 

should have adaptive coordination capabilities to cope with the fast reconfiguration 

of the physical system. 

- The wide dependence on wireless communication, networking and related softwares 

subjects the overall system security to the danger of data-viruses attacks, bugs and 

unauthenticated breaching. As a result, blackouts no longer depend on the physical 

equipment only but also on the accompanied softwares and operating systems [63].     
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- The advanced PE control topology induces the device to equivalently operate at CP 

mode that shows a resultant incremental negative admittance from its terminals with 

inherent negative damping. 

- Strong dynamics coupling among the equivalent load and source-sides of PE stages 

that may violate the Nyquist criterion and challenge the overall system stability. 

- High uncertainties in the added DG units and newly connected CILs influence the 

overall system stability. If the original system is stabilized, a sudden change in 

operating point, load dynamics and control parameters may affect system stability.  

- Low inertia in PE dominated network requires improved control topology to ensure 

global stability under large-signal disturbances. 

This thesis addresses dynamics and stability issues of converter dominated networks 

in an effort to mitigate undesirable interactions and increase the safe penetration level 

of PE converters in conventional distribution networks. In the following subsections, 

more details on emerging entities within the converter-dominated grids such as dc 

micro-grid, ac micro-grid and hybrid grids are provided. 

2.5 DC Micro-grids 

2.5.1 Background 

Recent advances in PE converters technology increase the interest in dc active 

distribution systems. Dc power systems are used in some applications such as 

telecommunications, navy ships, aircraft, electric vehicles and traction [64] – [66]. Dc 

micro-grids can operate whether in grid-connected mode or islanded mode of 

operation. As compared to the ac type, dc systems offer several attractive benefits. 

From the generating side, most of the emerged DG systems are dc such as PV units, 

fuel cells and storage batteries. To connect a DG unit to a dc system, only voltage 

levels need to be regulated as opposed to ac systems which require synchronization 

process where the voltage magnitude, frequency and phase have to be matched with 

the grid [67]. From the load-side, many conventional loads such as computers, TV sets 

or even industrial loads such as motor drives require dc supply [50]. Multiple ac-dc or 

dc-ac power conversion stages are not needed in dc micro-grids as compared to the ac 
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type. Dc power system is transformer-less, therefore, high efficiency, compact size, 

low cost and high reliability are the main featuring characteristics of dc micro-grids. 

Dc systems only operate with two-wire cables as compared to the three- or four-

wire cables in ac systems. The current carrying capacity is higher with dc cables as 

compared to ac ones due to the absence of skin effect in dc transmission [68]. A cable 

in a dc system can handle √2 times higher root-mean square (rms) voltage as 

compared to ac system. The power transmitted with dc systems is also √2 times that of 

the ac systems with the same cable considering similar rms current [69]. Note that the 

maximum voltage is equal to the rms value in dc systems. 

There is no reactive power flow in dc grids, as a result the voltage control is mainly 

dedicate by the active power flow unlike the ac micro-grids systems where the voltage 

control is dedicated by reactive power flow while the injected active power mainly 

define the local power angle of the interfacing VSI [70]. 

On the other hand, several challenges still face the wide adoption of dc micro-grids. 

Standard protection equipment which is used in ac systems such as circuit breakers and 

fuses are not compatible to dc systems [71]. Under faulty conditions in ac systems, an 

arc is created inside the circuit breaker. To extinguish this arc, the dielectric strength 

across it has to be increased so that the system is recovered at the first zero current 

crossing which happens twice per each cycle. The higher the dielectric strength, the 

faster the extinguish process occurs. Dielectric strength can be increased by cooling the 

arc or introducing fresh medium such as air or Sulfur hexafluoride gas (SF6) [72]. As 

there is no zero crossing in the dc current, protection of such systems is more 

challenging. However, some solutions have been proposed in literature such as using 

larger distance between the breaker contacts. In [73], the three-phase circuit breaker 

can be used by connecting its three contact pairs in series to be compatible with dc 

applications. Obviously, high cost is associated with the compatibility of the current 

protection systems to dc grids.  

However, dc micro-grids are very promising and attractive. Lots of challenging 

problems are being solved and investigated. In [74], the unbalancing problem in dc 

networks has been mitigated. It is found that unbalanced dc load or generation between 

the positive and negative lines of the bipolar system in dc grids induces a net current 

that flows in the third reference (ground) dc cable which increases the system losses. 
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The authors proposed a dc current re-distributer that is based on PE interface with the 

associated control technique to successfully mitigate the unbalancing problem. 

Modified operational control strategies and power sharing techniques for dc micro-

grids have been proposed in literature [75]. Automatic power balancing technique is 

achieved in [76] based on coordination control between storage units and utility-grid 

converter. In islanded mode of operation, DG units with battery systems are employed 

to ensure functional operation of the dc micro-grid.  

2.5.2 Interaction Dynamics and Instabilities 

As an entity within the converter-dominated power grids, dc micro-grids suffer 

instabilities due to equivalent CP mode of operation that may violate the Nyquist 

admittance ratio criterion. Several stabilizing techniques are proposed to damp 

instabilities due to the CP effect. These techniques depend on satisfying the Nyquist 

criterion from the load or the source-side by either active methods that depend on 

control system modification or passive methods by considering additional passive 

elements(s). 

An analytical investigation of dc-dc converters when loaded by a CPL in multi-

converter power systems is provided in [77]. A linear model of a tightly-regulated dc-

dc buck converter that equivalently operates at the CP mode is obtained. As a 

conclusion, a CPL can be approximately modeled by a negative resistance parallel with 

a constant current source. Stability criteria of dc-dc buck converters have been 

analytically obtained. It is found that the open loop converters are highly influenced by 

the selection of inductive-capacitive (LC) filter parameters. It is recommended to 

increase the dc-link capacitor or the inductor resistance to maintain the system 

stability. Similarly, the inductor size itself, when reduced gives better stability margin. 

These stability conditions are mainly obtained to satisfy the Nyquist admittance ratio 

criterion from the source-side.  The CP effect implies that there is an excessive amount 

of energy that circulates between the inductor and capacitor of the LC filter. Hence, 

reducing the inductor size helps to reduce this energy. Similarly, if the capacitor value 

( ) increases, the circulating energy (!) will induce less voltage (�) oscillations 

(! = �
" �

").   
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Passive damping techniques are investigated to stabilize an ideal CPL that is 

represented by a negative resistance connected to a voltage source and LC filter [77] – 

[79]. Three different damping methods are proposed by adding a damping combination 

consisting of a series resistance and capacitor all in parallel with the original filter 

capacitor; adding a damping combination consisting of series resistance and inductor 

all in parallel with the original filter inductor; and adding additional parallel resistance 

and inductor all in series with the original filter inductor. Indeed, the system stability is 

significantly improved. However, it is not preferred to consider additional passive 

elements in PE converter circuits especially with renewable energy and DG 

applications. The added resistance increases the system losses; the inductor increases 

the bulk and weight whereas the additional capacitor (usually electrolytic) decreases 

the reliability of the overall system. Moreover, the recent trend in PE converter design 

is to reduce the size of the dc-link capacitor. Film capacitors are recently introduced to 

allow much higher current per unit volume which significantly reduces the size of the 

capacitor [80].  

In [81], different strategies to mitigate the CP effect in dc micro-grids are provided, 

such as load shedding, addition of damping resistance, using storage units or filters and 

using control techniques for active damping purposes. For the load shedding, the 

equivalent CPL is reduced by shedding some of tightly-regulated converters within the 

dc micro-grid. However, it has been found that system oscillations can’t be effectively 

reduced even with shedding a portion of the CPL unless there is a sufficient resistive 

element to damp these oscillations. Further, the shedding strategy depends on the 

importance of the load; if the CPL is crucial, it can’t be interrupted. A nonlinear line 

regulating compensator is proposed as well. The main pros of nonlinear controllers in 

CPL mitigations are the resultant global stability, fast convergence to the desired 

control reference and providing better transient response with minimal overshoots and 

settling time if compared to linear controllers. However, the complexity of the 

nonlinear controller makes it less attractive.  Moreover, the switching frequency is not 

well defined in this nonlinear controller which may complicate the magnetic 

component design. Alternatively, active damping has been accomplished through 

linear controllers by adding a virtual resistance embedded in the proportional and 

derivative controller gains. 
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Another method in [81] considers adding a resistance in parallel to the dc-link 

capacitor. This method, however, yields extra losses as mentioned. Ultra-capacitors 

can be used to improve the dc-bus voltage stability by satisfying the impedance ratio 

criterion. However this method requires a PE converter to interface the capacitor to the 

dc-bus besides the high cost of ultra-capacitors and the complexity added to the 

system.  

An active damping method to mitigate the CPL instabilities in dc-dc converters is 

proposed in [82]. The proposed method depends on compensating the negative 

resistance induced due to the CP mode of operation by adding a virtual positive 

resistance. It is advantageous method as it is non-dissipative, so it is suitable to be used 

in DG applications. The virtual resistor is created by measuring the inductor current of 

the converter and subtracting it from the control voltage. This method has been 

successfully applied to buck, boost and buck-boost dc-dc converters when they are 

terminated by a CPL. Moreover, it has been implemented with isolated dc-dc 

converters. Opposite to passive techniques proposed in [78], [79], this method is 

completely non-dissipative with no additional passive elements. 

A Power shaping stabilizing control strategy for dc power systems with CPL is 

proposed in [83]. The dynamic power balance equation that relates the injected power 

from a dc-dc converter minus the consumed power to the CPL to the rate of change of 

the energy stored in the capacitor is reformed to become linear. This is accomplished 

by introducing a new state variable of the square of the output dc voltage which is 

proportional to the energy stored in the capacitor. By controlling this state variable 

through a PI controller, the output voltage is indirectly controlled. Moreover, the 

power demand is the output of the voltage-square control loop. By this way, the overall 

system is completely linear while the presence of the CPL is seen by the control 

system as a disturbance.  

Pulse adjustment control technique is proposed in [84] to achieve output dc voltage 

regulation based on generating high and low power pulses instead of the conventional 

pulse-width modulation (PWM) control techniques. If the output dc voltage is lower 

than the desired values, high-power pulses are generated to compensate this difference. 

Similarly, if the output dc voltage is higher than the desired values, low-power pulses 
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are generated. This method depends on energy balance among the filter inductor, 

capacitor and the CPL. 

All proposed compensation methods in [77] – [84] focus on stabilization of the CPL 

effect from the source-side. The main advantage of these methods is their load-

independence approach. The CPL model is modeled generically as a negative 

resistance while the source-side is reconfigured to mitigate its destabilizing effect. 

Though its simplicity, this modeling approach, however, has several disadvantages: 1) 

it ignores the frequency-dependent nature of the input admittance, so it might yield 

over-designed damping solutions. 2) It does not facilitate sensitivity and stability 

studies that combine the load, control, and active compensation dynamics to 

investigate the effects of the negative admittance compensator on the load dynamics.  

The exact model of a typical CPL has been considered in other works. Using a load-

side compensator, that is load dependent, the CPL instabilities are mitigated. Load 

dependent approach is adopted in motor drive applications that have tightly-regulated 

speed response and loaded by a constant load. Hence, they show incremental negative 

input admittance from the drive terminals. The incremental input admittance of a 

typical motor drive system has been accurately modeled in [85]–[92] to investigate the 

actual frequency range of the negative admittance and to assess the participation levels 

of different system parameters. Active compensation methods depend on feeding a 

portion of the dc-link voltage into the current (or torque) reference to provide the 

necessary damping performance. This approach is reported in [85]-[88] for permanent 

magnet synchronous motor (PMSM) drives and in [89], [91] for a PMSM with 

trapezoidal back electromotive force (emf). A similar approach can be applied to 

induction motor drives to compensate for the CPL behavior [93]. 

Further, in [87]–[90], the active compensation signal is generated via a high-pass 

(HP) filter with a tuned cut-off frequency. However, this compensator with the HP 

filter reshapes the input admittance in a wide frequency range depending on the 

designed cut-off frequency which affects system dynamics. A typical compensation 

strategy is proposed in [85] to yield enhanced characteristics by replacing the HP filter 

with a band-pass (BP) filter. With a proper design, the BP filter operates in the mid-

frequency range, in which the Nyquist criterion is violated due to the resonant peak of 

the dc-side LC filter. This approach relatively immunes the low frequency (speed 
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control loop) and high frequency (current control loop) dynamics from interacting with 

the compensator.  

The provided compensators from the source-side [81] – [84], or the load-side [85] – 

[92] depend on linear analysis. Nonlinear and large-signal stability of dc-dc converters 

have been considered to mitigate the CPL effect in multi-converter systems. A 

nonlinear feedback linearization is introduced in [94] to cancel the destabilizing effect 

of the CPL in dc grids. For buck dc-dc converter that operates in continuous-

conduction mode (CCM), the relation between the output voltage and load current is 

defined by the CPL loop with negative resistance. If this loop is cancelled, the 

converter will operate as it has a conventional resistive load. The authors added a loop 

to compensate this effect using a derivative term and a gain to map the amount of the 

CPL effect that is required to be cancelled. The compensator gain depends on different 

operating points (inductor size, input voltage and the CPL). These points are not easy 

to be estimated and hence the compensator gain has to be selected so that the CPL loop 

becomes positive under all operating points. As result, positive damping of the CPL 

effect is added to the system. This technique can be applied to different types of dc-dc 

converters.  

The Brayton-Moser’s mixed potential theory, as a nonlinear tool, has been used in 

[95] to provide stability criteria for a CPL with multi-stage LC filters. Multi-stage LC 

filters are usually employed in aircraft to achieve better noise attenuation and reduce 

the overall required capacitance as compared to the single stage LC filter. By using this 

method, the stable operating points of this system are obtained. This analytical method 

provides a design criterion of multi-stage LC filters with an ideal CPL.  

A system level global stabilization of multi-loads in dc power system is investigated 

in [96]. The considered multi-loads are a PMSM, dc-dc converter feeding a resistive 

load and a super capacitor controlled by a bidirectional dc-dc converter. The source-

side is modeled by an ideal voltage source with LC filter. The global stability of the 

proposed system is maintained using a large-signal stabilizing compensator based on 

the Lyapunov theory. The principle is to implement stabilizing powers in the state 

space model that should be injected to each contributing load as a CPL to avoid 

instabilities. However, all loads are assumed to have efficient control objectives so that 
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they can be modeled as a perfect CPL without taking the exact dynamic model into 

account. 

In the aforementioned techniques [77] – [96], all active compensation methods are 

mainly proposed to damp the CPL effect for dc-dc converters when they are interfaced 

by tightly-regulated PE converters. Dc micro-grids are usually interfaced to the ac-side 

by a PWM VSR. Therefore, active damping design in dc micro-grids employing PWM 

VSR interface demands special attention. Recently, a switched control strategy is 

proposed for a PWM VSR feeding a CPL [97]. The switching control directly 

stabilizes the CPL via the dc voltage control loop. A switched control strategy is 

adopted to adaptively change the dc voltage controller gains to preserve the system 

stability under different loading levels. This method, however, does not decouple the 

active damping and voltage tracking performances and demands continuous gain 

adaptation. 

Chapter 3 in this thesis addresses dc micro-grid stability under high penetration of 

tightly-regulated PE converters; and proposes three simple and computationally-

efficient active damping solutions that can be implemented to stabilize the VSR micro-

grid interface.  

2.6 AC Micro-grids 

2.6.1 Background 

In contrarily to the dc type, ac micro-grids are more prevalent in the power system 

because they have the advantage of utilizing the existing ac power grid infrastructure. 

Ac micro-grids may be combined with smart meters, communications and remote 

controls to become the building element in the future smart grid. Besides, utility 

operators are more familiar with ac micro-grids as compared to the dc type. Moreover, 

there is no need to reconfigure the end-user loads or building structures when they are 

supplied from ac micro-grids. Ac loads can be directly connected to the ac micro-grids 

without using interfacing converters whereas in dc micro-grids, these loads must be 

interfaced by ac-dc converter. Ac micro-grids also have the advantage that they 

provide the utility-grid with ancillary services and reactive power support.  
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Small-signal modeling and stability analysis of parallel connected VSI in micro-grid 

mode of operation have been provided in [98]. The authors considered the power 

sharing loop dynamics in the small-signal modeling. However, ideal inverter behavior 

is assumed with perfect and fast voltage and current controllers. As a result, the 

influence of the voltage and current control dynamics is ignored, which is very 

important especially with high VSI ratings where the switching frequency is usually 

limited. Modified and exact modeling and analysis of autonomously-operated VSI in 

an ac micro-grids have been considered in [99] based on state-space modeling 

approach and small-signal linearization that include the outer active and reactive power 

sharing controller, the ac voltage controller and the inner current controller. The 

modeled VSI is terminated by output LC filter. Based on the developed model, eigen 

values or modes that represent the overall dynamics are obtained and clustered in three 

regions; high frequency high damping region that combines the modes that are 

sensitive to the current controller dynamics, medium frequency medium damping 

modes that are sensitive to the voltage controller dynamics and finally, low frequency 

and lightly damped modes that are sensitive to the power sharing controller. Therefore, 

the power sharing loop dedicates the ac micro-grid stability. 

Power sharing control for parallel connected inverters in ac micro-grids has been 

addressed in several works [100] – [105]. Generally, power sharing control in these 

systems depends on emulating the performance of the governor of synchronous 

generators where the active power is coupled to the operating frequency while the 

reactive power is related to the operating voltage, both according to the droop 

characteristics. Conventional droop control is considered in [98], [99] where static 

droop gains are considered to control the active and reactive power sharing. However, 

static droop gains have slow and oscillatory dynamics. Moreover, to change the 

transient response, the steady-state power sharing is affected. Therefore, a modified 

droop control method [100] with conventional droop coefficients in addition to 

dynamics ones with derivative and integral gains is proposed. Improved and 

controllable transient response result without influencing the steady state power 

sharing. Usually, inductive output impedance behavior of VSI is considered to achieve 

the regular active and reactive power sharing.  However, the output impedance of the 

VSI is not always inductive which significantly affects the accuracy of the power 
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sharing [101]. Active-power/frequency and reactive-power/output-ac voltage relations 

are only valid with purely inductive output impedance behavior whereas the active 

power is defined by the output ac voltage and the reactive power is controlled by the 

operating frequency in purely resistive output impedance characteristics. Hybrid 

inductive/resistive characteristics of the output impedance yields completely coupled 

active and reactive power [102], [103]. As result, a proposed nonlinear controller is 

provided in [101] to introduce a virtual output inductive impedance of VSI to maintain 

the active and reactive power sharing. Moreover, accurate harmonic power sharing is 

yielded in case of supplying nonlinear loads. Further investigation of the effect of 

output impedance on the power sharing accuracy is provided in [102], [103]. A 

proposed power sharing controller is provided to accurately achieve proper active and 

reactive power sharing regardless the output impedance type. In [104], a proposed 

power sharing control method is presented to consider the impact of complex 

impedance (hybrid inductive/resistive) and avoid circulating currents. Low frequency 

relative stability in parallel connected inverter based DG is addressed in [105]. It has 

been shown that the low frequency modes of the power sharing dynamics drifts to new 

locations and relative stability is remarkably affected. A proposed power sharing 

controller is introduced to preserve the relative stability by introducing dynamic droop 

coefficient which can be adaptively tuned to preserve the dominant poles’ loci. Hence, 

the relative stability can be preserved without affecting the steady state operation. 

Based on droop control, energy management systems for a standalone micro-grid 

has been proposed in [106]. The proposed technique defines the optimal generator 

dispatch level by selecting the droop gains and maintains the system stability.  

2.6.2 Interaction Dynamics and Instabilities 

The concept of multi-port PE interface for renewable energy resources and storages is 

presented in [107]. A single phase VSI is used to interface different types of DG units; 

with their dc-dc converters, to the utility-grid. An integrated control structure for the 

source dc-dc converters is provided for better efficiency. However, a focused analysis 

is put on the source-side dc-dc converters by replacing the VSI with a common 

resistive load, by which interaction dynamics between DG units and the VSI as an 

interface to the utility-grid is ignored. In [108], a multi-inverter micro-grid is studied 
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with a computational method to determine the system stability. The model provided 

considers the effect of the power droop coefficients as they have low frequency eigen 

values which dominate the micro-grid stability [105]. It is shown that the analysis 

based on the complete models for three-inverter micro-grid is quite long and complex. 

Thus, in multi-converter networks with large number of converters, it is more 

convenient and computationally-efficient to model the system using cascaded 

input/output admittances that consider the physical topology and overall control 

parameters. 

The Nyquist stability criterion can be also applied to evaluate the ac-bus stability of 

VSI. In this case, the input admittance is seen from ac capacitor of VSI to the common 

ac load with/without the utility-grid while the output admittance is that seen from ac 

capacitor towards the VSI switches. This ac admittance of a VSC is addressed in [109] 

to investigate the converter-grid interactions and stability conditions. Similarly, the ac-

side admittance (or harmonic admittance) of VSI is addressed as in [110], [111] under 

different topologies but with assumption of ideal dc-link voltage. A similar recent 

work is presented in [112] to provide analytical modeling of harmonic interactions 

between the utility-grid and the DG inverters using their ac-side admittance. The 

importance of the output ac admittance of VSC also appears in [113] where a sub-

synchronous torsional stability analysis is performed to study the interaction dynamics 

induced by a current controlled VSC that is located electrically nearby a synchronous 

machine. From [109] – [113], it can be concluded that the ac-side stability for VSC 

based on its output ac admittance is a well-defined problem in literature.  

In [98] – [106], the common load considered in ac micro-grid application is mostly 

taken as a static resistive-inductive-capacitive (RLC) load. However, with the high 

penetration of advanced PE interfaced loads or generators within the ac micro-grids, 

static RLC modeling may not be indicative and efficient enough to reflect the real 

dynamics in the system. 

 Similar to dc micro-grid, interaction dynamics among VSCs in ac micro-grids is a 

significant problem that affects the overall system stability. However, the interaction 

dynamic problems due to the violation of the Nyquist admittance ratio criterion or the 

penetration of tightly-regulated converters in ac micro-grids have not been addressed in 

literature. In dc micro-grids, this problem is heavily tackled due to its early 
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involvement in the aircraft, navy ships and electric vehicles systems. With the 

emerging of dc micro-grids, those solutions were automatically imported. 

The influence of the CPL on the ac micro-grid stability has been only addressed in 

[114]. With CP operation, it is concluded that the system stability cannot be preserved 

by only tuning the current and voltage controllers. The mitigation technique was 

achieved passively by adding additional resistive load in parallel to the aggregated 

CPL so that the overall load impedance increases, to satisfy the Nyquist stability 

criterion. However, the CPL is generically modeled by a negative resistance which 

ignores the load dynamics and its interactions with the ac micro-grid PE interface. 

Moreover, the damping criteria considered is to add a resistive load in parallel with the 

original CPL so that the resultant load damping increases. Obviously, very restricted 

loading conditions are yielded that conflict with the uncertain nature of DG systems. 

Indeed, it is not feasible to impose loading conditions on the end-user customers to 

avert probable instabilities. Moreover, the penetration level of resistive load sharing 

decreases as compared to CPL penetration; therefore, the natural damping of resistive 

loads might not be sufficient to mitigate the effect of the CP operation and maintain 

adequate stability margins in the micro-grid system under different loading conditions. 

Interaction dynamics between DG converters and CPL becomes more significant in 

isolated ac micro-grids. In this mode, the aggregated source impedance of DG units 

increases, which might violate the Nyquist stability criterion. However, if the same 

CPLs are supplied in grid-connected mode, stability margins can be remarkably 

improved as the aggregated source impedance of DG units and the grid decreases 

significantly due to the relatively large stiffness of the grid as compared to DG units. 

Therefore, future considerations of such kind of loads should be adopted in micro-grid 

management and operational control or in weak grids. 

To address the interaction dynamics problem in the converter-dominated ac micro-

grids, Chapter 4 addresses ac micro-grid stability under high penetration of tightly-

regulated CILs. Different scenarios for ac micro-grids are considered and investigated 

in this thesis: 

- Interaction dynamics between the equivalent source-side that is represented by VSI 

as an ac micro-grid interface with a VSR terminating a resistive load as common 
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CIL. A LSC is proposed to successfully integrate the VSR interfaced load to the ac 

micro-grid. 

- Interaction dynamics between the equivalent source-side that is represented by VSI 

as an ac micro-grid interface with a generic model of augmented CIL load that is 

represented by incremental negative admittance. A load independent design 

approach is followed to design a SSC on the VSI interface. 

2.7 Hybrid Grids 

2.7.1 Background 

As discussed in the last two subsections, each of ac and dc micro-grids has advantages 

but also disadvantages. Hybrid grids combine both of them by employing multi 

bidirectional PE converters to combine their benefits with minimal drawbacks. Hybrid 

grids are gaining high interest. Note that with each deployed dc micro-grid to the 

utility-grid, an unintentional hybrid grid is formed [50].  

Hybrid grids provide variety of ac or dc supply within the same vicinity so that ac or 

dc loads can be fed from the suitable supply without additional conversions. 

Obviously, this increases the overall efficiency and reliability. However, the mix of 

different ac and dc loads or generators requires well-coordinated control algorithms so 

that smooth power transfers are achieved with stable performance. Moreover, energy 

management and operational control of such grids is more complicated as compared to 

individual ac or dc micro-grids. 

2.7.2 Interaction Dynamics and Instabilities 

Interaction dynamics between ac and dc micro-grids within a hybrid system has not 

been extensively studied. In [115] the authors considered a dc micro-grid that consists 

of a wind turbine generator (WTG), a generator-side converter and some controllable 

loads interfaced by dc/dc converters (electric water heaters and battery systems). On 

the ac-side, the system is interfaced by a grid-side inverter that is connected to a diesel 

generator and variable ac load. By using a proposed droop control technique at the 

controllable dc loads that yields a modified current control dynamics, the common dc 

voltage fluctuations could be suppressed. This is achieved by sharing the power 

consumption levels of the dc loads according to their ratings when dc-bus voltage rises. 
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Similarly, the discharge rate of battery systems is shared among controllable loads 

when the dc-bus voltage falls. By that way, power balance between the loads and 

generators is achieved to minimize the coupled dynamics between the ac-side 

generation and the controllable dc loads. 

As a facilitated operational control example of a proposed hybrid ac/dc grid, a 

coordination control scheme among multiple PE converters is proposed in [116]. The 

provided control emphasis on harnessing the maximum power from RES, minimize the 

circulating powers between the ac and dc entities and hence maintain the system 

stability in both grid-connected and islanded mode of operation. Power balance 

between the generation and consumption is the main objective to maintain the system 

stability in all modes of operations. Detailed control topologies for all PE converters in 

the proposed hybrid grid is provided to be coordinately controlled to supply efficient 

and high quality power to local loads and utility-grid as well.  

Chapter 5 presents a comprehensive assessment and active damping mitigation 

strategies of the interaction dynamics in hybrid converter-dominated networks based 

on source/load admittance modeling of PE stages. In this scenario, the CILs are 

represented by two VSI entities, one supplies local load while the other interfaces the 

utility-grid, and augmented model of a dc micro-grid. The VSI entities and dc micro-

grids are supplied from a dc DG park. It is shown that source/load admittance 

mismatch can occur between the equivalent load and source admittances which, as 

result, degrades the common dc-link stability. As a mitigation approach, three active 

compensation methods are proposed and implemented in VSI interfaces to virtually 

reshape their dc-side input admittance; hence the Nyquist criterion can be actively 

maintained with higher stability margin for the overall hybrid network. Sensitivity 

study of the hybrid network is conducted to investigate the effect of dc-link dynamics 

on the load-side performance with the proposed active compensators. The influence of 

the operating mode of the DG park with dispatchable or non-dispatchable DER on the 

ac micro-grid or grid-connected inverters are also investigated. 
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Chapter 3 

Linear Active Stabilization of Converter-Dominated DC 

Micro-grids
1
 

3.1 Introduction 

Dc micro-grids are gaining high momentum under the smart grid environment. Dc 

micro-grid stability can be an issue under high penetration of tightly-regulated power 

converters used to interface distributed resources and loads.  Figure 3.1 shows a 

configuration of a dc micro-grid system, where a bidirectional PWM ac-dc VSC is 

used to interface the dc micro-grid to an ac system. Within the dc micro-grid, DG 

units, such as PV cells, micro-turbines and wind turbines are integrated. Storage units 

are also available to provide energy back-up for critical loads. The voltage level 

conversions are handled by tightly-regulated dc-dc converters, whereas dc-ac 

converters can be used to supply ac loads and motor drives. Resistive load can be 

available within the dc micro-grid but with lower penetration level as compared to the 

penetration level of PE generators/loads. With the increased adoption of power 

converters to enhance the performance of line-start motors and other conventional 

loads, it is expected that the resistive load sharing will decrease to 15% to 20% by year 

2015 [49]. This indicates that future micro-grids can be regarded as converter-

dominated grids. 

This Chapter addresses dc micro-grid stability under high penetration of tightly-

regulated PE converters; and proposes three simple and computationally efficient 

active damping solutions that can be implemented to stabilize a controlled VSR 

interfacing a dc micro-grid to an ac system. The proposed active damping methods 

depend on reshaping the VSR impedance by injecting internal-model-based active 

damping signal at the  outer,  intermediate  and  inner  control   loops  of  the  voltage- 

                                                           
1
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Figure 3.1: Schematic diagram of a dc micro-grid. 

 

oriented VSR interface. Small-signal analysis is conducted to assess the system 

stability under different compensation schemes. Moreover, the reshaped source 

impedance of the VSR interface and the modified voltage-tracking dynamics are 

derived under different compensation schemes. Sensitivity and robustness analyses are 

provided to assess the dynamic coupling among active damping and voltage tracking 

controllers. Evaluation results, based on a detailed model of a dc micro-grid with 

multiple tightly-regulated CILs, are provided to validate the developed models and 

demonstrate the effectiveness and robustness of proposed techniques. 

3.2 Modeling of DC Micro-grids Converter-Interfaced Loads 

To show the influence of the tight regulation on dc micro-grid stability, typical dc 

micro-grid load models are presented. The first example considered is a dc-ac 

converter as a motor drive with TR motor speed. The second example is a dc-dc buck 

converter with resistive load and tightly-regulated output dc voltage. In both cases, due 

to the tight regulation, incremental negative impedance appears from the load 

terminals. 
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Figure 3.2: PMSM drive as a typical load in a dc micro-grid. (a) PMSM drive schematic. (b) Small-signal 

input admittance of the PMSM. 

3.2.1 Motor Drive with DC-AC PWM Converter 

A PMSM drive is shown in Figure 3.2 where a three phase PWM inverter is interfaced 

to the dc micro-grid by a dc filter. The objective of the drive controller is to tightly 

regulate the motor speed; hence incremental negative input impedance appears to the 

dc filter capacitor (��). As result, the dc-bus voltage (��) oscillates and may suffer 

instability. Based on the small-signal analysis of the PMSM drive system, the 

incremental input admittance (∆��) as seen by the dc filter is: 

 

∆�� = 	
���° ���° ����° �����°� � ����� � �. !"�#$�%�&�'�. !"�#$�()° %��&��*+��������&�'&��+������'                          (3.1) 

 

where ,�- and ,�. are the proportional and integral gains for the PMSM current 

controller, respectively; /� is the stator inductance; 0- is the number of pole pairs; 1 

is the flux linkage of the rotor magnets; 23 is the motor electrical torque; 4 is the motor 

inertia; 56°  is the steady state motor speed; ���°  and 7��°  are the steady state quadrature- 

(q-) axis component of the motor input voltage and current, respectively; ��° is the 

steady state value of the dc-link voltage;	9 is the Laplace transform operator. The 

PMSM drive model is given in Appendix A3.1 [85] – [88]. 

The frequency response of (3.1) is shown in Figure 3.2(b).  The phase  value  of  the 
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Figure 3.3: Tightly-regulated dc-dc buck converter load in a dc micro-grid. (a) System schematic. (b) 

Small-signal input admittance. 

 

input admittance (180	 ̊) depends on the current controller bandwidth. The higher the 

control bandwidth, the higher frequency range of the negative incremental admittance 

reflected to the dc-bus voltage. 

3.2.2 DC-DC Buck Converter Supplying a Resistive Load 

Figure 3.3(a) shows a dc-dc buck converter with a tightly-regulated output dc voltage. 

The output power of the converter is constant at each loading condition due to this 

regulation. Applying small-signal analysis, the incremental input admittance (∆�.;) can 

be obtained by: 

 

∆�.; = <=>?@ABCDE��F<=>?+>? @ABCDE���<=>?@>?@ABCD�+>? E��<@ABCD�@>? E                            (3.2) 

 

where G�H , /�H  and ��H are the resistance, inductance and capacitance of the dc filter. The 

dc-dc converter model is given in Appendix A3.2 [33], [77]. 

Figure 3.3(b) shows the frequency response of (3.2) at different loading levels. As 

shown, the admittance has negative value (-180	 ̊) over large frequency range and it 

depends on the loading conditions. 

The aforementioned examples indicate that the penetration of tightly-regulated PE 

converters to the dc micro-grid degrades the system stability due to the inherent 

negative damping effect of these converters. As seen in Figure 3.2 and 3.3, the 
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frequency range of the negative admittance of the CIL varies with the load or 

controller variations. As a result, the best generic model for the augmented CPL is to 

consider the worst loading condition, which is a negative resistance at the whole 

frequency range.  

3.3 Modeling of the DC Micro-grid Interface 

The dc micro-grid interface is a PWM ac-dc bidirectional VSC. The interface is shown 

in Figure 3.4 where G and / represent the total resistance and inductance of the ac-side 

filter and grid parameters at the PCC. The dc micro-grid bus is connected to the 

tightly-regulated advanced PE loads and generators. 

Using the two-phase (d-q) synchronous reference frame, the ac-dc bidirectional 

converter large-signal model can be given by [117], [118]: 

 �� − �J�K� = LG + 9/N7� + 7J5/                                         (3.3) �J − �J�KJ = LG + 9/N7J − 7�5/                                    (3.4) 9��J� = 1.5!7�K� + 7JKJ$ − 7J�                                        (3.5) 

 

where 7J and 7� are d-q components of the input ac currents; �J and �� are the d-q 

components of the input ac voltages and KJ, K� are the rectifier duty ratios, 

respectively; � is the dc-link capacitance, 5 is  the  synchronous angular frequency; 7J� = Q �J�⁄  is the dc current injected by the interfacing  converter to the dc-bus of the 

micro-grid, where Q is the total power drawn by the dc micro-grid loads; and �J�  is the 

dc-bus voltage. 

 The control strategy considered in this paper consists of vector controllers in terms 

of a reference frame aligned with the ac-bus voltage vector. An outer dc voltage 

controller is used for dc voltage tracking and regulation, whereas an inner current 

controller is used for voltage-orientation mechanism at a unity power factor by setting 

the quadrature component of the input ac current to zero [119], [120].  

The mathematical model for the dc voltage controller is given by: 
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Figure 3.4: Bidirectional controlled ac-dc converter interfacing a dc micro-grid. 

 7J63� = !�J�63� − �J�$STL9N                                              (3.6) 

 

where �J�63� is the reference dc-bus voltage; STL9N	is the dc voltage controller  and  is  

implemented  by  proportional  (,T-)  and  integral  L,T.N. This loop generates the 

direct- (d-) axis component of the ac-dc converter reference current (7J63�) whereas the 

quadrature reference component (7�63�) is set to zero for unity power factor operation.  

In (3.3) and (3.4), cross coupling terms due to the input ac inductor appears with a 

voltage drop that should be cancelled especially at high power ratings. Compensating 

these terms can be accomplished by including decoupling loops in the current 

controller loop as follows: 

 �J�KJ = −!7J63� − 7J$S.L9N + �J + 7�5/                                 (3.7) �J�K� = −!7�63� − 7�$S.L9N + �� − 7J5/                                 (3.8) 

 

where S.L9N is the current controller with proportional and integral gains, ,.- and ,.., 
respectively. Figure 3.5 shows the overall large-signal block diagram of the micro-grid 

interface. The current controller synthesizes the duty ratios in the d-q frame which are 

used to generate the controlled signals of the insulated-gate bipolar transistor (IGBT) 

switches in the interface power circuit. 
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Figure 3.5: Large-signal model of ac-dc controlled interfacing converter. 

 

The design procedures of the dc voltage and current controllers are addressed in 

literature [119]–[121]. Firstly, the inner current controller loops should be designed to 

achieve high bandwidth characteristics. Solving (3.4) and (3.7), the transfer function 

between 7J and 7J63� is given by: 

 �D	�D)�> = �'�	���''+	���!@��'�$	���''                                               (3.9) 

 

The zero and one of the poles in (3.9) are designed to cancel each other by setting ,.. ,.-⁄ = G /⁄  which results in: 

 

�D	�D)�> = �'� +⁄���'� +⁄                                                   (3.10) 

 

From (3.10), the bandwidth of the current controller loop is ,.- /⁄ .  

Secondly, the dc voltage controller loop can be designed by using the control block 

diagram in Figure 3.5. The voltage tracking transfer function is given by (3.11), which 

can be used to design the voltage controller parameters based on the desired natural 

frequency and damping ratio. The voltage loop bandwidth is much slower than the 

current controller loop and can be designed within the 20 – 60 Hz. 

 �D��D�)�> = F.UVD° <!�W��'�$���!�W��''��'��W'$���W'�''E+=�X�!@��'�$=�Y�!=�''�F.UVD°�W��'�$���F.UVD° !�W��''��'��W'$��F.UVD°�W'�''       (3.11) 
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Figure 3.6: Root-locus graph of one component of the conjugate dominant pole of the system 

characteristic equation with a constant power and normal loading conditions. 

 

 
Figure 3.7: Impedance based stability criterion equivalent circuit. 

3.4 Composite Loading Effect on the VSC Stability 

In this section, small-signal analysis of the uncompensated system is presented to 

assess the effect of high penetration of tightly-regulated PE loads on the dc micro-grid 

stability. Initially, it is assumed that the dc micro-grid is loaded by 100% of tightly-

regulated power converters to show their effect on the system stability. Then, the 

natural resistive load penetration to the dc micro-grid will be considered. Considering 

the existing resistive load (GJ), the dc-bus dynamics in (3.5) is modified to:  

 <9� + F@DE�J� = 1.5!7�K� + 7JKJ$ − 7J�                               (3.12) 

 

Using (3.4), (3.6) and (3.7), the small-signal d-axis current can be obtained in terms 

of ∆�J� where: 

 ∆7J = − ZWL�NZ'L�N@��+�Z'L�N∆�J�                                        (3.13) 
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Using (3.13) and applying small-signal linearization on (3.12), the small-signal 

transfer function between the dc-bus voltage (∆�J�) and the rectifier duty ratio (∆KJ) 

can be given by: 

 

∆�D�∆VD = F.U�D° !+�Y�!@��'�$����''�$

[\\
\\\
]+=�X�^!@��'�$=�� �_D� `°aD�°� *+b�Y��=�''�� �_D� `°aD�°� *!@��'�$�F.UVD°�W��'�*��

�^� �_D� `°aD�°� *�''�F.UVD° !�W��''��'��W'$b��F.UVD°�W'�'' cdd
ddd
e    (3.14) 

 

where 7�°  and ∆7� are zero in the small-signal sense; Q° is the steady state active power 

flowing through the VSC; and �J�°  is the nominal dc-bus voltage. 1/Rd can be set to 

zero to get the 100% penetration of tightly-regulated power converters to the dc micro-

grids.  

Using the voltage dynamics in (3.14), the root-locus graph is shown in Figure 3.6 

(with 
F@D = 0) under gradual change of the loading level from 0 to 1.2 per-unit (p.u.) (at 

12 kW base power). The dc voltage controller is designed with 20 Hz bandwidth. One 

component of the dominant conjugate pole is shown only. The dominant pole travels to 

the right hand side (RHS) of the s-plane as loading increases, which indicates unstable 

conditions due to the tight regulation effect. Moreover, in the nominal loading 

conditions (1.0 p.u.) the system is stable but with a very low damping factor of 

0.446×10
-3

, which leads to instability under system disturbances. On the same figure, 

the dominant poles under positive resistive loading conditions and the same system 

parameters are shown. It is clear that the stability margin is much better even under the 

overload conditions. 

For further analysis and justification, the impedance ratio (Nyquist) criterion is 

considered. To apply this criterion, the system in Figure 3.4 should be equivalently 

transferred to the simple circuit shown in Figure 3.7 where g�, ��, gh  and �h are the 

Thevenin equivalent impedance and voltage of the supply and load, respectively. The  
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Figure 3.8: Impedance ratio criterion with different dc voltage control bandwidth. (a) Uncompensated 

system. (b) Composite resistive loading of 0.2pu 

 

impedance ratio analysis will be applied to the small-signal linearized impedance due 

to the nonlinearity of the source-side. 

The small-signal load impedance L∆ghN as seen from the dc-bus is approximated by: 

 

∆gh = ∆�D�∆�D� = − �D�°�i°                                             (3.15) 

 

The small signal source impedance L∆g�N can be obtained by applying small-signal 

linearization to (3.4) and (3.5) and using (3.13) with ∆�� = ∆�J as given by: 

 

∆g� = +�Y�!@��'�$����''�jX�X�jY�Y�j����j���jk                                      (3.16) 

lm = /�  

l	 = �!G + ,.-$ + F.U�D° +�D�° � !KJ° − ,T-,.-$ + +@D  

l
 = �,.. + !1.5/�J�° $ �7J°KJ° !G + ,.-$ + !KJ°�J�° − 7J°G$,T-,.-−7J° /!,T-,.. + ,.-,T.$ * + @��'�@D   

lF = !1.5/�J�° $ <!KJ°�J�° − 7J°G$!,T-,.. +,.-,T.$ − 7J° /,..,T. + 7J°KJ°,..E + �''@D   

lo = 1.5!KJ°�J�° − 7J°G$,..,T./�J�°   

 

Using (3.15) and (3.16) with 1 GJ⁄ = 0, Nyquist impedance ratio criterion can be  
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Figure 3.9: Damping effect of composite loading in the dc micro-grid. 

 

investigated. The effect of the dc voltage controller bandwidth on the system stability 

is studied using this criterion. It is found that the dc voltage controller bandwidth is 

crucial for system stability as it affects the source impedance, and can violate the 

impedance ratio requirements. As shown in Figure 3.8(a), Nyquist contours are plotted 

at different values of the dc voltage controller bandwidth. As the bandwidth increases, 

the system stability margin increases. However, the dc voltage controller bandwidth is 

limited and accordingly, using the dc voltage controller to achieve high stability 

margins with CPL might not be feasible. 

As shown in Figure 3.1, a typical dc micro-grid might supply composite loads of 

about 75%~80% of tightly-regulated PE converters (CPLs) and about 20%~25% of 

resistive loads [49]. The existence of such resistive loading provides natural passive 

damping.  

Using (3.16) and considering the resistive load (GJ), Figure 3.8(b) shows the 

Nyquist contours for the impedance ratio along with the effect of the dc voltage 

controller on the stability margin. The improved stability margin is accomplished by 

considering a resistive load of 0.2 p.u. 

Using the denominator of (3.14) with different values of GJ, Figure 3.9 shows the 

dominant root-locus of the dc voltage dynamics as the p.u. resistive loading increases 

from 0 to 0.25. The damping factor of the composite load increases from 0.446×10
-3

 

with 1.0 p.u. CPL and zero resistive loading to 0.319 with 0.75 p.u. CPL and 0.25 p.u. 
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resistive loading. This clearly shows the damping capability of the natural resistive 

load penetration within the dc micro-grid. 

Composite loading of the dc micro-grid shows better damping that compensates for 

the tight regulation effect; however, the damping obtained is not efficient to guarantee 

high stability margins. Also, the most optimistic case was considered, that is 20-25% 

of the dc micro-grid load is resistive. In some applications, dc micro-grid may be 

totally loaded with motor drives or CILs. 

3.5 Proposed Active Damping Techniques in DC Micro-Grids 

It has been analytically shown that the VSC micro-grid interface may suffer 

instabilities or dc-bus voltage oscillations due to the high penetration of tightly-

regulated PE converters. This section introduces internal model-based active damping 

techniques to actively reshape the interface impedance to meet the impedance ratio 

criterion at different micro-grid loading conditions. To meet this objective, three 

different active techniques are investigated and evaluated in terms of the active 

compensation capability, robustness, and effects on the voltage tracking performance. 

The proposed methods inject active damping signal in the outer, intermediate and inner 

control loops of the voltage-oriented VSR interface. Since the dc-bus voltage is usually 

measured, the proposed methods use the dc-bus voltage for active damping control. 

The utilization of the dc-bus voltage at different loops provides internal model 

dynamics, where the frequency modes of the dc voltage dynamics can be mapped to 

the closed loop system. Therefore, dc voltage oscillations can be damped. The damping 

capability depends on the degree at which the frequency modes are mapped to the 

closed loop system. Therefore, it depends on the location of the active damping 

injection within the converter control loops and the interactions among the active 

damping controller and the converter controller. Theoretical analysis is presented to 

derive the voltage dynamics, converter output impedance and voltage tracking 

dynamics under different compensation schemes.   

3.5.1 Outer- Loop-Based Active Compensation 

In this method, the damping effect is obtained by injecting a scaled version of the dc-

link voltage into the outer voltage control loop via a linear compensator and a scaling 
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gain to shape the converter impedance. A band-limited derivative compensator is used 

as a linear compensator to extract a scaled band-limited version of the capacitor 

current; the latter is used to inject a proportional signal in the outer voltage control 

loop. Equivalently, this technique emulates a virtual resistance and embeds the 

frequency modes of voltage oscillations in the stable closed loop system; therefore it 

will be possible to eliminate these oscillations. The active compensation loop is shown 

in Figure 3.10(a) with a compensator transfer function �L9N with a cut-off frequency 5� and virtual controller gain GT. 

From Figure 3.10(a), the controller model in (3.13) is modified to: 

 ∆7J = − ZWL�NZ'L�NLF�@W=L�N	N@��+�Z'L�N ∆�J� , �L9N = ���p�                                                   (3.17) 

 

Using (3.17) and following similar procedures, the VSR dc voltage dynamics can be 

given by: 

 

∆�D�∆VD = F.U�D° !+�X�!p�+�@��'�$�Y�!�''�!@��'�$p�$����''p��$q � �qX�X�qY�Y�q����q���qk                 (3.18) 

rU = /� rm = !G + ,.- + 5�/$� − /Q° �J�°
⁄  r	 = �!,.. + !G + ,.-$5�$ − !G + ,.- + 5�/$Q° �J�°
s + 1.5KJ°,T-,.-L1 + GTN r
 = �,..5� − !,.. + !G + ,.-$5�$ Q° �J�°
⁄+ 1.5KJ° !,T-,.-5� + !,T-,.. + ,.-,T.$L1 + GTN$ rF = −,..5� Q° �J�°
⁄ + 1.5KJ° !,T.,..L1 + GTN + !,T-,.. + ,.-,T.$5�$ ro = 1.5KJ°,T.,..5� 

 

The output impedance of the actively compensated VSC can be given by: 

 

∆g� = +�X�!@��'��p�+$�Y�!�''�!@��'�$p�$����''p��t � �tX�X�tY�Y�t����t���tk                     (3.19) 

uU = /�  
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Figure 3.10: Proposed active compensators for VSR interfacing dc micro-grid. (a) Outer. (b) Intermediate. 

(c) Inner loop compensator.  

 um = !G + ,.- + 5�/$� + !1.57J° //�J�° $!KJ° − ,T-,.-L1 + GTN$ u	 =�!,.. + !G + ,.-$5�$ +
!1.5/�J�° $�7J°KJ° !G + ,.- + 5�/$ + !KJ°�J�° − 7J°G$L1 + GTN,T-,.-−7J° /!,T-,.-5� + !,T-,.. + ,.-,T.$L1 + GTN$ *  
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u
 =
�,..5� + F.U�D�° v7J°KJ° �

,..+!G + ,.-$5�* + !KJ°�J�° − 7J°G$� !,T-,.. + ,.-,T.$ ×L1 + GTN + ,T-,.-5�*−7J° /!,..,T.L1 + GTN + !,T-,.. + ,.-,T.$5�$ x		
uF = !1.5/�J�° $ y 7J°KJ°,..5� + !KJ°�J�° − 7J°G$ ×<!,T-,.. + ,.-,T.$5� + ,..,T.L1 + GTNEz − 7J° /,..,T.5�  

uo = !1.5/�J�° $!KJ°�J�° − 7J°G$,..,T.5� 

3.5.2 Intermediate- Loop-Based Active Compensation 

In this method, the dc-bus voltage is measured and multiplied by a virtual admittance 

to obtain a scaled time-domain version of the dc-link disturbance that is included in the 

reference current generation stage as an internal model. The damping signal is 

subtracted from the d- axis component of the reference current.  Since the active 

damping injection is used at the current reference node, a virtual admittance is yielded. 

A low pass filter (LPF) is also used to eliminate dc-bus voltage ripples and control the 

compensation bandwidth. The modified current reference is then applied to the current 

controller to obtain the compensated voltage reference. Figure 3.10(b) shows a 

schematic of the intermediate-loop-based active compensator with a LPF with a cut-off 

frequency of 5{, whereas �T	is the virtual admittance. 

Using the intermediate-loop-based active compensator, the controller model in 

(3.13) is modified to: 

 

∆7J = − Z'L�NZWL�N�{W (|}~(|�@��+�Z'L�N ∆�J�                                    (3.20) 

 

Accordingly, the dc-bus voltage dynamics can be given by: 

 

∆�D�∆VD = F.U�D° !+�X�!p|+�@��'�$�Y�!�''�!@��'�$p|$����''p|�$� � ��X�X��Y�Y�����������k               (3.21) 

�U = /� �m = !G + ,.- + 5{/$� − /Q° �J�°
⁄  �	 = �!,.. + !G + ,.-$5{$ − !G + ,.- + 5{/$Q° �J�°
s + 1.5KJ°,.-!�T5{ + ,T-$ 
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�
 = �,..5{ − !,.. + !G + ,.-$5{$ Q° �J�°
⁄ + 1.5KJ° ,T-,.-5{ + ,T-,..+,.-,T. + ,..�T5{� 

�F = −,..5{ Q° �J�°
⁄ + 1.5KJ° !,T.,.. + !,T-,.. + ,.-,T.$5{$ �o = 1.5KJ°,T.,..5{ 

 

The output impedance of the VSC with this active damping method is given by: 

 

∆g� = +�X�!@��'��p|+$�Y�!�''�!@��'�$p|$����''p|�� � ��X�X��Y�Y�����������k                     (3.22) 

 �U = /�  �m = !G + ,.- + 5{/$� + !1.57J° //�J�° $!KJ° −,T-,.- − �T,.-5{$ �	 =
�!,.. + !G + ,.-$5{$ + F.U�D�° ��

� !KJ°�J�° − 7J°G$  ,T-,.-+�T,.-5{�7J°KJ° !G + ,.- + 5{/$ − 7J° / ,T-,.-5{ + ,T-,..+,.-,T. + �T,.�5{���
�

    

�
 =
�,..5{ + F.U�D�° ^7J°KJ° �

,..+!G + ,.-$5{* + !KJ°�J�° − 7J°G$  ,T-,.. + ,.-,T.+�T5{,.. + ,T-,.-5{�−7J° /!,..,T. + !,T-,.. +,.-,T.$5{$ b		
�F = !1.5/�J�° $ y7J°KJ°,..5{ + !KJ°�J�° − 7J°G$� ,..,T.+!,T-,.. + ,.-,T.$5{*z 

          −7J° /,..,T.5{ �o = !1.5/�J�° $!KJ°�J�° − 7J°G$,..,T.5{ 

3.5.3 Inner- Loop-Based Active Compensation 

In this method, the active damping signal is a low-pass-filtered scaled version of the 

dc-bus voltage that is directly injected to the modulator of the VSR. The active 

damping signals maps the dc voltage dynamics as internal model within the converter-

reference voltage generation stage. Figure 3.10(c) shows a schematic of the inner-loop-

based active compensator with a first order LPF with a cut-off frequency of 5�	and 

scaling gain ,T. 
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Using the inner-loop-based active compensator, the controller model in (3.13) is 

modified to: 

 

∆7J = − ZWL�NZ'L�N��W (&}~(&@��+�Z'L�N ∆�J�                                    (3.23) 

 

Accordingly, the dc-bus voltage dynamics can be given by: 

 

∆�D�∆VD = F.U�D° !+�X�!p&+�@��'�$�Y�!�''�!@��'�$p&$����''p&�$� � ��X�X��Y�Y�����������k           (3.24) 

�U = /� �m = !G + ,.- + 5�/$� − /Q° �J�°
⁄  �	 = �!,.. + !G + ,.-$5�$ − !G + ,.- + 5�/$Q° �J�°
s + 1.5KJ°,T-,.- �
 = �,..5� − !,.. + !G + ,.-$5�$Q° �J�°
⁄  

    +1.5KJ° !,T-,.-5� + ,T-,.. + ,.-,T. +,T5�$ �F = −,..5� Q° �J�°
⁄ + 1.5KJ° !,T.,.. + !,T-,.. +,.-,T.$5�$ �o = 1.5KJ°,T.,..5� 

 

The output impedance of the VSC with this compensator is given as follows: 

 

∆g� = �+�X�!@��'��p&+$�Y�!�''�!@��'�$p&$����''p&�� � ��X�X��Y�Y�����������k                  (3.25) 

�U = /�  �m = !G + ,.- + 5�/$� + !1.57J° //�J�° $!KJ° − ,T-,.-$ 
�	 = �!,.. + !G + ,.-$5�$ + F.U�D�° �7J°KJ° !G + ,.- + 5�/$ + !KJ°�J�° − 7J°G$,T-,.-−7J° /!,T-,.-5� + ,T-,.. + ,.-,T. + ,T5�$ *  

�
 = �,..5� + 1.5�J�° ��
� !KJ°�J�° − 7J°G$  ,T-,.. + ,.-,T.+,T5� + ,T-,.-5��7J°KJ° !,.. + !G + ,.-$5�$ − 7J° / � ,..,T.+!,T-,.. + ,.-,T.$5�*��

�	
�F = 1.5�J�° y7J°KJ°,..5� + !KJ°�J�° − 7J°G$� ,..,T.+!,T-,.. + ,.-,T.$5�*z − 7J° /,..,T.5� 
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�o = !1.5/�J�° $!KJ°�J�° − 7J°G$,..,T.5� 

3.6 Performance Comparison of The Proposed Active Damping 

Techniques 

In this section, the performance of the proposed active compensation methods is 

compared in terms of their damping capabilities and the corresponding drawbacks and 

tradeoffs. 

3.6.1 Compensator Design and Damping Capabilities 

Using the dc voltage dynamics with active damping control in (3.18), (3.21), (3.24), 

the loci of the dominant pole under 1.0 p.u. CPL conditions and at variable 

compensator design parameters are shown in Figure 3.11. For each active damping 

method, the compensator gain and the cut-off frequency are varied to design the 

compensator parameters. The design criteria are to maximize the damping capabilities 

and to minimize the dynamic interactions between the active damping compensator 

and the converter controllers. The interactions dynamics can be assessed using the 

voltage-tracking dynamics with active damping control as given by: 

 

�D��D�)�> = F.UVD!�W��'��Y�!�W��'�p���W��''��'��W'$���!�''�W'�!�W��''��'��W'$p�$��p��''�W'$
� +=� �!@��'��p�+$=�X�!=!�''�!@��'�$p�$�F.UVD�W��'�$�Y�!F.UVD° !�W��'�Lp��@WN��W��''��'��W'$�=p��''$���!F.UVD° !�W��''��'��W'$Lp��@WN��''�W'$��F.UVD°�W'�''Lp��@WN�

                  

(3.26) 

 �D��D�)�> = F.UVD!�W��'��Y�!�W��'�p|��W��''��'��W'$���!�''�W'�!�W��''��'��W'$p|$��p|�''�W'$
�+=� �!@��'��p|+$=�X�!=!�''�!@��'�$p|$�F.UVD�W��'�$�Y�!F.UVD° !�W��'�p|��W��''��'��W'�{Wp|�'�$�=p|�''$���F.UVD° !p|!{W�''��'��W'��W��''$��W'�''$��F.UVD°�W'�''p|

�
                 

(3.27) 

 �D��D�)�> = F.UVD!�W��'��Y�!�W��'�p&��W��''��'��W'$���!�''�W'�!�W��''��'��W'$p&$��p&�''�W'$
�+=� �!@��'��p&+$=�X�!=!�''�!@��'�$p&$�F.UVD�W��'�$�Y�!F.UVD° !�W��'�p&��W��''��'��W'�p&�W$�=p&�''$���F.UVD° !p&!�'��W'��W��''$��W'�''$��F.UVD°�W'�''p&

�
               

(3.28) 

 

where (3.26)–(3.28) for the outer-, intermediate-, and inner-loop-based compensators, 

respectively.  
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Figure 3.11: Damping effect of the proposed active compensators with 1.0 p.u. CPL. (a) Outer loop. (b)  

Intermediate loop. (c) Inner loop. (d) All loops. 

 

 

 
Figure 3.12: Source impedance reduction range with different active compensators. 
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Figure 3.11(d) shows the root loci of all active damping methods with optimized 

cut-off frequencies (5� = 5{ = 300	�r�/9�� and 5� = 30	�r�/9��) and variable 

gains. It is clear that the intermediate-loop-based active compensator has the best 

damping capabilities among these methods. The outer loop based active compensator 

comes next, whereas the inner loop method has the lowest damping capabilities 

(maximum damping of 0.5). The difference among damping capabilities of different 

methods can be referred to the effectiveness of each method to map the frequency 

modes of the dc-bus voltage as an internal model with the closed loop converter 

control system. Also, depending on the location of the active damping signal injection, 

interactions between the active damping controller and converter controllers are 

yielded and affect the compensation capability.  

The main function of the active damping controller is to reshape the source 

impedance to meet the impedance ratio criterion. Figure 3.12 shows the possible 

reduction range of the source input impedance that can be actively produced by each 

compensator. The source impedance magnitude can be widely reduced with the 

intermediate loop compensator; the range is narrower with the outer loop based 

compensator. For the inner loop compensator, the modification range is significantly 

reduced reflecting the restricted damping capabilities of this compensator. This 

analysis indicates that the converter current control loop has the highest effect in 

shaping the converter output impedance. Therefore, the intermediate loop compensator 

yields the best shaping performance. 

3.6.2 Sensitivity to the DC Voltage Controller Bandwidth 

The effect of the dc voltage controller bandwidth on the active impedance ratios are 

shown in Figure 3.13 at three values of the dc voltage controller bandwidth. The active 

damping methods are designed to yield a damping factor of 0.5; this can be achieved 

with the following gains: Rv = 4.7, Yv = 0.099 and Kv = 2.4.   Figure 3.13(a) shows the 

performance of the outer loop compensator. The compensation performance is 

investigated using Nyquist impedance ratio criterion.  Using (3.15), (3.19), (3.22) and 

(3.25), the contour encirclements indicate high stability margins of this controller as 

compared to the uncompensated system. However, the encirclement points immigrate 

through a wide stability range as  the  bandwidth  changes  indicating  relatively  high  
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Figure 3.13: Impedance ratio criterion with different dc voltage control loop bandwidth. (a) Outer loop 

active compensator (Rv = 4.7). (b) Intermediate loop active compensator (Yv = 0.099). (c) Inner loop active 

compensator (Kv = 2.4). 

 

 
Figure 3.14: Frequency response of the closed loop transfer function for dc voltage tracking. (a) Outer 

loop compensator. (b) Intermediate loop compensator. 

 

dynamic coupling among the active damping and voltage controllers despite 

maintaining the system stability. Figure 3.13(b) shows the performance of the 

intermediate loop compensator, which indicates less sensitivity to variations in the 

voltage controller bandwidth, and hence, the dynamic coupling among active damping 

and voltage controllers is reduced as compared to the outer-loop-based method. Figure 

3.13(c) shows the performance of the inner loop compensator. The stability margin is 

the lowest due to the limited damping capabilities. Contour encirclements indicate less 

sensitivity to variations in the dc voltage controller bandwidth as compared to the outer 

loop compensator.  

3.6.3 DC-Bus Voltage Tracking 

Another comparison aspect that should be considered is the effect of the active 

compensation loops on the dc-bus voltage tracking performance. The modified 

tracking transfer functions can be obtained using block diagram reductions and are  
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TABLE 3.1 

DC Micro-grid Loads in the Simulated Model 

Loads Load 1 Load 2 Load 3 Load 4 Load 5 Load 6 

Type PMSM drive Converter fed load Heating 

Interface to the  

DC grid 

Dc-Ac PWM 

converter 
Dc-Dc buck converter Direct 

Ratings[kW] 6.1 2.25 1 1 1.4 0.75 

 

 
Figure 3.15: Implemented dc micro-grid system. 

 

given in (3.26)–(3.28). Figure 3.14 shows the frequency response of the closed loop 

voltage tracking dynamics for the intermediate- and outer-loop-based active 

compensators as they offer high damping capabilities. The uncompensated voltage 

controller bandwidth is selected to be 20 Hz.  

The intermediate loop compensator shows relatively high decoupled performance. 

With 0.2 and 0.5 damping, the effective voltage bandwidth is reduced to be 19 and 13 

Hz, respectively. The outer loop compensator yields stronger dynamic coupling among 

the active damping and the voltage controller; and hence, under the same damping 

coefficients, the effective bandwidth is reduced to 15 and 8 Hz, respectively.  

3.7 Evaluation Results 

To evaluate the performance of the proposed active damping schemes, a low-voltage 

dc micro-grid study system  –  shown in  Figure 3.15 – is  implemented  under  the  
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Figure 3.16: Aggregated load curve for a dc micro-grid as seen to the interfacing controlled VSC. 

 

Matlab/Simulink® environment. The dc micro-grid model operates with a main dc-bus 

voltage of 200V and power ratings of 12 kW. The VSR interface and active 

compensators parameters are given in Appendix A3.3. Using the preceding analysis, 

the compensator gains are selected to optimize the damping performance and the 

dynamic interactions between the active compensator and voltage controller dynamics. 

The loads considered in this model are two PMSM drives, three dc-dc converter-fed 

loads and a heating load. The PE interfaced loads are tightly-regulated to achieve the 

required control objective. For the PMSM drive, the drive objective is to maintain the 

motor speed to 1500 rpm (157.08 rad/s), whereas for the dc-dc converter-fed loads, the 

control objective is to maintain the load-side voltage level at 100V. Table 3.1 depicts 

the dc micro-grid loads with their ratings and characteristics.  

Figure 3.16 shows the loading curve for the dc micro-grid with and without the 

heating load. The loading scenario is characterized by sudden loading and unloading 

and varying the load mix to evaluate the system stability under dynamic loading 

conditions. For the sake of performance comparison, the following cases are presented. 

3.7.1 Uncompensated System 

The loading scenario in Figure 3.16 is applied without active compensation and 

without the heating load. The dc-bus voltage and total injected current responses are 

shown in Figure 3.17(a) and (b). The effect of tight regulation decreases the stability 

margins of the dc-bus voltage dynamics, and eventually instability can be yielded. This 

is obvious in Figure 3.17(a), when load-5 is applied at t=8 s. In spite the fact that the  
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Figure 3.17: Uncompensated VSR micro-grid interface. (a) Dc-bus voltage. (b) Total injected dc current. 

(c), (d) Load performance: PMSM speed; and dc-dc converter output voltage. 

 

 
Figure 3.18: Compositely-loaded VSR micro-grid interface. (a) Dc-bus voltage. (b) Total injected dc 

current. (c), (d) Load performance: PMSM speed; and dc-dc converter output voltage. 

 

total micro-grid loading level is 0.61 p.u. for t ≥8 s, instability is yielded due the 

increased penetration of the tightly-regulated loads. Mutual interactions between 

micro-grid loads and the micro-grid interface are yielded via the dc-bus voltage 

dynamics. Figure 3.17(c) shows the speed response of the PMSM drive (load-1), 

whereas Figure 3.17(d) shows the dc voltage level of the dc-dc converter (load-3). It is 

clear that the load-side performance is significantly degraded due to the tight 

regulation effect reflected to the dc-bus voltage dynamics. 

3.7.2 Compositely-Loaded DC Micro-grid 

The loading scenario in Figure 3.16 is applied without active compensation and with 

the heating load. The dc-bus voltage  and  current  responses  are  shown  in Figure 
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Figure 3.19: Actively compensated dc-bus response– Left: dc-bus voltage, Right: Total injected dc 

current. (a) Outer loop compensator. (b) Intermediate loop compensator. (c) Inner loop compensator. 

 

3.18(a), (b); as expected, improved damping response is yielded due to the natural 

passive damping of the resistive load; however, considerable oscillations with high 

overshoots still exist. The dc-bus voltage start-up overshoot is around 0.3 p.u. The light 

damping effect adversely affects the load-side performance, as shown in Figure 

3.18(c), (d), which shows the PMSM speed response (load-1) and the output voltage of 

the buck converter (load-3).  

3.7.3 Actively-Compensated DC Micro-grid 

The effectiveness of the active compensation techniques are investigated under the 

loading scenario in Figure 3.16 without the heating load (worst loading condition). 

Figure 3.19 shows the damped dc-bus voltage and currents under each of the three 

active  compensators.  The  damping  capabilities   of  each   compensator   meet   the 

theoretical analysis. The outer-loop-based compensator gives better response with a dc-

bus voltage start-up overshot of 0.03 p.u. as shown in Figure 3.19(a). 

The intermediate-loop-based compensator gives the best damping at the expense of 

slower rise time as shown in Figure 3.19(b). The inner-loop-based-compensator has the 

lowest damping capability as shown in the voltage and current response in Figure 

3.19(c), where the dc voltage start-up has an overshot of 0.13 p.u. It can be also noted  
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Figure 3.20: Load performance in the actively damped dc micro-grid – Left: PMSM speed, Right: dc-dc 

converter output voltage. (a) Outer loop compensator. (b) Intermediate loop compensator. (c) Inner loop 

compensator. 

 

that the outer and intermediate compensators show high robustness against operating 

point variation. This indicates the effectiveness of these linear compensators in dealing 

with the nonlinear dc-bus voltage dynamics in a typical dc micro-grid, and hence, a 

computationally-efficient solution can be adopted.  The damping characteristics are 

reflected to the load performance. Figure 3.20 shows the speed response of the PMSM 

(load-1) and the dc output voltage of load-3 for each compensator. The load-side 

performance is remarkably improved, even with the inner-loop-based compensator. It 

can be also seen that active damping control remarkably improves the disturbance 

rejection performance, where voltage perturbations are minimized under sudden 

changes in the load profile. This result is in-line with the internal model principle, 

where voltage disturbances can be effectively mapped to the closed loop control 

system via the active damping controller. In spite of the linear nature of the proposed 

controllers, their performance under the large-signal sense (e.g. during the staring 

phase with a step change in the voltage command from 0 to 200 V at t = 0) is robust as 

shown in Figure 3.19. 
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3.8 Conclusion 

This Chapter has addressed dc micro-grid stability under high penetration of tightly-

regulated PE converters; and proposed three simple and computationally efficient 

active damping solutions that can be implemented to stabilize a controlled VSC 

interfacing a dc micro-grid to an ac system. The proposed active damping methods 

depend on reshaping the VSC impedance by injecting internal-model-based active 

damping signal at the outer, intermediate and inner control loops of the voltage-

oriented VSC interface. Theoretical and evaluation results have indicated that:  

- The outer- and intermediate-loop-based compensators   offer   high   damping 

capabilities, whereas the inner-loop-based compensator has limited damping 

characteristics. 

- The inner-loop compensator has the highest influence on the dc voltage controller 

performance; the outer-loop compensator has higher influence on the dc voltage 

controller performance as compared to the intermediate-loop compensator. 

- Under the same damping factor, the intermediate loop compensator offers the 

highest robustness against dc voltage controller bandwidth variation; the inner loop 

compensator is relatively robust whereas the outer loop compensator is not. 

- Strong coupling and interaction dynamics among the dc micro-grid loads affect the 

load performance itself, not only the dc-bus voltage. 

- Active damping techniques can preserve micro-grid stability and improve the load 

performance by mitigating dynamic interactions and improves the disturbance 

rejection. 
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Chapter 4 

Modeling, Analysis and Stabilization of Converter-Fed 

AC Micro-grids with High Penetration of Converter-

Interfaced Loads
1
 

4.1 Introduction 

This Chapter addresses ac micro-grid stability under high penetration of tightly-

regulated CILs; and proposes different active damping solutions that can be 

implemented either from the load- or the source-side to stabilize the overall system at 

the common point of interactions. Two scenarios for interaction dynamics instabilities 

will be considered in this Chapter: 

- A CIL consisting of a tightly-regulated VSR to supply a resistive load. The control 

objective is to maintain the output dc voltage at the required value. Admittance-

based analysis is conducted to obtain the small-signal input admittance of the VSR. 

LSC will be proposed to actively reshape the input admittance of VSR so that the 

Nyquist criterion is maintained.  

- In case of high uncertainties at the load-side, a generic model of augmented CILs 

will be considered; that is an incremental negative resistance only depending on the 

drawn load power and ignoring the load dynamics. Proposed compensators from the 

source-side will be provided to actively reshape the source admittance of the ac 

micro-grid interface (VSI) so that the Nyqusit admittance ratio criterion is 

maintained. Small-signal analysis is conducted to assess the system stability under 

different compensation schemes. Sensitivity and robustness analyses will be 

presented to assess the dynamic coupling among active damping and voltage  

                                                           
1
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Figure 4.1: DG system. (a) Equivalent small-signal model. (b) Simplified model. 

 

tracking controllers. The SSC technique is generic, efficient and load-independent 

as compared to LSC. 

Throughout this Chapter, the actively compensated admittances from the load- or 

the source-side and the modified control dynamics are provided. Evaluation results, 

based on a detailed and exact model of ac micro-grid with multiple tightly-regulated 

CILs, are provided to validate the developed models and demonstrate the effectiveness 

and robustness of proposed techniques. 

4.2 Stability Analysis of AC Micro-grids 

Without loss of generality, a two-inverter ac micro-grid supplying a common 

aggregated load is used for the stability study [114]. The aggregated load represents 

high penetration of tightly-regulated CILs, or equivalently, a negative resistance in 

small-signal sense (−�����). Using the Routh-Hurwitz stability criterion [22], stability 

conditions is provided in terms of the physical system parameters.  

Figure 4.1(a) shows the equivalent small-signal of the two-unit DG micro-grid 

system, whereas Figure 4.1(b) shows a simplified model from which the source 

impedance (���) and the equivalent Thevenin voltage (	��) are given by: 

 

��� = ��������������������                                          (4.1) 

∆	�� = ∆	� � ���⁄�������� ���⁄
                                         

(4.2) 

 

where 	�� is the terminal voltage of the DG inverter; ���, ��� and ��� are the 

equivalent resistance, inductance and capacitance of the ac input filter while 	� is the 

ac-bus common voltage; ∆ represents small perturbations around the operating point. 

For the second DG units, similar equations can be written.  
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Using Kirchhoff current law gives: 

 ∆	��1 ���⁄ + 1 ���⁄ − 1 �����⁄ � = ∆	�� ���⁄ + ∆	�� ���⁄                 (4.3) 

 

Applying superposition:  

 ∆	��1 ���⁄ + 1 ���⁄ − 1 �����⁄ � = ∆	�� ���⁄
                          

(4.4) 

 

where (4.4) is also the same for unit 2. 

Using (4.2)–(4.4), the transfer function between the output/input voltages for unit 1 

is obtained as follows: 

 

∆��∆� = ��������

� 
  
! "������#������$�%"������#"�����������#&'�'��()�*+ ,��
�%"������#������������&-�'��.-��'�()�*+ ,��������&-�-��()�*+ /0

00
1          (4.5) 

 

The denominator of (4.5) is the characteristic equation that describes the stability 

behavior of the first DG unit. Using the Routh Hurwitz criterion for a third order 

polynomial, the following stability conditions are obtained: 

 

"������#"�����������#����� 	�,34�� > 6����                                     (4.6) 

"������#����������������������� 	�,34�� > 6����                                  (4.7) 

 

From (4.6), (4.7), the stability conditions in a two DG micro-grid system can be 

achieved by one of the following: 

- By increasing R/L ratio of the ac filter. In case of low voltage micro-grids, this ratio 

is naturally increased due to the resistive nature of the distribution feeders. 

- The active power �6����� drawn by the tightly-regulated CILs must be less than the 	�,34�� 	term in (4.6) and (4.7).  

- The equivalent capacitance can be increased to satisfy (4.6) and (4.7). 
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Figure 4.2: Power and control structure of one DG unit interfaced by VSI in ac micro-grid. 

 

- The operating voltage level �	�� can be increased to improve the stability margin. 

All previous stability conditions depend on physical expansions of the micro-grid 

parameters to preserve the system stability under CP mode of operation. Increasing R/L 

ratio is not feasible as those parameters are fixed after the design stage and cannot be 

easily modified for a given converter. This also applies for the capacitance of the ac 

filter. Moreover, ac filter capacitors are preferred to be small for compact size and 

higher reliable applications especially with the recent efficient film capacitors that 

allow much higher current per unit volume [80]. Obviously, increasing the operating 

voltage of the overall micro-grid is not a valid option as well.  

The aforementioned conditions clearly show that the active damping techniques can 

be a viable option as they can virtually achieve the stability conditions without any 

physical expansions in the ac micro-grid. 

4.3 Admittance-Based Modeling of Voltage-Source Inverters in 

DG Applications 

Figure 4.2 shows a VSI as an interface for a DG unit in ac micro-grid. Three control 

loops are utilized; namely they are the power sharing, voltage, and current controllers 
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[99], [105]. As shown in Figure 4.2, the power sharing controller is used to generate 

the local magnitude and angle of the reference output voltage according to the droop 

coefficients to emulate a conventional synchronous generator. The voltage controller is 

used to synthesize the reference value of the inverter output current "839�#. Finally, the 

current controller is adopted to generate the reference input voltage command for the 

VSI [	�:;<and 	=:;< in (4.20) and (4.21)]; hence the inverter duty ratio can be 

determined. The controller structure is synthesized in the sense of the voltage-oriented 

control framework.  

 The current and voltage dynamics of the power circuits are modeled in the d-q 

frame that rotates synchronously with the inverter output voltage angular speed ω by: 

 

	� − 	�� = >�"�� + ?��# − @��>=                                     (4.8) 

	= − 	�= = >="�� + ?��# + @��>�                                     (4.9) 

>� − >�� = "?�� + A#	�� − @	�=��                                 (4.10) 

>= − >�= = "?�� + A#	�= + @	����                                 (4.11) 

 

where A is the penetrated direct resistive load to the common ac-bus and is initially set 

to zero (passive damping effect); 	�, 	=, >� and >= are the d-q axis inverter output 

voltages and currents; 	��, 	�=, >�� and >�= are the d-q axis load voltages and currents; 

��, �� and �� are the per-phase resistance, inductance and capacitance of the LC filter, 

respectively, and ? is the Laplace operator. 

In the d-q synchronous reference frame, the instantaneous active �B� and reactive �C� power delivered to the ac common bus are given by: 

 

B = 1.5"	��>�� + 	�=>�=#                                      (4.12) 

C = 1.5"	��>�= − 	�=>��#                              (4.13) 

 

The average active �6� and reactive �F� powers that correspond to the fundamental 

components are obtained by a LPF with a cut-off frequency @G to achieve high power 

quality injection; therefore: 
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6 = HI��HI B,  

F = HI��HI C                                                   (4.14) 

 

Virtual droop characteristics are emulated in paralleled inverter systems to 

efficiently share the active and reactive power for the common load by introducing the 

following droops in the fundamental voltage frequency and magnitude of the load 

voltage: 

 @ = @∗ − K6                                             (4.15) 

	��39� = 	��∗ − LF                                         (4.16) 

 

where @∗ and 	��∗  are the nominal frequency and voltage set points; K and L are the 

static droop gains and they are calculated as follows:   

 

K = HM*N&HMOPQM*N , 

L = ��+,M*N&��+,MOPRM*N                                         (4.17) 

 

The dynamics of the ac voltage and current controllers can be given as: 

 

>�39� = "	��39� − 	��#S<�?� − @��	�= + T>��                     (4.18)
           

 

>=39� = "	�=39� − 	�=#S<�?� + @��	�� + T>�=                     (4.19)  

	�:;< = ">�39� − >�#S:�?� − @��>= + 	��                           (4.20) 

	=:;< = ">=39� − >=#S:�?� + @��>� + 	�=                           (4.21) 

 

where T is a feed-forward gain, S<�?� and S:�?� are the ac voltage and current 

controller functions with U<G and U:G as proportional gains and U<: and U:: as integral 

gains, respectively. The superscript “	39�” denotes the  reference  value. A  large-signal  
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Figure 4.3: Large-signal model for VSI interface for DG system. 

 

block diagram for the ac micro-grid interface is shown in Figure 4.3. The overall 

system parameters are given in Appendix A4.1. 

For a DG unit, the source admittance of VSI can be obtained as follows. Using 

(4.10) in (4.18), (4.8) in (4.20) and solving the resultant two equations to eliminate 

>�39�
: 

 

>�"�� + ?��# + S:�?��1 − T�>�� + S:�?� V?�� + A + S<�?�W	�� − 	� = 

S<�?�S:�?�	��39� − 	�:;<                                         (4.22) 

 

Applying small perturbations in (4.22) with ∆	��39� = 0, approximating ∆	�:;< ≈
∆	� and substituting ∆>� from (4.10) with ∆	�= = 0 due to the zero-voltage orientation 

in the q-channel, the linearized source admittance of the VSI with passive load 

penetration is obtained as follows.  

 

∆A�Z[ = ∆\�+∆��+ = �����]�"���^OI#���$�V��^OO�^OI"_� `̂I#W���V^OI^`O�^OO"_� `̂I#W��^OO^`O&���$�"^OI�a&��&��#����a&��^OO�                     

(4.23) 
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Figure 4.4: Power and control structure of a VSR 

4.4 Voltage-Source Rectifier as a Converter-Interfaced Load in 

AC Micro-grids 

This section introduces the VSR as a CIL in ac micro-grid applications. Based on 

small-signal linearization and admittance-based analysis, the input admittance of VSR 

is obtained. Active stabilization and reshaping techniques are also provided. The 

proposed solutions are evaluated under Matlab/Simulink platform with a complete ac 

micro-grid model. 

4.4.1 Admittance-Based Modeling of Voltage-Source Rectifier  

Figure 4.4 shows a schematic diagram of a VSR. Using the two-phase d-q synchronous 

reference frame that rotates by angular frequency @ dedicated by a phase-looked loop 

(PLL), the large-signal model of VSR power circuit can be given by [122], [123]: 

 	b� = >b��� + ?�� − @�>b= + c�	�b                                 (4.24) 

	b= = >b=�� + ?�� + @�>b� + c=	�b                                 (4.25) 

	�� = >����� + ?��� − @��>�= + 	b�                                 (4.26) 

	�= = >�=��� + ?��� + @��>�� + 	b=                                 (4.27) 

>�� = >b� + ?�	b� − @�	b=                                       (4.28) 

>�= = >b= + ?�	b= + @�	b�                                       (4.29) 

?��b	�b = 1.5"c�>b� + c=>b=# − >�b , 

	�b = >�b��                                                     (4.30) 
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where ��, �� and �, � are the per phase equivalent resistance and inductance of the 

distribution line and the input ac filter of the VSR whereas � and ��b are the ac-side 

and the dc-link capacitor, respectively; �� is the terminated load at the dc-side of the 

VSR with a dc-link voltage (	�b) and input dc current (>�b); ��, �� and �� are the 

output ac filter parameters of the source-side which can be a VSI [Figure 4.2]; >b�, >b= 

are the d-q components of the rectifier input ac current (8b); >��, >�= are the d-q 

components of 8�; while 	b�, 	b= and 	��, 	�= are the d-q components of the ac 

voltages db and d�, respectively;	c� and c= are the rectifier duty ratios in d-q frame 

and are determined by the control topology. 

An outer PI dc voltage controller "S<�b�?�# is used for dc voltage tracking and 

regulation, whereas an inner PI current controller "S:b�?�# is used for voltage-

orientation mechanism at a unity power factor by setting the quadrature component of 

the input ac current to zero ">b=39� = 0#. The mathematical model for the dc voltage 

controller is given by: 

 

>b�39� = "	�b39� − 	�b#S<�b�?�                                        (4.31) 

 

where it generates the d-axis component of the VSR reference current ">b�39�#. The 

current controller synthesizes the duty ratios in the d-q frame which are used to 

generate the controlled signals of the IGBT switches.  

 

c�	�b = −">b�39� − >b�#S:b�?� + 	b� + @�>b=                        (4.32) 

c=	�b = −">b=39� − >b=#S:b�?� + 	b= − @�>b�                        (4.33) 

 

The overall system parameters of the VSR are depicted in Appendix A4.2. 

Applying small-signal linearization on (4.30) and (4.24) and solve together to 

eliminate ∆c�: 

 

e?��b + �f) + 1.5 \g+° i+°�+g° j∆	�b = e1.5c�° − 1.5 \g+° �������+g° j∆>b� + 1.5 \g+°�+g° ∆	b�  (4.34) 
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Figure 4.5: Frequency response of the input admittance of VSR and output admittance of VSI. 

 

where the superscript “	°	” represents the steady state value of the variable around 

which the linearization is applied.  

Solving (4.24), (4.31) and (4.32) to eliminate c�	�b and >b�39�
: 

 

"	�b39� − 	�b#S<�b�?�S:b�?� = >kl"� + ?� + S:b�?�#                 (4.35) 

 

Applying small perturbations on (4.35) with ∆	�b39� = 0, and solve with (4.34), a 

relation between ∆	b� and ∆>b� is obtained as: 

  

−1.5 \g+°�+g° ∆	b� = m1.5c�° − 1.5 \g+° �������+g° + V�����nOg���n`+g���nOg���W e?��b + �f) + 1.5 \g+° i+°�+g° jopqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqrqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqst���
∆>b�          

(4.36) 

 

Applying small perturbation on (4.28) setting ∆	b= to zero due to the unity power 

factor mode of operation and d-axis orientation with the input voltage, and solving 

with (4.36) to eliminate ∆>b�: 
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Figure 4.6: Influence of tight regulation of the dc voltage controller on the input admittance of VSR. 

 

e−1.5 \g+°�+g° + ?�u�?�j ∆	b� = u�?�∆>��                           (4.37) 

 

Small perturbation is applied to (4.26) to be solved with (4.37); the small-signal 

input admittance of the VSR is obtained as: 

 

∆A:; = ∆\�+∆��+ = ��t���&�.v wg+°
x+g°

t����%��t���&�.v wg+°
x+g° ,��)���)�                      (4.38) 

 

where u�?� is defined in (4.36). 

4.4.2 Input-Output Admittance Mismatching  

Using the small-signal input admittance of the VSR in (4.38) and the output admittance 

of the VSI in (4.23), the frequency response is shown in Figure 4.5. The effect of the 

LCL filter of the VSR is clearly reflected to its input admittance as a resonant peak. As 

shown, the resonant peak interacts with the output admittance of the VSI violating 

Nyquist criterion. Moreover, in the mid-frequency region, the stability margin is 

limited and subjects  the  overall  system to  instabilities in  case  of  sudden  load-  or  
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Figure 4.7: Frequency response of the input admittance of VSR – Effect of passive resonant damping. 

 

source-side disturbances that may reshape their corresponding admittances with high 

possibilities of further interactions. 

It can be noted that the input admittance of VSR in Figure 4.5 has a phase angle of 

almost 180 ̊ in the low- and mid-frequency range which implies negative resistance 

characteristics and negative damping. Figure 4.6 shows that the tight regulation 

objective of the dc voltage controller has a considerable influence on the input 

admittance of the VSR. With the reduction of the dc voltage controller bandwidth 

(reduction of tight regulation), the phase angle of the input admittance of VSR shifts 

away from the 180 ̊ and approaches positivity.  Moreover, the magnitude of the input 

admittance decreases with a resultant higher stability margins as the probability of 

interactions with the output admittance of the VSI decreases. 

For the high-frequency resonant peak, a physical resistor can be added in series with 

the ac filter capacitor (�) of the VSR to be damped [Figure 4.4]. In this case, the model 

in (4.28) is modified to: 

 

>�� = >b� + V �������+W	b� − @�	b=                                    (4.39) 

 

where �� is the physical resistance added in series with �.  
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Figure 4.8: The proposed MFC and HFC for VSR as a common load in ac micro-grids. 

 

Figure 4.7 shows the frequency response of the input admittance of the VSR with 

the employed ��. As shown, with higher ��, the resonant peak is successfully damped. 

However, this passive solution is not preferred in DG applications due to the associated 

power losses.  

4.4.3 Active Stabilization and Input-Output Admittance Matching 

Based on Figure 4.5, the main objective of the proposed active compensator is to 

reshape the input admittance of the VSR to avoid possible interactions in the mid- and 

high-frequency regions by maintaining the Nyquist criterion. 

Figure 4.8 shows a schematic diagram of the modified control loops of the VSR. As 

shown, two proposed compensators are employed; mid-frequency compensator (MFC) 

to actively reshape the input admittance of the VSR to avoid possible interactions with 

the output admittance of the VSI at this region and high-frequency compensator (HFC) 

to damp the resonant peak due to the LCL ac filter of the VSR. 

The HFC is employed by feeding the d-axis component of the ac capacitor current 

">b�G,�# through a constant gain �U�� to mimic a virtual voltage drop that is added to 

the generated control signal.  

For the mid-frequency compensation, 	b� is applied through a compensator function 

"��?�# to generate the active compensation signal that is added to the dc-link voltage 

reference. The selection of ��?� is based on BP filter characteristics to allow the 

admittance reshaping around the required frequency band; ��?� is given as follows: 
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Figure 4.9: Influence of the HFC parameters on the input admittance of the VSR. (a) Effect of Kc. (b) 

Effect of ωc. (c) Effect of zc. 

 

��?� = Ub �{gHg�����{gHg��Hg�                                        (4.40) 

 

where zb is the damping factor, @b is the operating frequency and Ub is the 

compensator gain. 

By employing both MFC and HFC in (4.31) and (4.32), respectively; the modified 

system dynamics due to the proposed compensators is given by:  

 

>b�39� = "	�b39� − 	�b + ��?�	b�#S<�b�?�, 

c�	�b = −">b�39� − >b�#S:b�?� + 	b� + @�>b= + ?�Ul             (4.41) 

 

Following similar mathematical procedures, the compensated small-signal input 

admittance �∆A:;b � of the VSR is obtained as: 

 

∆A:;b = ∆\�+∆��+ = ��t����|���t����"��t����|���#��)���)�                         (4.42) 

 

}�?� = n`+g���nOg�������&��^+n`+g���nOg��� e?��b + �f) + 1.5 \g+° i+°�+g° j − 1.5 \g+°�+g° , u�?� is defined in 

(4.36). 
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Figure 4.10: Frequency response of the compensated input admittance of VSR �∆A:;b � – Ub = 0.8, @b = 100 rad/sec, zb = 1.3, U� = 1.4. 

 

To show the pure influence of the BP characterized compensator "��?�# on the 

input admittance of the VSR, passive damping is considered with �� = 15� to 

neutralize the interactions due to LCL resonance at high frequencies. As shown in 

Figure 4.9, the compensated input admittance of the VSR can be actively reshaped to 

avoid possible interactions with the source-side. The compensated input admittance 

follows the dynamics response of the BP filters. In Figure 4.9(a), the operating 

frequency �@b� of the proposed compensator "��?�# equals 50 rad/sec with a unity 

damping factor �ξ� = 1�. With the increase of the compensator gain �Ub�, the input 

admittance decreases accordingly around the designed frequency. Figure 4.9(b) shows 

the effect of changing the operating frequency of ��?�. The width of the resultant peak 

increases with the increase of the damping factor �ξ�� as shown in Figure 4.9(c). The 

selection of the operating frequency of the proposed compensator depends on the 

output admittance of the source-side to avoid possible interactions. The proposed HFC 

and MFC compensators facilitate input-output admittance matching with four degree 

of freedom to satisfy the Nyquist criterion.  

Figure 4.10 shows the input-output admittance matching by considering the 

compensated input admittance of VSR in (4.42) and the output admittance of the VSI 

in (4.23). As shown, the HFC successfully mitigates the resonant peak while the MFC 
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Figure 4.11: Implemented ac micro-grid system. 

 

results in higher stability margin. Moreover, the active compensators mitigate the 

negative resistance effect. A shown in Figure 4.10, the 180 ̊ phase angle of the 

uncompensated input admittance at low- and mid-frequency region is shifted to be 

positive increasing the overall system damping. 

4.4.4 Evaluation Results 

To verify the preceding analytical results, a complete 44 kVA, 208V ac micro-grid 

system is implemented under the Matlab/Simulink environment. As shown in Figure 

4.11, the implemented system consists of two DG units interfaced by two 22kVA VSIs 

operating in the isolated micro-grid mode of operation. The ac micro-grid system is 

penetrated by three CILs: VSR-1 is feeding a PMSM drive rated at 10 hp and resistive 

load at the dc-link side with power rating of 6.25kW that increases to 9.4kW at time t 

= 0.3s then returns back to 6.25kW at t = 0.4s; VSR-2 interfaces a resistive load rated 

at 4.7 kW and instantly increases to 8.3kW at t = 0.5s; and VSR-3 is feeding a constant  
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Figure 4.12: Uncompensated system response. (a), (b) Common ac voltage. (c) Total injected active 

power. (d) Dc-side voltage of VSR-3. (e) q-axis component of the PMSM stator ac current. (f) PMSM 

speed. 

 

resistive load with power demand of 15.6kW. The overall implemented system 

parameters are depicted in Appendix A4.3. It is clear that the ac micro-grid is 

characterized by severe loading/unloading conditions to subject the proposed 

compensators to the worst loading conditions. The implemented system is tested under 

two conditions with the same loading/unloading scenario: without compensation and 

with the proposed compensator (LSC).  

4.4.4.1 Uncompensated system 

Applying the loading/unloading scenario, the system response is shown in Figure 4.12 

without the proposed compensators. In Figure 4.12(a) and (b), the common ac voltage �d�� and its d-axis component �	��� are shown, respectively.  It is clear that the 

response is unstable at the loading instant of VSR-1 at t = 0.3s whereas a decayed 

response is yielded due to removing the excessive loading at t = 0.4s. The system 

response builds-up again at t = 0.5s due to the increased load power of VSR-2. The 

unstable response is reflected to the total injected active power (6) to the augmented 

CILs as shown in Figure 4.12(c). Although the loading/unloading disturbances are 

applied to VSR-1 and -2, the dc-link voltage (	i�) of VSR-3 is completely degraded 

with unstable response as shown in Figure 4.12(d). It is clear that the lightly-damped 

modes of the uncompensated system results in destabilized response that interacts to 

the whole entities of the ac micro-grid system. As shown in Figure 4.12(e) and (f), the 

q-axis component of the PMSM stator current ">4=# and the rotor speed �@4� are also 

affected with a similar trend. 
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Figure 4.13: LSC system response. (a), (b) Common ac voltage. (c) Total injected active power. (d) Dc-

side voltage of VSR-3. (e) q-axis component of the PMSM stator ac current. (f) PMSM speed. 

 

4.4.4.2 Actively Compensated System from Load-Side 

The LSC technique is investigated in this subsection under the same loading/unloading 

scenario. Figure 4.13(a) and (b) shows the common ac voltage response whereas the 

injected active power is shown in Figure 4.13(c); all responses are damped and 

remarkably improved as compared to Figure 4.12. This clearly implies that input-

output admittance ratio criterion is satisfied by employing the LSC which validates the 

analytical results that obtained in Figure 4.10. The CILs performance is improved as 

shown in Figure 4.13(d) for 	i� of VSR-3 and the motor drive performance as in 

Figure 4.13 (e) and (f). 

4.5 Augmented Converter-Interfaced Loads in AC Micro-grids 

Applications 

It has been shown in the last section that tightly-regulated CILs appear from their input 

terminals as incremental negative input admittance. This is clear from Figure 4.5 where 

the input admittance of tightly-regulated VSR has negative value in low frequency 

range. Therefore, it is accepted to model the CIL as a negative resistance that only 

depends on the amount of drawn power regardless the load dynamics. This generic 

approach of modeling CIL provides a worst case condition that is negative resistance 

on the whole frequency range. 

An example of a CIL is shown in Figure 4.14, which represents an industrial load 

with multiple motor drives fed from a front-end controlled rectifier. The aggregated 

motor drive loads on the dc-bus requires a second tightly-regulated control objective 

for the front-end controlled rectifier; that is the dc-link voltage should  be  regulated  at  
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Figure 4.14: Motor drives system as a CIL. 

 

different loading conditions. Such a load creates two-dimensional tight regulation 

which affects the micro-grid stability due to the penetrated incremental negative input 

admittance. For such a complicated load, the input admittance can be approximately 

obtained in terms of the constant power operation behavior of the load. For controlled 

rectifiers in CCM, the voltage and the current of the load can be given as: 

 d��� = 	4��k�?�@��, 8��� = >4��k�?�@� − ��                                      (4.43) 

 

where � is the firing angle of the controlled rectifier. Applying small-signal 

linearization on the average per-phase power that is delivered to the rectifier load, 6�<9 = 	34�>34�k�?�, the approximated incremental input resistance �bG is given by:	 
 

∆\M*N∆�M*N = − \M*N�M*N = − ��gI                                      (4.44) 

 

If a phase difference between the current and the voltage is considered, the 

equivalent small-signal resistance "�bG# and inductance "�bG# of the load are obtained 

as: 

 �bG = −�bGcos	���, 
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Figure 4.15: Dominant pole loci for VSI as an interface for ac micro-grid. (a) CIL increases from 0 to 1pu 

with the direction of the arrow – with, without 0.1pu inherent passive damping. (b) n = 1 at “a” (Full 

CIL), n = 0 at “b” (Full resistive). 

 �bG = −�bGsin	��� @⁄                                        (4.45) 

 

From the exact input admittance in (4.38) and the approximated one in (4.45), it can 

be seen that the ac micro-grid is prone to instability due to the negative admittance 

reflected to the DG source terminals.  

4.5.1 Effect of Pure Converter-Interfaced Load /Resistive-Load-Mix on 

the AC Micro-grid Stability 

This section addresses the effect of load mix on the DG interface stability. With high 

penetration of CILs, negative input admittance can be reflected to the DG interface 

affecting the voltage dynamics. To study the effect of inherent passive damping due to 

resistive load, a resistive-CIL load mix is assumed. The DG interface dynamics is 

analyzed under this scenario. 

To assess the DG interface stability at different penetration levels of CILs, 	�� 

dynamics with respect to the VSI dc voltage ���b� [see Figure 4. 2] is derived by 

applying small-signal linearization on (4.12) which results in the generic model of 

CPL; 

 

∆\�+∆��+ = − \�+��+                                                (4.46) 
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which is an incremental negative admittance due to the CP operational mode of the 

CILs.  

Considering the resistive load, A, that is modeled in (4.10) and (4.11) and the 

generic CIL load model in (4.46), the aggregated load admittance seen from the ac 

micro-grid interface is represented by  (4.47) in small-signal sense. 

                         

∆A� = A − \�+°��+°                                                 (4.47) 

 

Obviously, with the increase of the delivered power to the resistive load, the total 

small-signal load admittance approaches the positivity, hence increasing the overall 

stability margin. 

Solving (4.10) and (4.22) to eliminate >� and apply small-signal linearization on the 

resultant equation with ∆	�:;< = ∆	� − "	�° ��b°⁄ #∆��b [from the average model of the 

VSI in Figure 4.3] and using the generic model of the CIL to substitute ∆>�� by ∆	��, 

the characteristic equation that describes the VSI stability is obtained as the 

denominator of (4.48). For VSI with purely CIL termination, Y is set to zero. 

 

∆��+∆�+g =
"�+° �+g°� #��

������]�V��"���^OI#���"_&\�+° ��+°� #W�$�"^OI"_� `̂I#���"_&\�+° ��+°� #���^OO&\�+° ^OI��&a� ��+°� #��
�V^OI^`O&\�+° ^OO��&a� ��+°� �^OO"_� `̂I#W��^OO^`O �

       

  (4.48) 

 

As a reference, the voltage tracking dynamics with pure CIL penetration (Y = 0), 

i.e., 	�� 	��39�⁄ , can be obtained by using (4.8), (4.10) and (4.20) in (4.18), as given by 

(4.49).  

 

��+��+��� = "^OI `̂If)#���"^OI^`O�^OO `̂I#f)��^OO^`Of)�]�]��$�$�����������                          (4.49) 

�� = ������  �� = �� + ����"�� + U:G#  
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Figure 4.16: Proposed active compensators. (1) RLV compensator. (2) RIC compensator. (3) RIV 

compensator. 

 �� = �� + ����U:: − U:G�T − 1� + ��U:GU<G 
  �� = −�T − 1�U:: + ��"U:GU:: + U::U<G# 

  �� = ��U::U<:   
 

Figure 4.15(a) shows the dominant pole loci of uncompensated DG interface 

dynamics with Y = 0 in (4.48) as the penetration level of CILs increases from no-load 

to 1.0 p.u. As the penetration level of CILs increases, the damping of the dominant 

eigen value decreases significantly from -1941 to -53.25 s
-1

, respectively, which yields 

to significant reduction in stability margins, and eventually instability can be yielded 

under loading or network disturbances. With direct resistive load penetration of 0.1 

p.u., the dominant pole loci are shifted to -2567 s
-1 

at no load and -944 s
-1 

at full load. 

However, with 0.1 p.u. resistive loading, the system damping is not sufficient enough 

to maintain high stability margins and high power quality injection under the 

occurrence of system disturbances. Direct resistive loads may not be available at all. 

Therefore, relying on the inherent damping capabilities of resistive loads is unreliable. 

Accordingly, active compensation techniques are crucial to maintain the micro-grid 

stability.  

Figure 4.15(b) shows the dominant pole loci when the penetration level of the 

resistive load gradually increases with a corresponding decrease of the CIL. As shown, 

the damping of the most dominant pole is shifted from -53.25 s
-1

 with 1.0. p.u. pure 

CIL (at “a”) to -1992 s
-1

 with 1 p.u. pure resistive load (at “b”). This implies that a 

conventional ac micro-grid interface cannot be used for seamless plug-and-play 

integration in a micro-grid system with high penetration of CILs as the damping 

decreases dramatically. 
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4.5.2 Proposed Active Damping Techniques for AC Micro-grid Interface 

Three active compensation techniques are investigated to actively reshape the 

source admittance of the interfacing inverter to meet the Nyquist ratio criterion, and 

accordingly the stability conditions at different micro-grid loading conditions. The 

proposed methods inject active damping signal to the outer, intermediate and inner 

control loops which corresponds to the load-voltage, the inverter-output-current and 

the inverter-output-voltage loops, respectively. Figure 4.16 shows a block diagram of 

the DG interface with the proposed compensators. All compensators are adopted in the 

direct axis loops only as the quadrature reference output voltage
 
is set to zero. 

The active compensators utilize the capacitor current, which is inherently small; 

therefore, the active damping signal will not saturate the inverter control voltage. In 

each of the proposed compensators, the capacitor current is scaled by a gain processed 

by a LPF stage to filter the high-frequency contents and to provide internal model 

dynamics within a specified frequency range. The active damping loops map the 

frequency modes of the output voltage to the closed loop system to provide damping 

capabilities by increasing the damping of poorly-damped modes associated with high 

penetration of CILs. Depending on the location of the active damping signal injection 

within the closed loop controlled system, the mapping of the output voltage frequency 

modes and the stabilization capabilities are generally different. Moreover, the location 

of the injected signals influences the ac voltage controller bandwidth which is a 

pertinent factor that affects the tracking of the output ac voltage. 

It should be noted that the output ac voltage �	��� can be used as an input signal to 

the compensator by utilizing a lead-lag transfer function instead of the LPF and 

including a derivative element to extract a band-limited version of the capacitor 

current. Both approaches are equivalent. 

This section provides mathematical analysis for each compensation technique to 

evaluate their damping capabilities, and interactions between the damping controller 

and ac voltage dynamics. 

4.5.2.1 Reference-Load-Voltage (RLV) Compensator 

The compensator signal is applied to the selector “1” in Figure 4.16. The output load 

voltage �	��� is virtually modulated by the compensator signal to embed a virtual 
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resistive voltage component in the output voltage that is proportional to the capacitor 

current. This compensator modifies (4.18) to actively reduce the source admittance of 

the VSI as follows:        

 

>�39� = "	��39� − "1 + ���?�#	��#S<�?� − @��	�= + T>��             (4.50) 

 
 

Where ���?� is the RLV compensator transfer function and is given by: 

 

�;�?� = �^PHP����HP , L = 1                                     (4.51) 

 

With the RLV compensator, the small-signal source admittance of the VSI is given 

by (4.52). 

 

∆\�+∆��+ = ������]�]��$�$�����������&���]�"^OI�a&��&��&H��#�$�V�a&��"H^OI�^OO#&H��W���H^OO�a&���     (4.52) 

�v = ����  

�� = ��"�� + @��� + U:G#  

�� = �� V��@� + U:: + @�U:G"1 + U�U<G#W + U:GU<G   

�� = @��� VU:: + U�"U::U<G + U:GU<:#W + U:GU<: + U::U<G + @�U:GU<G   

�� = "1 + ��U�@�#U::U<: + @�"U::U<G + U:GU<:# 

�� = @�U::U<: 
 

The admittance in (4.52) is obtained to investigate the effect of the compensator on 

the admittance ratio criterion. Further, to assess the DG interface stability with the 

RLV compensator and at different penetration levels of CILs, the characteristic 

equation that describes the system stability is obtained as the denominator of the 

following transfer function. 

 

∆��+∆�+g = "�+° �+g°� #���H���
������]�]��$�$�����������                                 

 
(4.53) 

�v = ���� 
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�� = −>��° �� 	��°⁄ + ��"�� + @��� + U:G# 

�� = −>��° �� 	��°⁄ − >��° ��@� 	��°⁄ + ��"��@� + U:: + U:G@�# − >��° U:G�1 − T� 	��°⁄  

         +U:GU<G"1 + ��U�@�# 

�� = −>��° ��@� 	��°⁄ − >��° "U:: + U:G@�#�1 − T� 	��°� + ��@�U:: + @�U:GU<G 

         +"U:GU<: + U::U<G#"1 + ��U�@�# 

�� = −>��° U::@��1 − T� 	��°⁄ + U::U<:"1 + ��U�@�# + @�"U:GU<: + U::U<G#   

�� = @�U::U<: 
 

To assess the effect of the RLV on the ac voltage tracking
 
performance, the output 

ac voltage tracking transfer function with the RLV compensator can be obtained as 

follows. 

 

��+��+��� = �^OI `̂If)�$�"^OI^`O�^OO `̂I�H^OI `̂I#f)���V^OO^`O�H"^OI^`O�^OO `̂I#Wf)��^OO^`OHf)  
¡����¡]�]�¡$�$�¡����¡��¡�    (4.54) 

¢v = ������ ¢� = �� + ����"�� + @��� + U:G# 

¢� = �� + @��� + ���� £U:: + @� e �� + U:G+U�U:GU<Gj¤ − U:G�T − 1� + ��U:GU<G  

¢� = ��@� + ����@� VU:: + U�"U::U<G + U:GU<:#W − �T − 1�"U:: + @�U:G#  

         +��"U:GU<: + U::U<G + @�U:GU<G# 

¢� = �� VU::U<: + @�"��U�U::U<: + U:GU<: + U::U<G#W − @�U::�T − 1�
 ¢� = @���U::U<: 

4.5.2.2 Reference-Inverter-Current (RIC) Compensator 

The compensator signal is applied to the selector “2” in Figure 4.16. As shown, >� is 

virtually increased by the injected compensator signal. This compensator replaces 

(4.20) by: 

 

	�39� = ">�39� − >� − ���?�	��#S:�?� − @��>= + 	��                 (4.55) 
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where ���?�	is the RIC compensator transfer function and is given by (4.51) with	L =2. The small-signal source admittance is derived when the RIC is applied as follows. 

 

∆\�+∆��+ = ¦����¦]�]�¦$�$�¦����¦��¦�&���]�"^OI�a&��&��&H���#�$�V�a&��"H�^OI�^OO#&H���W���H�^OO�a&���    (4.56) 

§v = ����  

§� = ��"�� + @��� + U:G#  

§� = �� V��@� + U:: + @�U:G�1 + U��W + U:GU<G   

§� = @���U::�1 + U�� + U:GU<: + U::U<G + @�U:GU<G   

§� = U::U<: + @�"U::U<G + U:GU<:# 

§� = @�U::U<: 
 

To assess the DG interface stability with the RIC compensator and at different 

penetration levels of CILs, the output voltage (	��) dynamics with respect to the 

inverter input dc voltage ���b� is given by: 

 

   
∆��+∆�+g = "�+° �+g°� #���H����

¨����¨]�]�¨$�$�¨����¨��¨�                                    
 
(4.57) 

©v = ���� 

©� = −>��° �� 	��°⁄ + ��"�� + @��� + U:G# 

©� = −>��° �� 	��°⁄ − >��° ��@� 	��°⁄ + �� V��@� + U:: + U:G@��1 + U��W 

         −>��° U:G�1 − T� 	��°⁄ + U:GU<G 

©� = −>��° ��@� 	��°⁄ − >��° "U:: + U:G@�#�1 − T� 	��°� + ��@�U::�1 + U�� 

         +U:GU<: + U::U<G + @�U:GU<G        

©� = −>��° U::@��1 − T� 	��°⁄ + U::U<: + @�"U:GU<: + U::U<G#   

©� = @�U::U<: 
 

With the RIC compensator, the output voltage tracking dynamics is given by: 

 

��+��+��� = �^OI `̂If)�$�"^OI^`O�^OO `̂I�H�^OI `̂I#f)���V^OO^`O�H�"^OI^`O�^OO `̂I#Wf)��^OO^`OH�f)  
ª����ª]�]�ª$�$�ª����ª��ª�     (4.58) 
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«v = ������ «� = �� + ����"�� + @��� + U:G# 

«� = �� + @��� + ���� VU:: + @�"�� + �1 + U��U:G#W − U:G�T − 1� + ��U:GU<G 

«� = ��@� + ����@�U::�1 + U�� − �T − 1�"U:: + @�U:G# 

         +��"U:GU<: + U::U<G + @�U:GU<G#  

«� = �� VU::U<: + @�"U:GU<: + U::U<G#W − @�U::�T − 1� 

«� = @���U::U<: 
4.5.2.3 Reference-Inverter-Voltage (RIV) Compensator 

As shown in Figure 4.16, with the selector at position “3”, the RIV compensator 

modifies the direct component of the reference inverter voltage by injecting the active 

compensation signal.  The injected reference inverter voltage is proportional to the 

capacitor current, and accordingly a virtual damping resistor is yielded. The modified 

small-signal source admittance is shown in (4.59). 

 

∆\�+∆��+ = ¬����¬]�]�¬$�$�¬����¬��¬�&���]�"^OI�a&��&��&H$��#�$�V�a&��"H$^OI�^OO#&H$��W���H$^OO�a&���  (4.59) 

v = ����  

� = ��"�� + @��� + U:G#  

� = ��@�"�� + U:G + U�# + ��U:: + U:GU<G   

� = @���U:: + U:GU<: + U::U<G + @�U:GU<G   

� = U::U<: + @�"U::U<G + U:GU<:# 

� = @�U::U<: 
 

Further, to assess the DG interface stability with the RIV compensator and at 

different penetration levels of CILs, the output voltage dynamics
 
with respect to the 

inverter input dc voltage is derived in (4.60) with the denominator as the characteristic 

equation that describes the DG interface stability. 

 

   
∆��+∆�+g = "�+° �+g°� #���H$���

b����b]�]�b$�$�b����b��b�                              
 
(4.60) 
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kv = ���� 

k� = −>��° �� 	��°⁄ + ��"�� + @��� + U:G# 

k� = −>��° ��	��° − >��° ��@�	��° + �� % ��@� + U::+@�"U:G + U�#, − >��° U:G�1 − T�	��° + U:GU<G 

k� = − \�+° ��H$��+° − \�+° "^OO�^OIH$#��&a���+° + ��@�U:: + U:GU<: + U::U<G + @�U:GU<G        

k� = −>��° U::@��1 − T� 	��°⁄ + U::U<: + @�"U:GU<: + U::U<G#   

k� = @�U::U<: 
 

With the RIV compensator, the output voltage tracking dynamics can be given by: 

 

��+��+��� = �^OI `̂If)�$�"^OI^`O�^OO `̂I�H$^OI `̂I#f)���V^OO^`O�H$"^OI^`O�^OO `̂I#Wf)��^OO^`OH$f)  
{����{]�]�{$�$�{����{��{�   (4.61) 

zv = ������ z� = �� + ����"�� + @��� + U:G# 

z� = �� + @��� + ���� VU:: + @�"�� + U� + U:G#W − U:G�T − 1� + ��U:GU<G 

z� = ��@� + ����@�U:: − �T − 1�"U:: + @�U:G# + ��"U:GU<: + U::U<G +
@�U:GU<G#  

z� = �� VU::U<: + @�"U:GU<: + U::U<G#W − @�U::�T − 1� 

z� = @���U::U<: 
4.5.3 Performance Analysis of The Proposed Active Damping Techniques 

4.5.3.1 Damping Capabilities 

The preceding mathematical analysis is utilized in this part to investigate the damping 

capabilities and performance of the proposed compensators. Using the small-signal 

source admittances in (4.52), (4.56) and (4.59), Nyquist plots are provided in Figure 

4.17 to investigate the effect of the aggregated CILs on the ac micro-grid stability. As 

shown, Nyquist contours approach the (-1, 0) point with the uncompensated case 

implying very low stability margin. On the same figure, a passive damping due to 

direct resistive load of 0.1p.u. is obtained. However, with 0.1p.u, the system damping  
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Figure 4.17: Admittance ratio criterion – uncompensated, passive damped and: (a) RLV compensator. (b) 

RIC. (c) RIV compensator. 

 

 

Figure 4.18: Dominant pole loci for VSI as an interface for ac micro-grid with proposed active damping 

controllers. Loading increases from 0 to 1.0 pu with the direction of the arrow. 

 

has not been improved enough. This proves that relying on the resistive nature of the 

micro-grid loads is not sufficient.  

With the proposed compensators, the stability margin increases with the increase of 

the compensator gain due to the increased mapping range of the lightly-damped modes 

to the closed loop system. For fair comparison, the cut-off frequency for the 

compensator LPF is selected to be 1000 rad/sec for all compensators with similar steps 

in the active compensation gains (10, 50, 100). It is clear that the reference-inverter-

current (RIC) compensator has the best damping capabilities, while the reference-load-

voltage (RLV) compensator comes after. The reference-inverter-voltage (RIV) 

compensator has the lowest damping capability.  With compensator gain of 50; its 

damping is equivalent to a passive damping capability of 0.1p.u. due to direct resistive 

load.  
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Figure 4.19: Influence of the proposed compensators on the ac voltage tracking.   (a) RLV compensator. 

(b) RIC compensator. (c) RIV compensator. 

 

 

Figure 4.20: Stability robustness with ac voltage controller bandwidth variations.  (a) RLV. (b) RIC. (c) 

RIV compensator. 

 

The compensator gains and cut-off frequency are designed based on root-locus plots 

of the dominant pole loci. For the uncompensated system when loaded by aggregated 

tightly-regulated loads, root-locus plots are shown in Figure 4.18. As the loading 

increases from 0 to 1.0 p.u., the damping coefficient decreases significantly from -1941 

to -53.25 s
-1

, respectively, which subject the overall stability to collapse due to any 

possible disturbances. The dominant pole loci with the proposed compensators are 

depicted with active compensator gain of 50 and cut-off frequency of LPF of 1000 

rad/sec using the denominator of (4.53), (4.57) and (4.60). As the power increases from 

0 to 1p.u., the damping coefficients of   the  reference-inverter- current,  reference-

load-voltage,  and reference-inverter-voltage compensators decreases from -12770, -

11070 and -2511 s
-1

 to -7648, -5857, -980 s
-1

 which reflects the damping capabilities of 

those compensators.  

4.5.3.2 AC Voltage Tracking 

Figure 4.19 shows the frequency responses of the load voltage transfer functions in 

(4.54), (4.58) and (4.61). The uncompensated case is also plotted on the each figure. 

Note that the designed ac voltage controller bandwidth is around 300 Hz. For the RLV 
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compensator, the ac voltage controller bandwidth decreased to 150, 50, and 30 Hz with 

a virtual gain of 10, 50, and 100 respectively. For RIC compensator, the ac voltage 

controller bandwidth decreased to 160, 100 and 100 Hz with the same virtual gains. 

The RIV compensator almost doesn’t affect the ac voltage controller dynamics as the 

bandwidths are 300, 280 and 250 Hz with the same virtual gains. This isolation from 

the voltage controller dynamics is due to injecting the compensation signal to the most 

inner control loop avoiding interactions with the ac voltage controller [selector “3” in 

Figure 4.16].  

4.5.3.3 Interactions with the AC Voltage Controller Bandwidth 

The voltage controller directly affects the stability due its relatively small bandwidth, 

as compared to the current controller. Further, the active compensator dynamics 

interact with the DG interface controller and might affect the overall system stability. 

Therefore, the system stability with each active compensator, is evaluated under 

parameter variations in the ac voltage controller bandwidth. Figure 4.20(b) shows that 

the interface dynamics with the RIC compensator has the same stability margin with 

300 and 200 Hz ac voltage controller bandwidth, whereas the stability margin 

decreases significantly with a bandwidth of 100 Hz. A similar behavior is shown in 

Figure 4.20(a) when the RLV compensator is applied. 

On the contrary, the system stability is very sensitive to the decrease in the ac 

voltage controller bandwidth when the reference-inverter-voltage compensator is used. 

Figure 4.20(c) indicates that the system becomes unstable with 200 and 100 Hz 

bandwidth.   

It can be noted that with appropriate design and coordination between converter 

control parameters and the active damping controller, interactions between the active 

damping controller and the ac voltage controller can be minimized. As a result, a 

highly damped control performance can be yielded without affecting the ac voltage 

tracking requirements. On the other hand, the presence of the active damping controller 

maps the frequency modes of voltage disturbance within the stable closed loop voltage 

control dynamics. Therefore, better disturbance rejection can be yielded under 

load/network disturbances.  
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Figure 4.21: Schematic diagram of the implemented ac micro-grid. 

 

 

Figure 4.22: Implemented ac micro-grid loading curve in the 0.3�0.42 sec interval. 

4.5.4 Evaluation Results 

To investigate the effectiveness of the proposed active compensators in a micro-grid 

system with reasonably large number of power converters, a low voltage ac micro-grid 

system, rated at 90 kVA, is implemented under the Matlab/Simulink
®
 environment. 

Figure 4.21 shows a schematic of the ac micro-grid system under study. The system 

consists of three DG units: DG-1, DG-2 and DG-3 each is with rated power of 30 kVA. 

At the load-side, four CILs are implemented. CIL-1 is an 8 hp PMSM drive system 

interfaced to the micro-gird via back-to-back PWM voltage-sourced controlled 

converters; CIL-2 is a 14 kW PWM voltage-sourced controlled-rectifier feeding a 

resistive load; CIL-3 is a 38.5 kW voltage-sourced controlled-rectifier feeding a 
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variable resistive load; and CIL-4 is a 24.5 kW voltage-sourced controlled-rectifier 

feeding a variable resistive load.  All network-connected converters employ the 

standard voltage-oriented control   strategy.   For each DG unit, the VSI controller in 

Figure 4.2 is employed to define the local phase angle and the reference ac voltage at 

the LC filter capacitor. On the load-side, a PLL is employed at the common ac-bus to 

determine the common phase angle (δcom(t)) that is needed for voltage-oriented control 

at each CIL. A direct 9 kW resistive load (heating load) can be connected to the load 

bus to investigate the effect of the resistive load to the damping capabilities. The 

complete system parameters are given in the Appendix A4.4.  

The micro-grid loading curve is shown in Figure 4.22. As shown, CIL-1 and 2 are 

base-loads whereas CIL-3 and 4 are variable loads. The load curve is characterized by 

sudden loading/unloading to evaluate the system stability under dynamic loading 

conditions. For the sake of performance comparison, the micro-grid performance is 

evaluated under the following scenarios: 

1) Micro-grid system works parallel to the main grid. 

2) Autonomous micro-grid operation without passive or active damping. 

3) Autonomous micro-grid operation with passive damping (due the 

resistive heating load). 

4) Autonomous micro-grid operation with proposed active damping 

controllers (no heating load).  

4.5.4.1 Grid-Connected Micro-grid 

In this scenario, the micro-grid system is connected to the low voltage utility-grid, i.e. 

the micro-grid isolation switch in Figure 4.21 is closed. The loading curve in Figure 

4.22 is applied without the heating load to test the micro-grid stability in the grid-

connected mode without the passive damping effect associated with resistive loads. 

Figure 4.23 shows the micro-grid performance in the grid-connected mode. Figure 

4.23(a) shows the load-bus voltage, whereas Figure 4.23(b) shows the instantaneous d-

axis component of the load-bus voltage. Figure 4.23(c) shows the total active power 

delivered to the load-bus. The dc-bus voltage of the CIL-2 is shown in Figure 4.23(d), 

the stator voltage components of the motor drive are shown in Figure 4.23(e), and the 

developed electromagnetic torque of the motor drive is shown in Figure 4.23(f). It can 
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be noted that stable and damped responses are obtained at different loading conditions. 

In spite of the negative admittance effect associated with the CILs, the aggregated 

source admittance (of DG units and the relatively strong grid with respect to the DG 

units) meets the Nyquist criterion with respect to the load admittances reflected to the 

load-bus. The stabilized load-bus voltage is reflected to the load-side, where the load-

side performance is stabilized as well. Therefore, the operation of converter-dominated 

micro-grids parallel to the main grid improves the micro-grid stability, particularly in 

strong grids.  

4.5.4.2 Autonomous Micro-grid Operation without Passive or Active Damping 

In this scenario, the micro-grid system operates autonomously to the supply the 

connected loads, i.e. the micro-grid isolation switch in Figure 4.21 is opened. The 

loading curve in Figure 4.22 is applied without the heating load to test the micro-grid 

stability in the autonomous mode without the passive damping effect associated with 

resistive loads. Figure 4.24 shows the micro-grid performance in the autonomous 

mode. Figure 4.24(a) shows the load-bus voltage, whereas Figure 4.24(b) shows the 

instantaneous d-axis component of the load-bus voltage. Due to the tight regulation 

performance of CILs, poorly damped transient response is yielded even with relatively 

small load disturbances (e.g. 10 kW (0.1 p.u.) at t = 0.32 s). With relatively larger 

loading disturbances (e.g. 23 kW (0.25 p.u.) at t = 0.36 s), the micro-grid system can 

be driven into instability. It can be noted that instability effect occurs at loading levels, 

which are below the micro-grid rating. In other words,  the  micro-grid may have a 

reasonable reserve margin (e.g. 0.25 p.u. at t = 0.36 s) and suffers from instability due 

the high penetration of the CILs.  The load-bus voltage builds up at t = 0.4 s with an 

additional increase in the load demand. The response of the injected active power is 

shown in Figure 4.24(c), which maps the voltage instability. Large circulating powers 

are yielded, which yields to remarkable overload for power converters, which are 

characterized by their limited thermal capacity. The instability of the load-bus voltage 

is reflected to the load-side performance. The dc-bus voltage of the CIL-2 is shown in 

Figure 4.24(d), the stator voltage components of the motor drive are shown in Figure 

4.24(e), and the developed electromagnetic torque of the motor drive is shown in 

Figure 4.24(f).  
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(a) 3-phase ac common bus voltage.  (b) d-component of the ac common bus voltage. (c) Delivered active 

power to the ac common bus. (d) Dc voltage at the load-side for CIL-2. (e) PMSM stator voltages in CIL-1 

(top: d-axis, bottom: q-axis). (f) PMSM torque in CIL-1. 

4.5.4.3 Autonomous Micro-grid Operation with Passive Damping 

In this scenario, the micro-grid system operates autonomously to the supply the 

connected loads, i.e. the micro-grid isolation switch in Figure 4.21 is opened. The 

loading curve in Figure 4.22 is applied with the heating load (9 kW (0.1 p.u.) direct 

resistive load connected at the load-bus) to test the micro-grid stability in the 

autonomous mode with the passive damping effect associated with resistive loads. In 

the presence of the resistive load, additional passive damping is propagated to the 

equivalent load seen by each DG unit. As a result, the Nyquist stability criterion can be 

satisfied by increasing the load-side admittance. Similarly, the equivalent R/L ratio, as 

seen by each DG unit, increases as well which satisfies the Routh Hurwitz stability 

conditions in (4.6) and (4.7).  Figure 4.25 shows the system response with the direct 

resistive load is added to the load-side. As shown in Figure 4.25(a), (b), the load-bus 
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Figure 4.24: System response 

– uncompensated case. 

 

Figure 4.23: System response – 

Grid-connected, no heating 

loads.  

Figure 4.25: System 

response – uncompensated 

case with 9 kW heating 

load. 
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voltage is more damped as compared to the uncompensated system. The active power 

delivered to the load-side experiences better damping characteristics as shown in 

Figure 4.25(c). The load-side performance is improved as well due to the damping 

effect associated with the passive load as shown in Figure 4.25(d), (e), (f). Although an 

improved damped response is yielded, the system performance is still unaccepted. In 

Figure 4.25(b), the over (>1) or under (<1) shoots in the d-component of the load-bus 

voltage  are 0.85, 0.82, 1.32, 0.67, 0.77 p.u. at t = 0.3, 0.32, 0.34, 0.36 and 0.4 s, 

respectively. Further, the duration of system oscillation is high, which implies higher 

time for circulating powers among power converters and higher overload burden on 

these converters. Large voltage disturbances and poorly damped performance directly 

affect the sensitive CILs.  

Relying on the inherent passive damping associated with resistive loads might not 

be the optimum solution to preserve micro-grid stability. Therefore, the substantial role 

of the active compensators appears as a viable solution 

4.5.4.4 Autonomous Micro-grid Operation with Proposed Active Compensators 

Figure 4.26, 4.27 and 4.28 respectively, show the system response when the proposed 

RLV, RIC and RIV compensators are utilized. The active compensator gain is selected 

to be 50 with a cut-off frequency of 1000 rad/sec. For the load-bus voltage, the 

response is more damped as compared to the uncompensated or the passively damped 

system. Obviously, the RIC compensator has the highest damping capability. With the 

RLV compensator, the overshoot (>1) and undershoot (<1) in the d-axis components of 

the load-bus voltage are 0.92, 0.91, 1.18, 0.84 and 0.89 p.u. at the loading/unload 

instants t = 0.3, 0.32, 0.34, 0.36 and 0.4 s; respectively, whereas the corresponding 

values are 0.96, 0.96, 1.06, 0.94 and 0.95 p.u.  for the  RIC   which   implies   the 

superiority of the RIC in preserving the system stability while maintaining high power 

quality voltage profile. With the RIV compensator, the corresponding load-bus voltage 

over/undershoots are 0.84, 0.84, 1.34, 0.67 and 0.77 p.u.  It can be noted that the 

damping performance of the RIV is similar to that of the 0.1 p.u. resistive load passive 

damping; however, the RIV compensator has faster response with much lower settling 

time. 
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(a) 3-phase ac common bus voltage.  (b) d-component of the ac common bus voltage. (c) Delivered active 

power to the ac common bus. (d) Dc voltage at the load-side for CIL-2. (e) PMSM stator voltages in CIL-1 

(top: d-axis, bottom: q-axis). (f) PMSM torque in CIL-1. 

 

The delivered active power responses, shown in Figure 4.26(c), 4.27(c), and 4.28(c) 

follow the same damping capabilities for the active compensators. In all cases, power 

oscillations are remarkably reduced, which implies less circulating power and reduced 

overload stress imposed on micro-grid converters. The load-side performance, shown 

in Figure 4.26, 4.27, 4.28(d)-(f), is remarkably improved with active  damping,  even 

with the RIV compensator. Therefore, the interactions between micro-grid converters 

and CILs can be remarkably reduced by stabilized the load-bus voltage with sufficient 

damping capability. 

4.5.5 Conclusion 

This Chapter introduced the interaction dynamics instabilities in ac micro-grid 

systems. Two approaches are considered for the interfacing VSI as follows: 
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Figure 4.27: System response 

– RIC compensator, without 

heating load.  

Figure 4.26: System response 

– RLV compensator, without 

heating load.  

Figure 4.28: System 

response – RIV 

compensator, without 

heating load.  
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Table 4.1 Comparison of the Proposed Compensators from the VSI side (SSC) 

 Damping Capabilities 

Robustness against 

Voltage-Controller 

Parameters 

Influence on Load-

Voltage Tracking 

RLV Moderate High Moderate 

RIC High High High 

RIV Low Low Low 

 

- Exact CIL modeling and stabilization from the load-side. In this case, a VSR is 

taken as an exact CIL and a LSC (MFC and HFC) are proposed to satisfy the 

Nyquist criterion with the output admittance of the source VSI. MFC is 

employed with BP filtering characteristics to allow input admittance reshaping 

around a designed frequency region whereas HFC is utilized to mimic a virtual 

resistance connected in series with the ac filter capacitor of the VSR to damp the 

resonant peaks. This approach depends on exact input/output admittance 

matching and obviously it is load-dependent solution.   Both compensators are 

employed in a modeled system using Matlab/Simulink platform to verify the 

analytical results and their effectiveness. 

- The second approach is more generic with load-independent solutions. 

Augmented generic CILs model is considered as a negative resistance in the 

whole frequency range as a worst modeling case of the load-side. Three active 

compensators are proposed from the source-side (SSC) to stabilize the VSI for 

the DG unit. Modeling and analysis of typical micro-grid sources and loads have 

been presented. Compensated sources admittance and modified voltage tracking 

dynamics have been derived under the presence of the proposed active damping 

compensators to facilitate multi-objective design of the active damping 

controllers with reduced interactions with existing converter control loops. Table 

4.1 depicts the main differences among the proposed compensators. Evaluation 

results, based on a detailed model of an ac micro-grid with multiple tightly-

regulated CILs, have been provided to validate the developed models and to 

assess the effectiveness and robustness of proposed techniques.  
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Chapter 5 

Assessment and Mitigation of Interaction Dynamics in 

Hybrid AC/DC Grids in DG Systems
1
 

5.1 Introduction 

Hybrid ac/dc power networks are recently emerged in DG systems with widespread 

acceptance under the smart grids environment. Therefore, both ac and dc micro-grids 

are integrated via bidirectional PE converters to reduce the number of multiple ac-dc 

and dc-ac conversions stages, and accordingly improve overall system efficiency and 

reliability. However, system-level dynamic interactions can be yielded in hybrid 

networks due to the active control nature and tight regulation of power converters to 

meet load/generation requirements. This Chapter presents an assessment and 

mitigation strategies of such interactions in hybrid networks.  

Figure 5.1 shows the system structure of a hybrid ac/dc converter dominated 

network that contains typical PE interfaces in DG systems. As shown, a dc DG park is 

formed by multiple DG units that are all interfaced by PE converters. An ac micro-grid 

is terminated by an interfacing VSI to supply local loads via distribution feeders. A 

grid-connected VSI is also considered to interface the utility-grid to the hybrid 

network. A static switch (SW) is employed to allow switching capability between 

micro-grid and grid-connected mode of operation in case of local faults at the grid-

side. A dc micro-grid is also considered in the hybrid network and is supplied directly 

from the common dc-link. As shown, dc micro-grid is highly penetrated by CILs 

including motor drives and resistive loads interfaced by dc-dc converters.  With the 

emerging needs of highly reliable supplies, the dc micro-grid shown in Figure 5.1 

secures two ways of supplies; from DG Park and/or utility-grid.  Thus, it may include  

 

                                                           
1
 Publications out of this Chapter: 

 

A. A. A. Radwan and Y. A.-R. I. Mohamed, “Assessment and Mitigation of Interaction 

Dynamics in Hybrid ac/dc Converter Dominated Networks in Distribution Generation 

Systems,” Submitted for publication in IEEE Transactions on Smart Grids. Manuscript ID: 

TSG-00550-2011. 
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Figure 5.1: Ac, dc micro-grid and DG system configuration as a hybrid grid. 

 

sensitive loads such as data centers, industrial machineries and other critical loads in 

hospitals, airports or military campuses. 

Firstly, mathematical modeling and analysis of the dc-side source/load admittances 

of typical hybrid network entities are provided. The system in Figure 5.1 can be treated 

as a multi-converter network with one source (output) dc admittance (Y) for the 

aggregated DG park, and three load (input) dc admittances for islanded dc micro-grids, 

grid-connected VSI and ac micro-grid, respectively. The dc-side admittance models are 

obtained under different operating modes and control functions, such as grid-connected 

(weak and stiff) and isolated micro-grids with dispatchable and non-dispatchable DG 

units. For the dc micro-grid, augmented model is considered based on high penetration 

level of CILs to the dc-bus. Sensitivity functions of the output ac current and voltage of 

the VSI against dc-link disturbances are obtained.  Systematic control loop design 

guidelines are also provided under different modes of DG operation and control 

functions. The developed small signal models are verified using time-domain large-

signal models under Matlab/Simulink environment.  

Secondly, the provided dc-side load/source admittances will be used to assess the 

system stability based on the Nyquist admittance ratio criterion. This criterion can be 

violated in two frequency regions; low frequency region due to the equivalent  source 
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Figure 5.2: Equivalent models for DG units. (a) Non-dispatchable DG units. (b) Dispatchable DG units. 

(c) Circuit model for the equivalent DG source admittance. 

 

 
Figure 5.3: Dc micro-grid small-signal augmented model. 

 

admittance of the DG park; and high frequency region due to the resonant peak of the 

equivalent ac-LCL filter of the ac micro-grid converter. However, the high frequency 

violation region can be mitigated by using an active damping loop, whereas the low 

frequency violation region is more challenging with a considerable destabilizing effect.  

Further, it can be shown that the tight regulation of power converter interfaces 

introduces the ac micro-grid or utility-grid interface as an incremental negative 

admittance to the common dc-link which significantly degrades the system stability 

margin. Therefore, active compensators are proposed to actively reshape the input dc-

side admittance of the ac micro-grids and grid-connected inverters so that the Nyquist 

criterion is satisfied. Time-domain large-signal model of a typical hybrid network is 

implemented using Matlab/Simulink
®
 environment to validate the analytical results.  

5.2 Modeling of DC-side Output Admittance of DG Park 

The DG park shown in Figure 5.1 consists of multiple dispatchable and non-

dispatchable DG units. The dc-link voltage should be regulated by the interfacing VSI 

if source units are non-dispatched such as PV arrays and variable-speed WTG. In 

dispatched DG units, such as batteries or fuel cells, no dc-link voltage regulation is 

required from the VSI device [40], [116]. As shown in Figure 5.2(a), non-dispatchable 
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DG sources are equivalently modeled by a current source that injects dc current ����� 
to the dc-link capacitor ����	, thus a dc-link voltage controller from the VSI side is 

required to regulate the charging/discharging process of ���. For dispatchable DG 

units, a dc voltage source �
��� is used with no dc-link control from VSI side as shown 

in Figure 5.2(b). Figure 5.2(c) shows a generic equivalent circuit model for the lump-

summed source admittance ��	 of the dc DG park. The equivalent source admittance 

consists of the common dc-link capacitor with a series resistance ����	 and inductance ���	 to represent the output impedance of the DG converters, parasitic resistance, 

system wirings and cabling within the DG park [50], [124]. Thus, the small-signal 

output admittance for the DG park is obtained as follows. 

 ���	 = ��������������������������                                        (5.1) 

5.3 Modeling of DC-side Input Admittance of Augmented DC 

Micro-grid 

As shown in Figure 5.1, the dc micro-grid is highly penetrated by CILs which degrade 

system stability due to the equivalent CP operational mode. The input dc current 

injected to the dc micro-grid �����	 is given by: 

 ���� = �� 
��⁄                                                  (5.2) 

 

where �� is the delivered dc power to the dc micro-grid. Under the CP mode of 

operation, the small-signal linearization of (5.2) is given by: 

 ∆�� = ∆���� ∆
��⁄ = −��° 
��°�⁄                                  (5.3) ∆���� = −���° 
��°�⁄ � !!"!!#� ��$⁄ ∆
�� + 2��° 
��°⁄ !"!#'�$                            

(5.4) 

 

As shown in Figure 5.3 and (5.4), the aggregated dc micro-grid with multiple CILs 

can be represented in the small-signal sense, by a negative resistance ���(� in parallel 

with a constant current source ���(� to represent the CP mode [82].   
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5.4 Modeling of DC-side Input Admittance of VSI in Micro-grid 

Applications 

The current and ac voltage dynamics of the power circuits are modeled in the d-q 

frame that rotates synchronously with the inverter output voltage angular speed ω by 

[125]: 

 
� − 
)� = ����* + �*� − +*�,                                 (5.5) 
, − 
), = �,��* + �*� + +*��                                 (5.6) �� − �)� = ��*
)� − +
),�*                                     (5.7) �, − �), = ��*
), + +
)��*                                     (5.8) 

 

where 
�, 
,, �� and �, are the d-q axis inverter output voltages and currents; 
)�, 
)�, �)� and �),  are the d-q axis ac-bus voltages and injected currents; �*, * and �* are the 

per-phase resistance, inductance and capacitance of the LC filter, respectively; and � is 

the Laplace operator. In grid-connected mode, the d-q transformation is performed 

using the grid voltage angle as the common reference whereas virtual PLL is employed 

in islanded mode of operation. 

In the d-q synchronous reference-frame, a VSI injects an active ��)	 and reactive �-)	 power that are delivered to the ac common bus and given by: 

 �) = 1.5�
)��)� + 
),�),�                                        (5.9) -) = 1.5�
)��), − 
),�)��                             (5.10) 

 

Assuming high efficient PE converter, so that the input power delivered from the 

dc-link �
�����	 is equal to the instantaneous output power delivered by the inverter 

terminals 1� = 1.5�
��� + 
,�,�2, the ac-dc power balance is governed by: 

 
����� = 1.5�
��� + 
,�,�                                   (5.11) 
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Figure 5.4: Large-signal model for ac micro-grid interface – grid-connected and islanded mode. 

 

In the dc-side of the VSI, assuming lossless power conversion, the dc power balance 

dynamics are described by: 

 
34�34 − 
����� = 0.5����
���                                       (5.12) 

 

where 
34�34  is the dc power delivered from the DG sources, 
����� is the filtered 

instantaneous power delivered from the dc capacitor while the RHS term is the rate of 

change in the energy of the dc-link capacitor. 

If the VSI is tied to the grid, the ac voltage and current dynamics are governed by 

the grid dynamics as follows. 

 
)� − 
�� = �)�6� , 
), − 
�, = �),6�                                              (5.13) 

 

In islanded mode of operation with an ac common load, the load model is defined 

by:  

 
)� = �)�67 , 
), = �),67                                                    (5.14) 

 

where 
��,	
�, are the d-q components of the utility-grid voltage with a grid 

impedance 6� = �� + ��whereas the ac common load is 67 = �7 + �7 (ignoring the 
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inductive coupling terms in d-q reference frame) with ��, �7 and �, 7 as the 

resistance and inductance of the grid or load impedance, respectively. Figure 5.4 shows 

the large-signal model of the interfacing VSI where 
�349and 
,349 	 are the generated d-

q inverter voltages to the PWM of the VSI from which the inverter d-q duty ratios 

(:� 	and :,) are determined. 

The dc-side input admittance of VSI depends on the control topology and the micro-

grid configurations. In this Chapter, typical converter control topologies in DG 

applications are considered; namely they are: grid- connected (or weak grid 

connection) or islanded mode of operation with/without the dc-link voltage regulation 

from the VSI side.  

5.4.1 Topology 1: Grid-Connected with DC-Link Regulation 

In grid-connected mode, the ac-bus voltage is defined by the utility-grid. A current 

control scheme is utilized in addition to dc-link voltage control that is required with 

non-dispatchable DG units. Figure 5.5(a) shows a schematic diagram for this control 

topology. From (5.12), the injection of active power depends on 
���  so that the dc 

voltage controller �;9����	� processes the difference between 
���  
and 
��∗� to reduce 

the system nonlinearity and generate the d-axis component of the inverter output 

current ���∗	. A feed-forward gain of “-1” is multiplied by output of the dc voltage 

controller to compensate for the negative injection of the dc-power [as in Figure 

5.6(b)]. A current controller with a transfer function ;3��	 ensures that the injected 

current ���	 tracks ��∗ , and hence, the delivered active power to the grid can be 

controlled [126]. Note that, the q-axis component of the injected current ��,� is 

regulated to zero by a similar current controller ;3��		in the q-channel so that the VSI 

operates at unity power factor mode. The control loop dynamics are given by: 

 ��∗ = −�
��∗� − 
��� �;9����	 , ;9����	 = =(9�� + =39�� �⁄                                        (5.15) 
�349 = ���∗ − ��	;3��	 − +*�, + 
)�                              (5.16) 
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Figure 5.5: Controller schematics under different operating modes of the ac micro-grid. (a) Grid-connected 

– dc-link regulation. (b) Grid-connected – no dc-link regulation. (c) Weak grid connection – dc-link 

regulation. (d) Islanded mode (or weak grid) – no dc-link regulation. 

 
,349 = ��,∗ − �,�;3��	 + +*�� + 
), , ;3��	 = =(3 + =33 �⁄                                             (5.17) 

 

where =(9��and =(3  as proportional gains and
 
=39��and

 
=33 as integral gains, for ;9����	 

and ;3��	 respectively, and the superscript “*” denotes the reference value. 

Decoupling terms �+*�� , +*�,� are included in (5.16) and (5.17) to compensate the 

effect of coupled inductor currents in the d-q channels.  

The dc-side input admittance of the VSI can be obtained by using the average model 

on the switching converter and small-signal linearization to approximate the nonlinear 

behavior of the dc/ac power conversion process. Applying small-signal linearization on 

the power balance equation in (5.11) gives: 

 
��° ∆��� + ���° ∆
�� = 1.5�
�°∆�� + ��°∆
��                         (5.18) 

 

where ∆ represent small perturbation around the operating point, and the superscript “  ̊

” is the steady state operating value of the parameter.  
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Note that 
,° = 0 by the voltage-orientation while �,° = 0 for unity power factor 

operation. 

Applying small perturbations on (5.7) and (5.13) with ∆
�� = ∆
�, = 0, and solve 

together: 

 ∆�� = ∆
)����* + 1 6�⁄ �                                         (5.19) 

 

Note that the q-channel in (5.13) is assumed to be zero in small-signal sense due to 

unity power factor mode of operation in which �), ≈ �, = 0. 

Similarly, applying small perturbations on (5.5) and solving with (5.19), 

 ∆
� = ∆
)� 11 + ���* + 1 6�⁄ ���* + �*�2                     (5.20) 

 

Using (5.19) and (5.20) in (5.18) to eliminate ∆�� and ∆
� : 

 


��° ∆��� + ���° ∆
�� = 1.5 @���* + 1 6�⁄ � 1
�° + ��° ��* + �*�2 + ��° A∆
)�   (5.21) 

 

Applying small-signal linearization on (5.15) and (5.16), and solve together, ∆
)�  

can be given in terms of ∆
�� as in (5.22).  

 

∆
)� @��* + �BCA 1�* + �* + ;3��	2 = ∆
�� D E�°E��° + 2
��° ;9����	;3��	F  (5.22) 

 

Solving (5.21) and (5.22) to eliminate ∆
)� the small-signal input admittance of the 

VSI from the dc-side is obtained as follows: 

 

∆�� = ∆'��G∆E�� = @ �E��°�A HI�I�HJ�J�HK�K�H����HG��HLMI�I�MJ�J�MK�K�M����MG�                    (5.23) 

NO = �*�*�1.5��°
�° − ���° 
��° + 3��°=(3=(9��
��°��  NQ = �* 1���* + *����1.5��°
�° − ���° 
��° + 3��°=(3=(9��
��°�� − ���° 
��° =(3�2 
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          +3
��°��*�*���° �=(3=39�� + =33=(9��� + =(3=(9���
�° + 0.5�� NR = 1.5��° �* + ���
�° + 2
��°�=(3=(9��� − ���° 
��° * 

          +3�*
��°��=(3=(9�����°�*�� + 
�°��� + =33=39����° *�� 
          +3�*
��°��=(3=39�� + =33=(9������° ���* + *��� + 
�°�� 
          +1.5�*��
�°���°�* + 
�°� − �*���° 
��° �=33� + =(3�� + �*��� N� = 1.5��° ��* + ����
�° + 2
��°�=(3=(9��� − ���° 
��° �=(3 + �* + =33���*� 
          +3
��°��=(3=39�� + =33=(9��� 1�*�����°�* + 
�°� + ��° �* + ��2 + 1.5
�°� 

          +3
�°
��°��=(3=(9�� + =33=39����*� + 3�*��°
��°�=33=39�����* + *��� N� = 3
��°�=33=39�� 1��° �* + �� + �*�����°�* + 
�°�2 − ���° 
��° =33 
     +3
��°��=(3=39�� + =33=(9������° ��* + ��� + 
�°� N� = 3
��°�=33=39�����° ��* + ��� + 
�°� SO = *��* SQ = �*�=(3� + ��* + *��� SR = * + �*�=33� + =(3�� + �*��� S� = =(3 + �* + �*=33�� S� = =33 

 

In the grid-connected mode, the power is injected to the grid via direct current 

control. Therefore, the sensitivity transfer function between the injected ac current to 

the grid �∆�)�	 and the dc-link voltage �∆
��	 is obtained to assess the impact of dc-

link dynamics on the injected ac current. Applying small-signal linearization to (5.5), 

(5.15), a transfer function between ∆�� and ∆
�� is obtained. Using this transfer 

function with (5.7) and the grid-side model in (5.13), the ∆�)� ∆
��⁄  sensitivity 

function is given by: 

 

∆'T�∆E�� = �E�°��U$VU$W��E��°������E��°�1U$VUVW���UVVU$W��2���E��°�UVVUVW��E��° �MI�I�MJ�J�MK�K�M����MG�	                     (5.24) 

 

The denominator parameters are defined in (5.23). 
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5.4.2 Topology 2: Grid-Connected without DC-Link Regulation 

In this mode, current control scheme is adopted with an active power controller ;(��	 
that is used to generate the active current reference

 
��∗  [127]. The reactive power 

injection is usually set to zero for unity power factor operation. The controller 

schematic with the decoupling loops is shown in Figure 5.5(b). For high power quality 

injection via a slowly varying current reference, a LPF with low cut-off frequency �+(� is used to average the measured active power and reject grid-side distortions. 

The active power controller dynamics are governed by: 

 

��∗ = @�)∗ − �) X$��X$A;(��	, ;(��	 = =(( + =3( �⁄                                           (5.25) 

 

while (5.16) and (5.17) for the inner current controllers are still applied, where �)	is the 

injected active power to the common bus and is calculated by (5.9), and =((and
 
=3(are 

the proportional and integral gains of the
 
active power controller, respectively. 

Following the same procedures used to obtain (5.23), the small-signal dc-side input 

admittance of the VSI is given by: 

 

∆�� = ∆'���∆E�� = @ �E��°�A YZ�Z�YI�I�YJ�J�YK�K�Y����YG��YL[Z�Z�[I�I�[J�J�[K�K�[����[G��[L                   (5.26) 

\] = �*�*�1.5��°
�° − ���° 
��° � \O = 1.5�*�
�°���° *+( + 
�°� − ���° 
��° �*��=(3 + *+(� +�*���* + *����1.5��°
�° − ���° 
��° �
 \Q = 1.5��°
�°�* + � + �*�*��� + 1.5�*��
�°��1 + �+( ��⁄ � 

           −�*���° 
��° �=(3��� + �+(� + �*�� + =33� − * �*⁄ � 
           +�*+(���* + *����1.5��°
�° − ���° 
��° � \R = 1.5��°
�° 1�* + �� + +(�* + ��2 + 1.5
�°� − ���° 
��° �=(3 + �*� 
           +1.5�*��+(
�° − ���° 
��° +(�* + 1.5�)�° =(3=((�� 
           −�*���° 
��° +( 1���=(3 + �*� + =33�� + �� +(⁄ �2 
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\� = −���° 
��° +( ^�* + =(3�1 + 1.5=((
)�° � + =33�1 +(⁄ + �*���+1.5�)�° � 1=33=(3 + =(3�=3( + =((�� �_ �2 `
 

            +1.5��°
�°+(��� + �*� + 1.5
�°�+(
 \� = −���° 
��° +( 1=33�1 + 1.5�)�° =3(�� + 1.5�=(3=3( + =33=((���)�° �� + 
)�° �2 \� = −1.5���° 
��° =33=3(+(��)�° �� + 
)�° � a] = *��* 

aO = �* 1��=(3 + �*� + *��� + �+(�2 aQ = * + �* 1=33� + ���=(3 + �*� + +(���* + *�� + =(3��2 aR = �=(3 + �*��1 + �*+(��� + �*=33�� + +( 1* + ��1.5�)�° =(3=(( + �*=33�2 a� = =33 + =(3+( + 1.5�)�° �+(�=(3=3( + =33=((� + +(��* + �*=33��� 
          +1.5=(3=((+(��)�° �� + 
)�° � a� = =33+(�1 + 1.5�)�° =3(�� + 1.5+(�=(3=3( + =33=((���)�° �� + 
)�° � a� = 1.5=33=3(+(��)�° �� + 
)�° � 
 

The sensitivity function ∆�)� ∆
��⁄  is obtained in (5.27). 

 

∆'T�∆E�� = E�°��C�����C��CX$����CX$���E��° �bc�c�bZ�Z�bI�I�bJ�J�bK�K�b����bG��bL	                            (5.27) 

de = �**��  

d] = �*� 1��=(3 + �*� + *�2�� + �+(�2 
dO = *� + �* @�� 1=33 + +(�=(3 + �*�2 + *��� + 2����=(3 + �* + *�+(�A

 dQ = �=(3 + �*� 1� + �*���2�+( + ���2 + *���1 + �*��+(� +�*=33��2�� + �+(� + *�+( + 1.5�)�° =(3=((��+( dR = =33��1 + 2�*��+(� + ���=(3 + �*��1 + �*��+(� +1.5�)�° ��+(�=(3=3( + =33=((� + +(���* + *��� +1.5=(3=((�+(�2�)�° �� + 
)�° � + �*=33��� + =(3�+( d� = =33�� + =33+(�1.5�)�° =3(�� + �*��� + �� + 1.5=(3=((+(����)�° �� + 
)�° � 
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+��+(�=(3 + �*� + 1.5�+(�2�)�° �� + 
)�° ��=(3=3( + =33=((� 
d� = +( D =33�� + 1.5�=33=3(�2�)�° �� + 
)�° �+1.5���=(3=3( +=33=((���)�° �� + 
)�° �F

 d� = 1.5=33=3(+(����)�° �� + 
)�° � 
5.4.3 Topology 3: Weak Grid Connection with DC-Link Regulation 

In this mode with non-dispatchable resources (e.g. wind and PV sources), both ac and 

dc voltage control loops are used in the DG interface. The ac-bus voltage should be 

regulated by a voltage controller ;9M���	. Simultaneously, dc-link voltage modulator �;9����	� is utilized to maintain the referenced dc-link voltage [128]. This topology is 

valid with weak grids where the ac-bus voltage requires regulation by the DG 

interface. The dc-voltage control loop generates ��∗ , which is proportional to the 

injected active power, whereas the ac voltage control loop generates �,∗	which is 

responsible for injecting reactive power [125]. It is clear that the VSI interface can’t be 

operated under unity power factor conditions as the reactive power is yielded to meet 

the voltage control requirements. Figure 5.5(c) shows the block diagram of this control 

topology.  

The dc voltage controller is similar to that in topology 1 as follows: 

 ��∗ = −�
��∗� − 
��� �;9����	 − +�*
),                            (5.28)	
 

whereas the ac voltage controller treats the rms value of the ac-bus voltage by the 

following dynamics. 

 �,∗ = �
)∗ − 
)	;9M���	 + +�*
)� ,	;9M���	 = =(9M� + =39M� �⁄                                       (5.29) 

 

where 
) = �
)�� + 
),� ��/�. The current controller dynamics in (5.16) and (5.17) still 

apply. 
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Small-signal linearization is applied on the power balance equation in (5.11) 

considering reactive power injection	�∆�, ≠ 0�. It can be assumed that the q-axis 

component of the output voltage is neglected as compared to the d-axis component that 

is dictated by the grid voltage [129], so (5.18) still applies. 

Applying small-signal linearization on (5.16), (5.28) and (5.5) and solve together: 

 

@2
��;9����	;3��	 + E�°E��° A∆
�� = 1�* + �* + ;3��	2 ∆��             (5.30) 

 

Applying small perturbations on (5.6), ∆�, and ∆�� can be related to each other by: 

 ∆'h∆'� = − X�i�i���i                                              (5.31) 

 

Using (5.31), linearizing (5.17) and (5.28), and solve all together: 

   

D+�* − ET�°ET° ;9M���	F;3��	∆
)� = 1�* + �* + ;3��	2 ∆�,           (5.32) 

 

 Using (5.31) in (5.5) to eliminate ��: 

 

∆
� − ∆
)� = −D��i���i��X�i + +*F∆�,                          (5.33) 

 

By solving (5.7) and (5.13) after applying small perturbations so that the grid 

voltages (
��, 
�,) are zero in small-signal sense, ∆�� and ∆
)� can be related 

together: 

 

∆�� = @ �BC + ��*A∆
)�                                        (5.34) 

   

Solving (5.33), (5.32) and (5.34), ∆
� can be obtained in terms of ∆��: 
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D−D��i���i��X�i + +*FD+�* − ET�°ET° ;9M���	F;3��	 + 1F ∆'�@ GjC���iA = ∆
�        (5.35) 

 

Using (5.35) in (5.18) to eliminate ∆
� and then using (5.30) to substitute ∆�� by ∆
��, and arranging, the small signal dc-side input admittance of the VSI is obtained 

as: 

 ∆�R = ∆'��K∆E�� =
ET°�ik �.OE�°�l'��° E��° �mV��	�Bi��RmV��	mWn���	E�°E��°�o�����iBC���.O'�

° BC
pq
r XET°�i�mV��	�mWn���	ET�° lXET°�i�×1X��i��Bi�2 tu

v�E�°��mV��	mW����	E��°��
�����iBC��mV��	�Bi�X�iE��°�ET°    

(5.36) 

 

where 6* = �* + �* 

In weak grid connection, the output ac voltage is the driving output parameter of the 

VSI, so the sensitivity function between ∆
)� and ∆
��is obtained in (5.37) by solving 

(5.30) and (5.34) to eliminate ∆��. 

 

∆ET�∆E�� = �E��mW����	mV��	� w�°w��°1�i���i�mV��	2@ GjC���iA                                      (5.37) 

5.4.4 Topology 4: Islanded Mode without DC-Link Regulation 

In dispatchable DG units, there is no dc-link voltage control from the VSI side; only ac 

voltage controllers �;9M���	� are employed in both d-q channels. They are used to 

synthesis the output ac-bus voltage and generate ��∗ 	and
 
�,∗	as inputs references for the 

current controllers �;3��	�. The current controller regulates the ac filter inductor 

currents to follow the reference commands generated by the outer voltage controller. 

Figure 5.5(d) shows the control scheme under that operating mode [105].  

The modified ac voltage controllers are dynamically modeled as follows: 
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��∗ = �
)�∗ − 
)�	;9M���	 − +�*
), + x�)�                         (5.38)	�,∗ = �
),∗ − 
),�;9M���	 + +�*
)� + x�),                         (5.39)	
 

where H is a feed-forward gain. The current control loops are similar to previous 

cases as in (5.16) and (5.17). 

Following similar steps as in aforementioned analysis, the small-signal input 

admittance is given by:  

 

∆�Q = ∆'��J∆E�� = @ �E��°�A yI�I�yJ�J�yK�K�y����yG��yL�I�I��J�J��K�K�������G���L                      (5.40) 

zO = *��*�1.5��°
�° − ���° 
��° � zQ = �* 11.5���°
�°�7�* + *�7� + 7
�°�� − ���° 
��° �7�=(3 + �*� + *�7�2 zR = 1.5
�° 1��° �7 + *� + �*�7���°�* + 
�°�2 − ���° 
��° �7��*=33 +=(3=(9M�� − *� 
          −�*���° 
��° �7�=(3 + �*� z� = 1.5��°
�°��* + �7� + 1.5
�°� − ���° 
��° 7�=(3=39M� + =33=(9M�� 

      −���° 
��° 1=(3=(9M��7 + �* + �*=33�7 + =(3 �1 + x	2 z� = ���° 
��° 1=33�x − 1	 − =33=39M�7 − �7�=(3=39M� + =33=(9M��2
 z� = −1.5���° 
��° =33=39M��7 {O = �*�* {Q = �*�7�=(3 + �*� + *�7�

 {R = * + 7��*=33 + =(3=(9M�� + �*�7�=(3 + �*� {� = =(3 �1 − x	 + 7�=(3=39M� + =33=(9M�� + �* + �7��*=33 +=(3=(9M�� {� = =33�1 − x	 + =33=39M�7 + �7�=(3=39M� + =33=(9M�� {� = =33=39M��7  
 

The sensitivity function ∆
)� ∆
��⁄  is obtained as: 

 

∆ET�∆E�� = E�°��|���|	��E��° �}I�I�}J�J�}K�K�}����}G��}L	                             (5.41) 
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Figure 5.6: Voltage controller dynamics for the interfacing VSI. (a) Ac voltage controller. (b) Dc voltage 

controller. (c) Active power controller. 

 ~O = ���� ~Q = �����=�� + ��� + ���� ~R = � + ����=�� + =�� =��S�� + �����=�� + ��� ~� = =�� �1 − x	 + ��=�� =��S� + =��=��S�� + �� + �����=�� + =�� =��S��
 ~� = =���1 − x	 + =��=��S�� + ���=�� =��S� + =��=��S�� ~� = =��=����

 

5.5 Controllers Parameters for VSI: General Design Approach 

This section provides a general design approach for the different controllers adopted 

with VSI in this Chapter; ;3��	, ;9M���	, ;9����	 and ;(��	. The transfer function that 

describes each controller dynamics is obtained. Some systematic tools for designing 

the PI parameters can be used like symmetrical optimum method [130]. Alternatively, 

frequency response analysis of the closed loop dynamics provided hereafter can be 
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used to design the controller parameters with accepted performance. The designed 

system parameters with the controller gains are depicted in Appendix 5.1. 

5.5.1 AC Current Controller 

The closed loop current controller �;3��	� dynamics can be evaluated by solving (5.5) 

and (5.16) to get: 

 

'�'�∗ = U$V ��UVV�i�����i�U$V ���UVV                                            (5.42) 

 

The zero and one of the poles in (5.42) are designed to cancel each other by setting =(3 =33⁄ = * �*⁄  which results in: 

 

'�'�∗ = U$V �i_��U$V �i_                                                    (5.43) 

 

From (5.43), the time constant ��3	 of the current controller loop is * =(3⁄  whereas the 

controller bandwidth is 1 �3⁄ . The bandwidth of the current controller is usually 

0.1~0.2× switching frequency (2πFsw) of the VSI. The controller parameters are then 

selected by [126]: 

 =(3 = * �3⁄ , =33 = �* �3⁄                                       (5.44) 

 

5.5.2 AC Voltage Controller 

The dynamics of the ac voltage controller �;9M���	� in the islanded mode of operation 

can be obtained by using (5.38) with (5.42) to obtain �� which is utilized with (5.7) and 

load model in (5.14) to close the control loop as shown in Figure 5.6(a). The ac voltage 

control dynamics depend on the ac filter parameters and the current controller 

bandwidth. 
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ET�ET�∗ = U$Wn���UVWn���i�i U$V⁄ ��K��i���U$Wn���UVWn�                               (5.45) 

 

For successful cascaded operation and time-scale separation between the outer loop 

voltage controller and the inner current controller, the bandwidth of the ac voltage 

controller is usually designed to be sufficiently slower than the current controller 

bandwidth with at least one decade [109]. This role is also applied for the remaining 

outer loop controllers with respect to the inner current controller. 

5.5.3 DC Voltage Controller 

Similar to the ac voltage controller and using (5.12), the dc voltage controller dynamics 

can be evaluated from the block diagram representation shown in Figure 5.6(b) and 

given as by:  

 

E���E��∗� = RE�U$V �U$W����UVW�����i��� U$V⁄ ��K�������RE�U$Wn���RE�UVWn�                           (5.46) 

 

5.5.4 Active Power Controller 

With topology 2, an active power controller is utilized as shown in Figure 5.6(c). As 

the ac-bus voltage is relatively constant in the grid-connected mode, it is used as a 

feed-forward gain and multiplied by the resultant output current to get the injected 

active power. Using block diagram reductions, the power controller dynamics are 

given by: 

�T�T∗ = �.OET�° U$VX$1�U$$�UV$2�I�I��J�J��K�K�������G���L                                   (5.47) 

�O = �*�* 

�Q = �*���=(3 + +(*� + *��� 
�R = * + +(�*�=(3� + ��*� + �*=(3�� 

�� = =(3 + +(�* + �*=(3��� 
�� = +(=(3�1 + 1.5
)�° =((� 
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Figure 5.7: Small-signal model verification for dc-side input admittance of VSI when operating at: (a) 

Topology 1 and 3. (b) Topology 2 and 4.  

 

�� = 1.5
)�° +(=(3=3( 

5.6 Small-Signal Model Verification of DC-Side Input 

Admittances of VSI 

Small-signal model verification is provided in this section to evaluate the small signal 

input admittance models of VSI as presented in this Chapter. For the verification 

purpose, detailed time-domain large-signal models for the VSI with the four 

configurations are implemented under the Matlab/Simulink environment.  

According to Figure 5.7(a), the injected dc current from the DG sources �∆�34	 is 

related to ∆���, by: 

 ∆'V�∆E�� = ∆'��∆E�� + ����                                               (5.48) 

 

For topology 1 and 3, using (5.48) with (5.23) and (5.36), ∆
�� ∆�34⁄  can be 

obtained for each of them as follows; 

 

     

 ∆E��∆'V� = �∆�G�����                                                (5.49) 

 
 

where (5.49) is for topology 1 and is typical for topology 3 but with ∆�R instead of ∆��.  
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The unit step response of the obtained ∆
�� ∆�34⁄  for each topology (1 or 3) should 

be equivalent to applying a small step disturbance in the injected dc current �����,�� in 

the Simulink model as in Figure 5.7(a).  

For topology 2 and 4, applying unit step and observe the response of ∆�� and ∆�Q in 

(5.26) and (5.40) should be equivalent to applying small disturbance in the input dc 

voltage �∆
���,�� and observing ��� in the Simulink model as in Figure 5.7(b). Note 

that 6���,�, ����,� and the dc load are not considered in the model verification. The 

small-signal verification results based on the aforementioned strategy are shown in 

Figure 5.8.  

With a similar way, the sensitivity functions that are obtained in (5.24), (5.27), 

(5.37) and (5.41) can be verified. A step response to the analytical ∆�)� ∆
��⁄ with 

topology 2 and ∆
)� ∆
��⁄  with topology 4 should be similar to applying a step 

disturbance in the input dc voltage and observing the resultant �)� and 
)� in the 

Simulink model as in Figure 5.7(b). Both analytical and Simulink model responses are 

shown in Figure 5.9. From Figure 5.8 and 5.9, the step response for the analytical 

small-signal impedances/admittances and sensitivity functions is very close and 

equivalent to the small disturbances in the large-signal Simulink model. This clearly 

verifies the validity of the followed mathematical approach. 

5.7 Analysis of DC-Side Input Admittance of VSI 

This section presents a comprehensive analysis of the obtained small-signal input 

admittances in (5.23), (5.26), (5.36) and (5.40) and the corresponding sensitivity 

functions (5.24), (5.27), (5.37) and (5.41).  

5.7.1 Properties of the DC-side Input Admittance 

Figure 5.10 shows the frequency response of the input admittances given in (5.23), 

(5.26), (5.36) and (5.40). In Figure 5.10(a), the input admittance of topology 1 has 

almost zero phase angle with positive real part in most of frequency range. As shown, 

the resonance frequency �����	 of the LCL filter composed of the LC filter and the grid 

inductance is reflected to the admittance response where it can be given by: 
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Figure 5.8: Small-signal input admittance verification.  (a) Topology 1: dc current step response. (b) 

Topology 2: dc voltage step response. (c) Topology 3: dc current step response. (d) Topology 4: dc voltage 

step response. 

 

 

 
Figure 5.9: Sensitivity function verification. (a) Topology 2: dc voltage step response. (b) Topology 4: dc 

voltage step response. 
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Figure 5.10: Input dc-side admittance of VSI. (a) Topology 1. (b) Topology 2. (c) Topology 3. (d) 

Topology 4. 

 

2����� = � �i��C�i�C�i                                               (5.50) 

 

As in Figure 5.10(a), the resonant frequency peak increases the sensitivity of the 

input ��� with respect to 
�� which degrades the system stability.  Resonance damping, 

in both ac- and dc-sides, can be mitigated by an active damping method in which the 

capacitor current is re-scaled by a constant gain �=�	 to mimic a virtual voltage drop 

that is added to
 

�349. Alternatively, passive damping can be implemented by 

considering a series resistance ���	 with �* [131], [132]. However, the effect of 

resonant damping has no significant influence on the input admittance except in the 

resonant region. Figure 5.11 shows input admittance with the two damping methods by 

following the same procedures to obtain (5.23). 

For further investigation, the real part of the input admittance is obtained after 

replacing “s” with “jω”. For topology 1, Figure 5.12(a) shows ��S�{∆��} with/without 

active resonant damping. As shown, with =� = 0, the input admittance is positive 

except around ���� where it appears as a high negative resistance which implies the 

destabilizing  effect  of  the  LCL  resonant  peaks on the  dc-link  stability.  With  the  
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Figure 5.11: Influence of the resonance damping in LCL configuration in grid-connected mode. (a) 

Topology 1. (b) Topology 2. Kd: Active resonant damping gain, Rd: passive resonant damping resistor.  

 

increase of =�, the resonant peak decreases with almost a constant real part in low and 

high frequencies. 

Using (5.26), the input admittance for topology 2 is shown in Figure 5.10(b). 

Similar to topology 1, a resonant peak for the LCL configuration appears around ���� 
which can be compensated as in Figure 5.11(b) by active or passive dampers. In Figure 

5.10(b), the VSI appears to the dc-link capacitor as an incremental negative input 

admittance at the low frequency range. This is also clear from Figure 5.12(b) where ��S�{∆��} is negative up to 500 Hz with =� = 0. Unlike topology 1, there is a 

considerable effect of the resonant damping. In spite of the mitigated resonant peak 

with =� > 0, ��S�{∆��} is shifted more to be negative with higher =�. As shown, with =� = 10, ��S�{∆��} is negative up to 1700 Hz. Actually, most of recent DG sources 

operate at the maximum power point (MPP), thus the power delivered to the dc-link is 

probably constant [133]. This can subject the dc-link to instabilities or poorly-damped 

oscillations due to dc network disturbances.  Accordingly, an increase in the dc-link 

voltage tends to reduce  the  injected dc  current to  maintain  the  delivered  constant 
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Figure 5.12: Real part of the Input dc-side admittance of VSI. (a) Topology 1. (b) Topology 2. (c) 

Topology 3. (d) Topology 4. Kd: Active resonant damping gain for topology 1, 2 and 3. 

 

power; on the contrary, the negative slope of the small-signal input admittance causes 

further increase in the dc-link voltage, and hence the inherent load damping is 

negative. 

Figure 5.10(c) shows the incremental input admittance of the VSI under topology 3 

configuration. Due to the grid connection, resonant peak appears at ����. ��S�{∆�R} is 

shown in Figure 5.12(c) (up to 550 Hz for clear presentation), in which it appears as 

positive resistance up to 150 Hz. The negative part at mid-frequency region is due to 

the resonant peak. As shown, the same active damping technique is employed which 

compensates the negative values with the gain increase. 

For topology 4, the incremental input admittance is plotted as in Figure 5.10(d). 

Only LC ac filter with terminated resistive load is considered in the islanded mode of 

operation, as result, the resonant frequency peak is naturally damped due to the local 

resistive load. However, there exists an incremental negative value of the input 

admittance in low- and mid-frequency range. In this topology, the input admittance is 

highly damped as compared to topology 2 with high actively resonant damping by =� = 10. ��S�{∆�Q} is shown in Figure 5.12(d); the negative resistance appears up to 

1200 Hz as compared to 1700 Hz  in Figure 5.12(b)  (=� = 10).  In Figure 5.12(b), a 

lower range of negative resistance of ��S�{∆��} with the uncompensated resonant 

damping (=� = 0) appears as compared to ��S�{∆�Q} in Figure 5.12(d). However, the 

considerable high “– 	��S�{∆��}” around ���� significantly reduce the system stability 

margin. 
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Figure 5.13: Influence of the grid inductance (Lg) on the dc-side input admittance of the VSI. (a) Topology 

1. (b) Topology 2. 

 

It can be noted that the trend of low frequency negative input admittance mainly 

appears with topology 2 and 4 in which no dc-link regulation is considered. The 

existence of the dc-link control loop adds more robustness to the dc-link dynamics 

against dc-side disturbances which, as result, is reflected as positive incremental input 

admittance as in topology 1 and 3.  

This section shows that: 

- In the grid-connected mode, the LCL filter resonant peak is reflected to the 

incremental input admittance. With topology 1, the damping methods affect only the 

magnitude around ����, whereas the negative range of the input admittance increases 

by employing resonant damping for topology 2. 

- At low frequency region, the incremental input admittance of VSI with dc-link 

voltage regulation (topology 1 and 3), has better characteristics as compared to the 

case without dc-link voltage control (topology 2 and 4) due to the damping effect of 

the feedback control. 
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Figure 5.14: Influence of the injected active and reactive power on the input dc-side admittance of the 

VSI. (a) Topology 1. (b) Topology 2. (c) Topology 3. (d) Topology 4. For topology 1, 2 and 3; Kd = 10. 
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Figure 5.15: Influence of the dc-link voltage (Vdc) on the input dc-side admittance of the VSI. (a) 

Topology 2 (Kd = 10). (b) Topology 4. 

5.7.2 Loading/Grid Parameters Impact on the DC-side Input Admittance 

The value of the grid inductance ��� and the loading conditions are varied to study 

their effect on the input admittance. For topology 1, Figure 5.13(a) shows the input 

admittance under variation of the grid inductance ���. As shown, with the decrease of �, the resonant peak frequency increases as also concluded from (5.50). Moreover, the 

magnitude of the resonant peak decreases with decreasing �. The same trend applies 

for topology 2 in Figure 5.13(b) without significant effect on the negative range of the 

input admittance. This is also applied for topology 3. As shown, it is advantageous to 

operate with low inductive grid impedance (stiff grid). 

The influence of the injected power to the load/grid on the input admittance is 

investigated as shown in Figure 5.14. The reduction effect of injected active power 

level is shown for topology 1 as in Figure 5.14(a). The magnitude of the input 

admittance decreases with the decrease in the injected active power, which enhances 

the stability margin according to Nyquist admittance ratio criterion. As shown with ��S�{∆���, the resonant peak decreases with lower active power injection due to the 

resultant lower sensitivity of the dc-current ����	 to dc voltage disturbances.  

The input admittance response for topology 2 is shown in Figure 5.14(b). The power 

level has higher influence on the input dc admittance. With lower injected active 

power, less magnitude of the input admittance is yielded and spans less frequency band 
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Figure 5.16: Impact of the outer loop controller on the input dc-side admittance of the VSI. (a) Topology 

1. (b) Topology 2. (c) Topology 3. (d) Topology 4. For topology 1, 2 and 3; Kd = 10. 

 

of the negative admittance range. As shown, with the decrease of active power from 

1.0 to 0.1 p.u., the admittance magnitude decreased by about 20 dB with lower 

negative phase angle up to 1 Hz. This is also shown by ��S�{∆���, where it has 

positive value in low frequencies with reduced resonant peak as the injected active 

power decreases. Note that �) ≈ 
�����, without 
�� regulation from VSI side in 

topology 2, the dynamics of the injected dc current ����	 from the dc-link is coupled to 

active power injection (�)) which is defined by the outer loop active power controller. 

As result, high influence of the active power injection on reshaping the input dc-side 

admittance is yielded. 

In topology 3, the magnitude of the input admittance decreases with the reduction of 

the supplied active power as shown in Figure 5.14(c). The negative value of ��S�{∆�R� 

is positively shifted with 0.1 p.u. active power supply. With the reactive power 
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injection, the input admittance is also plotted with different values of the load power 

factor ���	 on the same Figure. Unlike the active power influence, the effect of low pf 

loading is negligible.   

The input admittance for topology 4 is shown in Figure 5.14(d). The reduction of 

the supplied active power decreases the magnitude of the admittance and yields higher 

stability margin, which appears in ��S�{∆�Q} as it becomes more positive with lower 

active power generation. As the load pf decreases, the magnitude of ∆Y4 increases with 

lower stability margin. This is reflected to ��S�{∆�Q} as it becomes more negative with 

lower pf.  

This subsection summarizes the following:  

- The general trend is that the input admittance of VSI is more damped with low 

active power supply and high load pf.  

- Active power injection has higher influence on topology 2 as compared to topology 

1.  

- Reactive power supply has higher influence on topology 4 as compared to topology 

3.  

- The un-regulated dc-link (from VSI side, as topology 2 and 4) is more sensitive to 

input admittance re-shaping due to power injection levels. 

5.7.3 Reference DC-Link Voltage Impact on the DC-side Input 

Admittance 

The dc-link voltage settings are taken into account to study its influence on reshaping 

the input admittance of VSI as shown in Figure 5.15. With higher dc-link voltage, the 

magnitude of ∆�� or ∆�Q decreases (higher stability margin). ��S�{∆��} and ��S�{∆�Q} become more positive with higher dc-link voltage. Moreover, the resonant 

peak magnitude with topology 2 decreases with higher 
��. There is no considerable 

variation on the phase angle of ∆�� or ∆�Q. Also, for topology 1 and 3, there is no 

considerable effect of the magnitude of 
�� on the input admittance due to the 

employed dc-link voltage regulators which increase the dc-link robustness. 
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5.7.4   Outer Loop Controllers Impact on the DC-side Input Admittance 

The input admittance reshaping due to the outer loop controllers is investigated in each 

topology. For topology 1, the effect of the dc voltage controller ;9����	 is shown as in 

Figure 5.16(a). With the increase of the dc voltage controller bandwidth, i.e. the tight 

regulation bandwidth, the magnitude of the input admittance increases with lower 

stability margin. As shown by ��S�{∆��}, the resonant peak becomes more negative as 

the bandwidth increases.  

The effect of outer power controller ;(��	 on the input admittance of the VSI is 

shown in Figure 5.16(b). As the bandwidth increases, the input admittance degrades 

with higher negative frequency range. On the contrary, the increase of the tight 

regulation effect reduces the resonant peak in the magnitude of the input admittance.  

In topology 3, the effect of both the outer ac voltage controller ;9M���	 and dc-link 

voltage controller ;9����	 is considered as in Figure 5.16(c). The increase of ;9����	 
bandwidth results in increasing the magnitude of the input admittance which may 

violate the Nyquist criterion. This is reflected to ��S�{∆�R} as it goes further to 

negativity. As shown, similar influence is yielded with the increases of the bandwidth 

of ;9M���	. However, the system stability is highly degraded by ;9M���	 as compared 

to ;9����	 bandwidth increase which is also clear from ��S�{∆�R} as it has higher 

negative values. 

The influence of ;9M���	 in topology 4 on the input admittance is shown in Figure 

5.16(d). With the increase of the ac voltage controller bandwidth, the phase angle of 

the input admittance approaches 180 ̊. The negative frequency range of ��S�{∆�Q} 
increases with larger negative resistance that appears to the dc-link, which degrades the 

system stability.  

5.7.5 Sensitivity Analysis (VSI Output Against DC-Link Voltage 

Disturbances) 

The influence of the dc voltage disturbances on the output currents in grid-

connected mode as in (5.24) and (5.27) or the output ac voltage in islanded mode as in 

(5.37) and (5.41) is investigated in this section. In the grid-connected mode, the LCL 

resonant peak appears. The sensitivity functions reflect the performance of the VSI 

from the grid/load-side while the input admittance analysis in the previous section was  
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Figure 5.17: Sensitivity functions against dc-link voltage disturbance. (a) Output ac current. (b) Output ac 

voltage. For topology 1, 2 and 3; Kd = 10. 

 

mainly concerned with the input characteristics of the VSI from the perspective of the 

dc-network around the common dc-link.  

As shown in Figure 5.17(a), the injected ac current is more sensitive to the dc 

voltage disturbances with the case of dc-link voltage regulator. In Figure 5.17(b), the 

effect of reducing the grid inductance is to increase the resonant frequency with 

topology 3 according to (5.50) and to decrease the sensitivity of the output ac voltage 

against dc-link voltage disturbances. 

The effect of the tight regulation of the outer loop controllers on the VSI output is 

also investigated using sensitivity functions. As shown in Figure 5.18(a), the increase 

of the tight regulation of the dc-voltage controller bandwidth in topology 1 increases 

the sensitivity of the injected current against 
�� disturbances. This effect is reversed 

when an outer average power controller is employed with dispatchable DG units 

(topology 2). This is clearly a tradeoff, because increasing the tight regulation 

bandwidth  of   ;(��	  degrades   the   dc-link   stability  by    increasing   the   negative  
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Figure 5.18: Influence of the outer loop controllers on the sensitivity functions against dc-link voltage 

disturbance. (a) Output ac current. (b) Output ac voltage. 

 

 
Figure 5.19: Small-signal model of the hybrid ac/dc converter dominated network. 

 

characteristics of ��S�{∆��} [Figure 5.16(b)], however, the VSI outputs becomes more 

robust against 
�� disturbances. But note that the robustness increases only in the low 

frequency range (up to 100 Hz). 

The sensitivity of the controlled output ac voltage in grid-connected mode for 

topology 3 and 4 is investigated in Figure 5.18(b).  For topology 3, the increase of the 

bandwidth of ;9����	 increases the output voltage sensitivity to 
��. On the other 

hand, increasing the bandwidth of ;9M���		has no influence on the output ac-voltage 

(solid bolded line, topology 3). For  topology 4, the  increase  of  the  bandwidth  of  
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Figure 5.20: Possibilities of Nyquist criterion violation in hybrid network. Region (a): due to equivalent 

RLC circuit of DG Park. Region (b): due to ac-side resonant peak of the LCL filter. 

 

 
Figure 5.21: Nyquist criterion for the hybrid network. 

 

;9M���	 decreases the sensitivity of the output ac voltage against 
�� disturbances 

implying the same tradeoff as with topology 2. 

5.8 Interaction Dynamics in Hybrid Grids 

The hybrid network in Figure 5.1 can be modeled as cascaded small-signal 

input/output admittance-based circuit as shown in Figure 5.19. In this section, 

dispatched DG units are only considered (∆��, ∆�Q).  

Admittance-based analysis can be easily conducted on the network to judge the 

system stability using Nyquist criterion. Interaction dynamics in multi-converter 

systems are mainly attributed to following reasons. 

1- Interactions among the total input/output admittances of the multi-converter system 

at the point of investigation (such as the dc-link in Figure 5.1). Using (5.1), (5.3), 
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(5.26) and (5.40), the frequency response of the of �	and ∆�����Q	 is shown in 

Figure 5.20. Admittances magnitude may interact around two resonant peaks; from 

the source-side at low frequency (region (a)) due to dc-RLC equivalent output 

circuit or from the load-side at high frequency (region (b)) due to ac-LCL filter. It is 

clear that region (b) is not critical as the ac-LCL resonant peak can be actively 

mitigated with the active compensation loop with a gain =�. With =� = 10, the ac-

LCL resonant peak can be totally mitigated, which, increases the stability margin at 

that frequency range with less probability of load/source admittance magnitude 

interactions. The low-frequency violation region (Region (a)), can be passively 

mitigated by reshaping � with higher resistance in series with Rdc, an inductance in 

parallel with �� or higher capacitance (���) to satisfy the Nyqusit criterion. 

However, all of these methods are not preferred due to cost, reliability, efficiency 

and system size considerations. Alternatively, active compensators are proposed in 

this Chapter to actively reshape the equivalent input admittance ������Q	 based on 

the interfacing VSI. 

Nyquist admittance ratio criterion is investigated in Figure 5.21. Active resonant 

damping is utilized with =� = 10 for the grid-connected inverter whereas a pure 

resistive loading is considered for the micro-grid that creates natural resonant 

damping to neutralize the effect of ac-LCL filter [region (b) in Figure 5.20]. Figure 

5.21(a) implies inherent stable operation of one-DG-one-converter system �∆��/∆�, ∆��/∆�, ∆�Q/∆�	. However, multi-cascading of these converters may violate 

the Nyquist criterion. As shown in Figure 5.21(b), the Nyqusit criterion is violated 

when considering the combined PE interfaces for the ac micro-grid, utility-grid and 

dc micro-grid �∆�����Q/∆�	. Even when neglecting the dc micro-grid, Nyquist 

plots for �∆���Q/∆�	 show low stability margin that subjects the dc-link to probable 

instabilities. 

2- In advanced PE systems, tight regulation control objectives of the interfacing stages 

induces their incremental input admittance to be negative in the low frequency 

range. At that particular frequency, any increase/decrease of the dc-link voltage 

causes decrease/increase of the supplied dc current from the dc-link (CP mode). As 

the incremental input admittance is negative, further increase/decrease in the dc-link 

voltage is yielded causing sustained oscillations or instabilities with inherent 
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negative damping. This factor is clearly shown in Figure 5.12 where the real part of ∆�� and ∆�Q appears to the dc-link with a negative value in the low frequency range. 

Passive mitigation techniques can be adopted but are not preferred due to cost and 

size issues. On the other hand, the proposed active compensators actively mitigate 

the negative real part of input admittance that appears due to the CP operation as it 

will be shown in the next section.  

5.9 Linear Active Compensators for Hybrid AC/DC Network  

In this section, proposed active compensation techniques are provided to reshape the 

incremental input admittance of the VSI, by which the overall system stability of the 

hybrid network is improved. Figure 5.22 shows the proposed active compensation 

loops in both micro-grid and grid-connected mode of operation. The dc-link voltage 

(
��) is applied through a compensation function (��4��	 or �Q4��	) and injected to 

three possible nodes; outer, intermediate and inner node according to selector position 

“o”, “m” and “i”, respectively where the sub-script “n” referees to the selector position. 

This active loop mimics a passive element(s) that reshape the input admittances ∆�� 
and ∆�Q of VSIs. 

5.9.1 Modified Control Dynamics 

For the grid-connected mode in Figure 5.22(a), the modified active power and current 

control dynamics in (5.25) and (5.16), respectively, are modified to: 

 

��∗ = @�)∗ − �) X$��X$ + ��)��	
��A�(��	 + �����	
��                   (5.51) 


�349 − ��*
)�=� = ���∗ − ��	;3��	 + ��3��	
�� − +*�, + 
)�            (5.52) 

 

Using (5.51) and (5.52), the compensated small-signal input admittance (∆���) with 

the corresponding sensitivity function are given by:   
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Figure 5.22: Proposed active compensators for hybrid networks. (a) Grid-connected inverter (topology 2). 

(b) Micro-grid inverter (topology 4).  

   ∆�����	 =
�E��° pq
r�.O@1E�°�'�° ��i���i�2���i�B|�G�BC�G��'�° A�1m$��	��T��	������	2mV��	���V��	� w�°w��° ����i�B|�G�BC�G�1�i���i�mV��	2��.O �$���$m$��	mV��	1'T�° �ET�° �B|�G�BC�G�2lU���i − ���°

tu
v

     

(5.53) 

∆'T��∆E��� = @1m$��	��T��	������	2mV��	���V��	�E�° E��°_ A�B|�G�BC�G����i�B|�G�BC�G�1�i���i�mV��	2��.O �$���$m$��	mV��	1'T�° �ET�° �B|�G�BC�G�2lU���i    (5.54) 

 

One compensator is activated in (5.51)–(5.54) according to the selector position. 

Utilizing the proposed compensators in the micro-grid mode as in Figure 5.22(b), 

the ac voltage and current control dynamics in (5.38) and (5.16), respectively, are 

modified as follows: 

 ��∗ = �
)�∗ − 
)� + �Q)��	
��	;9M���	 + �Q���	
�� − +�*
), + x�)�      (5.55) 
�349 − ��*
)�=� = ���∗ − ��	;3��	 + �Q3��	
�� − +*�, + 
)�          (5.56) 
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Using the modified control dynamics in micro-grid mode, the compensated small-

signal input admittance (∆�Q�) is obtained in a compact form as follows. 

         

∆�Q���	 = �E��° pq
r�.O^1E�°�'�° ��i���i�2×���i�B|�G��'�° `�mWn���	�JT��	��J���	�mV��	��JV��	� w�

°
w��°���i�B|�G�1�i���i�mV��	2�mWn���	mV��	lB|�G�mV��	lU���i − ���°

tu
v

 (5.57) 

 
 

The modified sensitivity function of the output ac voltage against dc-link voltage 

disturbances is given by: 

 

∆ET��∆E��� = �mWn���	�JT��	��J���	�mV��	��JV��	�E�° E��°_���i�B|�G�1�i���i�mV��	2�mW��	mV��	lB|�G�mV��	lU���i              (5.58) 

 

 
Note that only one compensator (out of three) is activated in (5.55) – (5.58) 

according to the selector position.  

5.9.2 Design Approach and Stabilization 

The provided active compensators in Figure 5.22 are proposed to actively reshape the 

incremental input admittance of VSI in hybrid network to satisfy two main objectives:  

- Avoid input/output admittance magnitude interactions. [region (a) in Figure 5.20].  

- Actively mitigate the negative value of the incremental input admittance at low 

frequency range (CP effect) especially around the resonant frequency of the 

equivalent DG park output admittance ��	.  
Therefore, the proposed compensator function should be characterized by BP 

filtering capabilities to modify the admittance characteristics only around the probable 

frequency range of input/output admittance interactions (region (a)). Note that other 

compensation functions can be adopted with HP filtering characteristics but they 

influence the input admittance properties from the cut-off frequency of the HP filter 

and beyond. Accordingly, the proposed compensation function is given in the form of: 
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Figure 5.23: Influence of the proposed outer loop compensator on the incremental input admittance. (a) 

Micro-grid inverter – topology 4 (ω4o = 550 r/s, �4o = 1). (b) Grid-connected inverter – Topology 2 (ω2o = 

400 r/s, �2o = 1). 

 

                  

�Q4��	 = =Q4
��J�XJ�

�����J�XJ���XJ�
�                                 (5.59) 

 

where �Q4 is the damping ratio, +Q4 is the operating frequency of the BP filter, and 

=Q4 is the compensator gain. A similar form for ��4��	 is applied but with sub-script 

“2n” instead of “4n”.  

The influence of the proposed compensator on reshaping the incremental input 

admittance of VSI is investigated in Figure 5.23. As a design approach example, the 

outer loop compensator is employed in the micro-grid ��Q)��		 and grid-connected 

inverter ���)��		. For the intermediate and inner compensators in both VSI topologies, 

similar reshaping trend is obtained. In Figure 5.23(4),  �Q is actively reshaped by 

selecting the operating frequency +Q) 	= 	550 rad/sec to match the resonant peak of �. 

With the increase of the compensator gain �=Q) 	= 	0.05, 0.1	, the magnitude of  �Q is 

reduced as compared to the  uncompensated  case  �=Q) 	= 	0	.  Utilizing  BP  filtering  
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Figure 5.24:  Influence of the proposed outer loop compensator on the hybrid network stability (ω4o = 550 

r/s, �4o = 1, K4o = 0.1, ω2o = 400 r/s, �1o = 1, K2o = 50). (a) ∆Y2+ ∆Y4. (b) ∆Y0+ ∆Y2+ ∆Y4. 

 

 

Figure 5.25: Augmented design of the hybrid network (ω4o = 700 r/s, �4o = 1, K4o = 0.25, ω2o = 400 r/s, 

�2o = 1, K2o = 50). 

 

characteristics successfully reshapes the input admittance only around the region (a) in 

Figure 5.20 which, as result, immunes the system properties against significant 

deformation due to the employed active compensation loops. As shown, further 

increase of the compensator gain �=Q) 	= 	0.2	 reduces the stability margin. Therefore, 

careful selection of compensator gains should be considered in the design phase of the 

active compensators. Similarly, the  outer  loop  compensator ���)��		 is  employed  in  
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Figure 5.26: Real part of the uncompensated/compensated input dc-side admittances. (a) Ac micro-grid 

and generic dc micro-grid. (b) Grid-connected inverter. (c) Overall hybrid dc-side admittance. 

 

the grid-connected inverter as shown in Figure 5.23(b) with a comparable response 

when +�)	 = 	400 rad/sec and =�) 	� 	0	�	50.  

The effect of activating both outer loop compensators on the hybrid network 

stability is investigated in Figure 5.24.  In Figure 5.24(a), the generic model of the dc 

micro-grid is neglected in the design phase. As shown, the source ��	 and 

compensated load
 

admittances �∆���Q
� ��	� are perfectly matched with the highest 

possible stability margin as compared to the uncompensated load admittance 

�∆���Q��	�. In Figure 5.24(b), the dc micro-grid model �∆����	� is considered in the 

hybrid network after selecting the compensator parameters where it shifts the 

undershot of the overall input admittance �∆�����Q
� ��	� away from the resonant peak 

of � which reduces the stability margin. Therefore, the generic model of the dc micro-

grid has to be considered in the design phase of the VSI compensators. On other 

words, separate design of the proposed active compensators for the PE stages within 

the hybrid network is not preferred. Figure 5.25 shows how the stability margin can be 
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Figure 5.27: Influence of the proposed compensators on the hybrid network stability. (a) Ac micro-grid 

compensators (C4n(s)). (b) Utility-interface compensators (C2n(s)). 

 

Figure 5.28: Sensitivity response with the proposed active compensators. (a) |∆Vod/ ∆Vdc| in micro-grid 

inverter. (b) |∆Iod/ ∆Vdc| in grid-connected inverter. 

 

improved by considering the dc micro-grid model in the design phase of the active 

compensator. The parameters of �Q)��	 are designed to actively reshape ∆���Q� ��	 
which demands higher +Q) (700 rad/sec) and =Q) 	= 	0.25. As result, the overall input 

admittance �∆�����Q� ��	� is reshaped with an “anti-resonant peak” to avoid any 

interaction with Y around region (a). With the proposed compensator, the difference 

between the magnitudes of the overall load and source admittances are about 40 dB in 

the whole frequency range implying high stability margin as compared to the 

uncompensated case, which clearly satisfies objective (1) [Section 5.8]. 

For further validation, objective (2) is investigated when employing the proposed 

compensator. Figure 5.26 (a) shows the real part of the input admittance of the ac 

micro-grid with the generic model of the dc micro-grid. As shown, with employing �Q)��	, the real part of this combination is shifted to be positive as compared to the 

uncompensated one. Similarly,  Figure 5.26 (b)  shows the real part of the dc-side input  

admittance  of  the  grid-connected inverter. The overall effect of both compensators on 

the hybrid network stability is clearly shown in Figure 5.26 (c) where ��S�{∆�����Q� ��	}	is positive in a wide frequency range which satisfies objective (2). 
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Following a similar design approach, the compensator parameters in all topologies 

are depicted in Appendix A5.2.  

5.9.3 Damping Capabilities 

The stabilization capabilities of the proposed compensators are investigated in Figure 

5.27. The influence of the �Q4��	 on the hybrid network stability is shown in Figure 

5.27 (a) where �Q4��	 is activated but with fixed parameters (as depicted in Appendix 

A5.2). Similarly, Figure 5.27 (b) shows the influence of ��4��	 on the network 

stability margin when the corresponding ��4��	 is activated with fixed parameters as 

given in Appendix A5.2. The considered stability margin is calculated by taking the 

difference between |�| and |∆�� + ∆��� + ∆�Q�| at the resonant frequency of � [region 

(a) in Figure 5.20] around which the Nyquist criterion can be violated.  

As shown, the general trend is that the outer loop compensators yield the best 

damping capabilities, and then comes the intermediate loop compensator whereas the 

inner loop compensator yields the lowest stability margin. However, all stability 

margins are close to each other with a maximum difference of 10 dB. The idea behind 

the proposed compensators is that they map the lightly-damped modes in the open loop 

dynamics to the resultant closed loop system to be efficiently migrated to higher 

damped locations in the “s” plane. The mapping efficiency depends on the injection 

position of the compensation signal, the compensation function itself and the 

compensator gain. As noted, higher compensator gain does not imply higher stability 

margin. After certain gain limits, the generated compensator signal becomes heavily 

re-scaled causing significant deformation in the inverter dynamics with degraded input 

admittance characteristics [as concluded from Figure 5.23]. 

5.9.4 Sensitivity Analysis 

The influence of employing the compensation loops to interfacing VSIs is investigated 

in this sub-section using the obtained sensitivity functions in (5.54) and (5.58). As 

shown in Figure 5.28(b), the influence of ��4��	 on the grid-connected inverters is 

higher than that of �Q4��	 [Figure 5.28(a)] on the micro-grid inverter. Figure 5.28(a) 

shows that the voltage sensitivity is almost the same with the three compensation 

positions (�Q3��	, �Q���	  and �Q)��	). In  the  grid-connected  mode  [Figure 5.28(b)],  
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Figure 5.29: Schematic diagram of the implemented hybrid network. 

 

the low frequency region of  �)�/	 
�� 	is affected due to the utilized LPF with a low 

cut-off frequency in the active power control loop. As shown, the uncompensated 

sensitivity function without the LPF is almost the same when the LPF is considered. In 

contrarily, the LPF negatively interacts with the proposed compensators. For example, 

the inner loop compensator ���3��		 is applied without considering the LPF of the 

power calculation loop which yields a close response to the uncompensated case as 

compared to ��3��	 response with the LPF. However, using LPF is significant as it 

isolate the grid-side disturbances from the control performance. 

5.10  Evaluation Results 

To evaluate interactions dynamics in hybrid ac/dc DG networks and proposed 

solutions, a 50 kVA hybrid network as shown in Figure 5.29 is implemented under 

Matlab/Simulink®  environment. The   system  consists   of  a 20 kVA  ac   micro-grid  
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Figure 5.30: Loading curve of the hybrid network. (a) Dc voltage of DG Park. (b) Injected power to the ac 

micro-grid and utility-grid. (c) Injected power to the dc micro-grid. 

 

interfaced by VSI-1, utility-grid interface rated at 20 kVA (VSI-2) and a dc micro-grid 

that includes two dc/dc converters; one supplies a resistive load of 2 kW while the 

other is connected to a variable resistive load (3 � 6 kW) and a 2.5 hp PMSM drive. 

All subsystems are connected to a DG park that is implemented by its aggregated 

equivalent model with a nominal dc voltage of 400 V. The power ratings with the 

physical parameters are all shown in Figure 5.29.  

The operating scheme of the hybrid network is provided in Figure 5.30 by a loading 

curve for each entity. As shown, successive and harsh  disturbances  are  applied  to  

both  source-  and  load-sides  to  emulate  possible operating conditions in a hybrid 

DG system. For the source-side, Figure 5.30(a) shows the dc voltage profile of the 

equivalent source voltage of the overall DG Park. These disturbances can be induced 

due to connection/disconnection of a DG unit or variation in the renewable energy 

resource levels of a DG unit (wind energy, insolation level …etc.). Figure 5.30(b) 

shows the loading curve of the ac micro-grid with an instant loading increase from 20 

kVA to 24 at t = 18 s before recovering back to the rated load (20 kVA) at t = 22 s. For 

the grid-connected inverter, Figure 5.30(b) shows the injected power profile. As 

shown, at t = 20 s, the injected power to the utility-grid is reduced to 16 kVA to cope 

with the increased loading at the ac micro-grid [at t = 18 s in ac micro-grid loading 

curve]. Figure 5.30(c) shows the loading curve of the dc micro-grid. With dc/dc 

converter-2, a base-load of 2.5 hp PMSM drive is considered while the variable 

resistive load is instantly varied from 3 kW to 6 kW at t = 30 s. The 2 kW resistive 

load of dc/dc converter-1 is only active at t ≥ 36 s.  

Different operating conditions are considered to investigate interaction dynamics in 

the hybrid network. These scenarios include interactions among the DG park (Y) and: 
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Figure 5.31: Hybrid network response – Uncompensated. (a) Dc-link voltage (Vdc). (b) Total injected 

power from the dc-link to the hybrid network. (c) Output ac voltage of micro-grid VSI (Vod). (d) Output ac 

current of the grid-connected VSI (Iod). (e) Output dc voltage of dc-dc converter- 2. 

 

1- Grid-connected VSI ���	, Micro-grid VSI ��Q		and dc micro-grid ���	 without the 

proposed compensators [Figure 5.31].   

2- The hybrid network without the grid-connected VSI ���	 and without the proposed 

compensators [Figure 5.32(a)].   

3- Grid-connected VSI ���	 only, without the proposed compensators [Figure 5.32(b)]. 

4- Micro-grid VSI ��Q	, Grid-connected VSI ���	 and dc micro-grid ���	 with the 

proposed compensators [Figure 5.33]. 

5.10.1 Uncompensated Conditions 

Without employing the proposed compensators, and applying the load curve in Figure 

5.30, the hybrid network response is shown in Figure 5.31. The influence of the DG 

park disturbances is reflected to 
�� in Figure 5.31(a) with decaying oscillatory 

response at t = 10 and 14 s.  The effect ac micro-grid loading increase from 20 to 24 

kVA  at t = 18 s   drives  the  dc-link   voltage   to  instabilities. However,  a   decaying  
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Figure 5.32: Dc-link voltage response in the hybrid network with individual entities combinations. (a) DG 

Park, micro-grid VSI and dc micro-grid interactions. (b) DG Park and grid-connected VSI interactions. 

 

response from t = 20 s is noted due to the reduced injected power to the utility-grid 

that re-migrate the overall system modes to more stable positions. The influence of the 

dc micro-grid disturbances is also investigated at t = 26, 30 and 36 s.  

As shown, the dc-loading increase causes a disturbed dc-link voltage response that 

may lead to complete instabilities as shown at t = 36 s when dc/dc converter-1 is 

activated.  

The lightly-damped response of Vdc is spread to the hybrid network entities. As a 

result, the injected active power from the dc-link side, shown in Figure 5.31(b), has an 

unstable response at t = 18 and 36 s. Moreover, load-side performance in each entity is 

severely degraded. The d-axis component of the ac voltage (Vod) of the ac micro-grid 

VSI and ac current ��)�	 of the grid-connected VSI are shown in Figure 5.31(c) and 

(d), respectively.  In Figure 5.31(c), there is high undershoot of 152 V at t = 18 s and 

overshoot of 190 V at t = 22 s [not completely shown in Figure 5.31(c)] due to the 

loading   (20 � 24 kVA)   and unloading   (24 �20 kVA)   at these instants, 

respectively. Note that similar over/under shoots in �)� 	of grid-connected VSI does not 

appear as the loading disturbance is totally applied to the ac micro-grid load-side. The 

load-side performance of the dc micro-grid is investigated in Figure 5.31(e). Driven by 

the hybrid network dynamics, the dc-side voltage builds-up with unstable response at t 

= 18 and 36 s. High undershoots of 271 V are also produced due to the sudden loading 

increase of 3 kW at t = 26 and 30 s [as shown in Figure 5.30(c)]. 

The dc-link voltage response is shown in Figure 5.32(a) when the hybrid network 

includes the DG park, micro-grid VSI and the dc micro-grid only. As shown, with the 

same load curves in Figure 5.30, the dc-link  voltage  response  is  stable  even  with  at  
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Figure 5.33: Hybrid network response – Outer loop compensator. (a) Dc-link voltage (Vdc). (b) Total 

injected power from the dc-link. (c) Output ac voltage of the micro-grid VSI (Vod). (d) Output ac current of 

the grid-connected VSI (Iod). (e) Output dc voltage of dc-dc converter-2. 

 

sudden loading/unloading at t = 20 and 22 s, respectively. In Figure 5.32(b), only grid-

connected VSI is individually interfaced to the DG Park which yields a similar stable 

dc-link response. However, if the overall hybrid network is considered, the system 

stability becomes a considerable issue as shown in Figure 5.31. These results imply 

that the Nyquist criterion may be violated even if each individual entity is inherently 

stable as analytically concluded in Figure 5.21. 

5.10.2 Proposed Compensators 

With the same hybrid network model in Figure 5.29 and loading curve in Figure 5.30, 

the system response is re-investigated with the proposed compensators. As shown in 

Figure 5.33(a), the outer loop compensator provides high damping capabilities for the 

dc-link voltage with minor overshoots instead of the oscillatory/unstable response with 

the uncompensated system [Figure 5.31(a)]. The stable response of the dc-link voltage 
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is propagated to the hybrid network entities and is reflected to the overall performance. 

As shown in Figure 5.33(b), the injected active power from the dc-link side is highly 

damped as compared to the uncompensated response in Figure 5.31(b). 

The load-side performance of the hybrid network under the proposed outer loop 

compensator is also investigated. Figure 5.33(c) and (d) shows the ac voltage response 

for micro-grid VSI and the injected ac current from the grid-connected VSI. Both of 

them are stable with high damping capabilities as compared to the uncompensated 

case.  

Similarly, the dc-side response of dc-dc converter-2 implies the high damping 

capabilities of the proposed compensator as shown in Figure 5.33(e).  

In spite of the positive effect of the proposed compensators on system stability, the 

output performance of VSI is affected. As shown in Figure 5.33(c) and (d), the ac 

voltage and current responses are damped but with higher over/under shoots at the 

instants of disturbances as compared to the uncompensated case. For instance, at t = 10 

s, the ac voltage overshoot peak is 209.7 V with the outer loop compensator (though its 

stabilized performance) while it is 171.6 V with the uncompensated case [Figure 

5.31(c)]. Hence, there exists a tradeoff between stabilizing the dc-link voltage and 

magnifying over/under shoots in the output performance of the VSI. However, this 

tradeoff is not significant as compared to advantageous damping capabilities of the 

proposed compensators. Moreover, these over/under shoots can be avoided by 

reducing the compensator gain but at the expense of resultant lower damping 

capabilities. Figure 5.34 shows dc-link voltage response (Vdc), the output ac-voltage 

(Vod) of micro-grid VSI and the output ac current (Iod) of grid-connected VSI with high 

and low damping capabilities. As expected, the dc-link voltage damping is degraded as 

compared to the highly damped response in Figure 5.34(a). However as shown in 

Figure 5.34(b), with the lower damped conditions, the overshoot peak of Vod at t = 10 s 

is 186.1 V as compared to 209.8 V with the highly-damped performance. Similarly as 

shown in Figure 5.34(d), the overshoot peak of Iod at t = 10 s with the lightly-damped 

condition is 91.26 A while it is 112.7 with the  highly-damped  conditions.  The three-

phase response of both output ac voltage and current are shown in Figure 5.34(c) and 

(e), respectively. It can be noted that the highly-damped performance has no significant  
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Figure 5.34: Tradeoff effect of the proposed active compensator. Left: Highly damped performance. 

Right: Lightly-damped performance. (a) Dc-link voltage. (b) d-axis component of the output ac voltage of 

the micro-grid (MG) VSI. (c) Three-phase output ac voltage of the micro-grid VSI. (d) d-axis component 

of the output ac current of the grid-connected (GC) VSI. (e) Three phase output ac current of the grid-

connected VSI. 

 

degradation on the output VSI parameters. As shown, less than one cycle is affected 

with overshoots in accepted limits.   

Using the same hybrid network Simulink model, large-signal disturbances are 

applied at the load-side to check the robustness of the proposed compensators. As 

shown in Figure 5.35(a), the rated 20 kVA load is directly applied to VSI-1 at t = 0.3 s 

while a step active power injection from 10 kW to 20 kW is applied at t = 0.6 s for the 

grid-connected VSI. The hybrid network is assumed to startup at pre-charged dc-link 

condition by which the dc-link voltage is maintained at 400 V. As shown in Figure 

5.35(b) and (c), the output ac voltage for micro-grid VSI or the ac current for the grid- 
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Figure 5.35: Large-signal response – Highly-damped outer loop compensator. (a) Left: Ac micro-grid 

(MG) load power. Right: Injected active power to the grid-connected (GC) VSI. (b) Left: d-axis 

component of the output ac voltage of the micro-grid VSI. Right: d-axis component of the output ac 

current of the grid-connected VSI. (c) Left: three phase ac voltage of the micro-grid VSI. Right: three 

phase ac current of the grid-connected VSI. (d) Common dc-link voltage. (e) Total injected active power 

from the dc-link. 

 

connected VSI is sufficiently damped under large-disturbances implying the robustness 

of the proposed compensator. Due to the heavy loading condition at t = 0.3 s at micro-

grid VSI, there exists a voltage dip in the output ac voltage. The minimum three phase 

peak voltage is 115.7 V at the loading instant (0.3 s). However, the voltage rapidly 

recovers with 152.2 V at t = 0.35 s.   

The resultant robustness is reflected to the dc-link response as shown in Figure 

5.35(d) and (e) for the dc-link voltage and the injected active power, respectively.  

The outer loop compensator has been considered and presented with simulation 

results in this section while the results for the other two compensators are not included 

as they are close to Figure 5.33. They also satisfy the analytical results in Figure 5.27 
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that implies close damping capabilities for the proposed compensators. A similar 

influence on the ac-side parameters of the both VSIs is obtained as also concluded 

from the sensitivity analysis in Figure 5.28. 

5.11 Conclusion 

An analytical study of the input admittance of VSI in DG micro-grid systems has 

been presented. Depending on the system configuration, the VSI can be reflected to the 

dc-link side as an incremental negative input admittance. The characteristics of the 

input admittance of VSI are as follows:  

- In non-dispatchable DG units, the input admittance is mainly negative in the low 

frequency region, whereas it is almost positive with dispatchable DG units.  

- Resonant peaks may be reflected from the ac-side to the input admittance; hence 

system stability may be degraded.  

- Resonant damping techniques can be used to suppress resonant peaks, however, a 

care should be taken when designing the resonant damper to limit the increase of the 

frequency range of the negative input admittance of VSI (especially with dispatched 

DG units).  

- Away of the ac filter resonance frequency, the grid parameters have no significant 

influence on reshaping the input admittance of VSI.  

- The input admittance of VSI is more damped at lower levels of injected active 

power and high load power factor.   

- Higher system stability margin with more damped input admittance of VSI is 

obtained when operating under higher dc-link voltage levels.  

- With non-dispatchable DG units, the sensitivity of the output ac currents in grid-

connected mode or the output ac voltage is islanded mode to dc-link voltage 

disturbances is higher than these with dispatchable DG units; despite the fact that 

their dc-link voltage responses are lightly-damped.   

It is shown that the Nyquist admittance ratio criterion can be violated in the 

cascaded multi-converter system even if each individual entity is inherently stable. 

Moreover, the tightly-regulated control objective of advanced PE converter in DG 

systems yields an incremental negative input admittance reflected to the common dc-

link. Therefore, simple and effective active compensators solutions are proposed to 
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actively reshape the incremental input admittance of the VSI interfaced entities to 

satisfy the Nyquist criterion and virtually insert positive resistance to the negative 

incremental one in the low frequency region so that the stability margin is significantly 

improved. On the other hand, a tradeoff between stabilizing the common dc-link 

voltage in the hybrid network and increasing the sensitivity of the output parameters of 

VSIs towards the dc-link voltage disturbances is yielded. However, a well-designed 

compensator that compromises the associated tradeoff can be provided with low 

impact on the output parameters of VSIs. Moreover, the hybrid network shows well-

damped performance under large-signal disturbances implying high robustness of the 

proposed compensators. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions 

6.1 Summary and Contributions 

This thesis has assessed the interaction dynamic problems in converter-dominated 

power grids. The system stability is investigated by adopting the Nyquist admittance 

ration criterion. Small-signal linearization analysis is also utilized to obtain the 

equivalent load (input) or source (output) admittance of different PE converters around 

the interconnection point of interest. The stability criterion is maintained if the ratio 

between the equivalent load and source admittances is less than unity. The Nyquist 

criterion can be satisfied using passive elements in either the source- or load-side, 

however, this solution is not preferred in advanced PE converter grids and renewable 

energy systems. Therefore, proposed active compensators are provided in this thesis 

from load- or source-side according to each application to mimic passive damping 

characteristics and enable virtual input/output admittance reshaping. In all scenarios 

throughout the thesis Chapters, Matlab/Simulink platform has been used with different 

models of converter-dominated grids to validate the analytical results and the 

effectiveness of the proposed active solutions. 

Chapter 3 emphasizes on dc micro-grid stability under high penetration of TR CIL 

to the common dc-link. A VSR is considered as the interfacing PE converter between 

the augmented dc micro-grid CILs and the ac system. It has been shown that TR PE 

converters are induced to operate at CP mode. Different examples for CILs are 

provided such as dc-dc converters and PMSM motor drive. In both applications, the 

output variables (such as output dc voltage or motor speed) are tightly-regulated by the 

converter controllers. Therefore, incremental negative input admittance appears at the 

low frequency region reducing the overall stability margin. If the common dc bus in a 

dc micro-grid is highly penetrated by such types of loads, the system stability is 

degraded. The evaluation process in this chapter depends on obtaining the linearized 

small signal source admittance of the VSR interface and the augmented model of the 

CILs; which is a negative resistance in the whole frequency region as a worst loading 
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condition. Proposed active compensators that are fed by the common dc-link voltage as 

an input signal and applied through a compensator function are provided. Three nodes 

in the VSR control structure are used for compensation signal injection; namely they 

are: outer, intermediate and inner nodes. As result, different dynamic characteristics 

and damping capabilities are yielded with each compensator. The design approach of 

each compensator is provided based on root-locus analysis and Bode plots. The 

proposed active damping techniques can preserve the dc micro-grid stability and 

improve the load performance by mitigating dynamic interactions and improves the 

disturbance rejection. 

Chapter 4 evaluates the ac micro-grid stability under high penetration of CILs and 

PE converters. Two approaches are considered in this chapter to actively satisfy the 

Nyquist criterion; using active compensation from the load-side (LSC) so that they can 

be seamlessly integrated to the common ac-bus, or using active compensation from the 

ac micro-grid VSI (SSC) with load-independent dynamics. With the first approach, a 

VSR is considered as the common CIL that is supplied from the ac micro-grid interface 

(VSI). Based on input (VSR) and output (VSI) admittance-based analysis, the Nyquist 

criterion can be violated. Therefore, LSC is proposed to reshape the input ac 

admittance of the VSR to maintain the stability criterion. The compensator function 

has BP characteristics which provide three degree of freedoms to reshape the input 

admittance of the VSR around a certain frequency region (mid-frequencies). Moreover, 

the high-frequency resonant peak of the LCL ac filter of the VSR is actively damped 

using another active damper to mimic a resistance in series with the ac capacitor of the 

LCL filter. Both mid- and high-frequency compensators are employed together 

providing high reshaping capabilities of the VSR so that it can be directly plugged to 

ac micro-grids. The second approach in this Chapter is to consider a generic CIL model 

(negative resistance) that is supplied from the common ac-bus of the VSI. A proposed 

compensator from the VSI side (SSC) is provided with load-independent 

characteristics to virtually reshape the source admittance of the interfacing VSI to meet 

Nyquist criterion. The SSC injects the compensator signal to three different nodes in 

the VSI control structure. As result, three compensators are yielded; RLV, RIC and 

RIV. Each of them has unique dynamic behavior and damping capabilities according to 
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its ability to map the lightly damped modes of the uncompensated system to the closed 

loop system.  

Chapter 5 analyze the interaction dynamic problem in hybrid grids that combine 

both ac and dc converter-dominated systems. The studied system consists of a dc DG 

park that interfaces different DG units to a common dc-bus from which ac and dc 

micro-grid are supplied. Using admittance-based analysis from the common dc-bus, 

the dc-side source admittance of the DG park and the load admittance of the ac and dc 

micro-grids are obtained under different operating modes and control functions, such 

as grid-connected (weak and stiff) and isolated micro-grids with dispatchable and non-

dispatchable DG units. Analytical studies shows the VSIs are reflected to the common 

dc-bus as an incremental negative admittance based on the mode of operation and the 

system configurations. Simple and effective active compensators solutions are 

proposed to actively reshape the incremental input admittance of the VSI interfaced 

entities to satisfy the Nyquist criterion for the overall hybrid grid.  

6.2 Future Work 

The following research avenues can be followed in continuation of this line of work: 

- Employing multi-frequency based active compensators to allow input/output 

admittance reshaping in multi-frequency bands. More than one active compensator, 

each with specific operating frequency and gain, can be used simultaneously to 

satisfy Nyquist criterion at different frequencies. This technique is beneficial when 

the PE converter is interfaced to multi-resonant system with different filtering 

topologies. 

- Emphasis on active reshaping of input admittances of different types of loads such 

as induction motors or PMSM drives to provide seamless integration to the ac or dc 

micro-grids with plug-and-play features. 

- Employing Nyquist criterion to other types of PE converters such as Matrix or Z-

source converters to investigate their admittance reshaping capabilities. 

- Development of equivalent input or output admittances of PE converters using other 

modeling techniques such as harmonic linearization methods.  

- Investigation of nonlinear tools and large-signal stability analysis to provide active 

compensators with global stability. 
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Appendix A3.1 

PMSM Drive Modeling as Shown in Figure 3.2 

The model of the PMSM drive system is given below. 

• PMSM Model 

��� = ��� + �	�
��� − 	�������                               (A3.1) 

��� = ��� + �	�
��� + �� + 	����
���                          (A3.2) 

����
 = �
� �����                                               (A3.3) 

���� = ����
 − �����                                           (A3.4) 

• Input DC Filter Model 

��� = ��� + �	���� + ��                                   (A3.5) 

�� = ����� + � ���                                        (A3.6) 

• Controller loops 

��∗ − ��
"#��
 = ��∗                                        (A3.7) 

���∗ − ��
 $%�� + &'(
) * − 	������� = ��

∗
                  (A3.8) 

���∗ − ��� $%�� + &'(
) * + �� + 	����
��� = ��∗             (A3.9) 

 

where �∗, ��∗  and ��∗ are the reference values of the motor speed and d-q component 

of the motor current, respectively; ��
∗ and ��∗ are the reference d-q voltages 

generated by the current controller $"+��
 = %�� + &'(
) * to determine the inverter 

duty cycle; "#��
 is the speed controller and � is the Laplace operator.	��∗ is set to 

zero for constant air-gap flux mode. 

• System Parameters 

�� = 0.5	0, 	� = 3.134, � = 4, �� = 157	789/�;<, � = 0.124	�. s, 

� = 3.1 × 10@�%A.32,  %�� = 2000, %�B = 5000. 
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Appendix A3.2 

DC-DC Buck Converter Model as Shown in Figure 3.3 

• System Model 

Using average modeling method, the model of dc-dc buck converter that operates in 

CCM is given by: 

 

9��� − ��C = ��C���
C + �	�

C �                                       (A3.10) 

���
C��C = ��C − � ���

C
                                              (A3.11) 

 

where 9 is the converter duty ratio to control the input dc voltage (���). 

• System Parameters 

��� = 200�, ��
C = 0.01	0, 	�

C = 100D4 
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Appendix A3.3 

AC-DC Converter Parameters for the System in Figure 

3.15 

Three phase, 120�8</200�9<, 12FG, 60	4I		

• Input/output filter 

� = 0.10, 	 = 0.1	34, � = 2000	μF  

• Voltage and current controller 

%L� = 0.136, %LB = 7.294, %B� = 0.6283, %BB = 628.32. 

���
��� = 200V, ����� = 0 

• Active compensators 

Outer Loop compensator: �L = 1 → 15, �� = 300	789/�;<. 

Intermediate Loop compensator: PL = 0.01 → 0.2, �Q = 300	789/�;<. 

Inner Loop compensator: %L = 0.1 → 2.4, �& = 30	789/�;<. 
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Appendix A4.1 

DC-AC Converter Parameters for the System in Figure 

4.2 

Three phase, 120�8</400�9<, 20F�R, 60	4I		

• Filter parameters 

�� = 0.15, 	� = 1	34, �� = 45	D4 

• AC voltage and current controller 

%L� = 0.265, %LB = 10, %B� = 10.05, %BB = 251.33, 4 = 0.7 

���
��� = 120√2 V, ���

��� = 0 

• Power Sharing Loop 

3 = 0.8 × 10@T,  = 1 × 10@�, �� = 30	789/�;< 
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Appendix A4.2 

AC-DC Converter Parameters for the System in Figure 

4.4 

Three phase, 120�8</200�9<, 20FG, 60	4I		

• Input/output filter of VSR 

� = 0.1, 	 = 0.1	34, � = 45	D4, ��� = 2000	D4 

• DC voltage and current controller 

"L����
 = 2.2 + U.�
) , "B���
 = 0.6283 + V�W.��

)  

���
��� = 200V, ������ = 0 

• Distribution feeder 

� = 0.05, 	 = 0.7	34 

• Output ac filter parameters of the source side 

�� = 0.15, 	� = 1	34, �� = 45	D4 
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Appendix A4.3 

AC Micro-Grid Parameters Shown in Figure 4.11 

• VSI-1 (typically, VSI-2) 

Ac voltage controller: 0.165 + 400 �⁄  

Current controller: 50 + 15300 �⁄  

Droop coefficients: 3 = 1 × 10@V,  = 1 × 10@�, �� = 30 

• VSR-1 

Dc voltage controller:	2 + 0.7294 �⁄  

Current controller:	0.5 

10 hp, 4 pole pairs, �)Y�Y�� = 	0.5	Ω, 	)Y�Y�� 	= 	3.134; flux linkage = 0.124 V.s, 

inertia  constant = 1.1 mKg.m
2
; friction factor = 0.024 N.m.s, Mechanical Load = 25 

N.m. 

Speed controller: %� = 0.1, %B = 2. 

Current controller: %� = 50, %B = 5000. 

• VSR-2, VSR-3 

Dc voltage controller:	2 + 0.7294 �⁄  

Current controller:	0.5 
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Appendix A4.4 

AC Micro-Grid Parameters Shown in Figure 4.21 

• DG-1, 2 and 3 

%L� = 	0.165, %LB = 400, %B� = 50, %BB = 15300, 4 = 0.7 

• CIL-1 

208 V (L-L), 60 Hz 

8 hp, 4 pole pairs, �)Y�Y�� = 	0.5	Ω, 	)Y�Y�� 	= 	3.134; flux linkage = 0.124 V.s, 

inertia  constant = 1.1 mKg.m
2
; friction factor = 0.024 N.m.s 

Speed controller: %� = 0.1, %B = 2. 

Current controller: %� = 50, %B = 5000. 

• CIL-2, 3 and 4 

208 V (L-L), 60 Hz;  

Voltage controller: %� = 2,	%B = 0.7294. 

Current controller: %� = 0.5, %B = 1.  

Ac filter: L = 100 µH, R = 0.1 Ω;   
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Appendix A5.1 

System Parameters for VSIs Shown in Figure 5.5 

Three phase, 120�8</400�9<, 20F�R, 60	4I		

• RLC Parameters 

�� = 50	30, 		� = 234, 	�� = 45μ[ 

��� = 5	30, 		�� = 250	μ4, 	��� = 4.7	3[	

	\ = 0.5	34	

• AC Current Controller 

%�B = 10.05, %B
B = 251.33 

• AC Voltage Controller 

%�L�� = 0.265, %B
L�� = 10 

• DC Voltage Controller 

%�L�� = 0.0015, %B
L�� = 0.07 

• Active Power Controller 

%�
� = 0.002, %B

� = 0.07, �� = 30 
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Appendix A5.2 

Designed Parameters for the Proposed Compensators 

Shown in Figure 5.22 

• AC Micro-grid Interface  

Outer Loop Compensator ��T���

: %T� = 0.25, �T� = 700, ^T� = 1	

Intermediate Loop Compensator ��T���

: %T� = 0.065,�T� = 600, ^T� = 1 

Inner Loop Compensator ��TB��

: %TB = 0.65,�TB = 600, ^TB = 1 

• Grid-Connected Inverter 

Outer Loop Compensator ������

: %�� = 50,��� = 400, ^�� = 1	

Intermediate Loop Compensator ������

: %�� = 0.1, ��� = 400, ^�� = 1 

Inner Loop Compensator ���B��

: %�B = 1,��B = 400, ^TB = 1 
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